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TIME KEY EVENT NOTES


8:00 - 8:30
Overview of notebook and digital 


resources


8:30 - 8:45 Safety Key


8:45 – 9:45 Refraction Using the Light Box


9:40 - 10:00 Debrief


10:00 - 10:15 Break


10:15 - 11:10 Refraction Using the Light Box


11:10 - 11:30 Debrief


11:30 - 12:30 LUNCH


12:30 - 1:30 Conservation of Energy: Absorption


1:30 – 1:50 Debrief


1:50 -2:00 Break


2:00 - 2:45 Conservation of Energy: Absorption


2:45 - 3:05 Debrief


3:05 - 3:30 Closing


Teacher's Agenda: Day 2


Light Energy - Grade 5


Teacher Agenda


5 Light Energy


Day 2








Enduring Understandings Essential Questions


Light behaves differently as it interacts with different kinds 


of matter.


How does light interact with different kinds of matter? 


OBJECTIVE
Students will need to KNOW . . .


TASK ANALYSIS
Students will be able to DO…


1. Summarize how light can interact with matter through 


    reflection, refraction and absorption


2. Observe how light travels and interacts with matter


3. Demonstrate understanding of how an object can be 


    seen (reflection, refraction and absorption) through 


    scientific investigations


4. Design and conduct investigations of transparent, 


    translucent, and opaque as applied to light


5. Observe the physical interactions of light and matter and 


    the effect on color perception due to refraction, reflection, 


    absorption, transmission, and scattering


6. Investigate careers, scientists, and historical breakthroughs 


    related to light energy


 (from Northwest TIA Document)


1. Develop a working knowledge and comprehension 


    of essential vocabulary.


2. Summarize how light can interact with matter through


    reflection, refraction, and absorption.


3. Describe how light travels and interacts with an object 


    or material.


4. Conduct experiments with light using a variety of objects 


    and materials.


5. List examples of reflection, refraction, and absorption.


6. Demonstrate and explain examples of reflection, 


    refraction and absorption.


7. Demonstrate understanding of how an object can be seen 


   (reflection, refraction, and absorption)) through a scientific 


   investigations.


8. Find examples of transparent, translucent, and opaque.


9. Design and conduct investigations of transparent, 


    translucent, and opaque as applied to light.


10. Identify examples of reflection, refraction, absorption,


      transmission, and scattering.


11. Investigate the physical interactions of light and matter 


      and the effect on color perception.


12. Use appropriate reference materials.


                         (from Northwest TIA Document)


Science Learning Guide


5th Grade: Light Energy


STAGE 1: Identify Desired Results


Safety
1. Laser lights, Sunlight, Flashlights, or Maglites - looking directly into the light or pointing the light in the eye can 


    cause serious permanent damage to the retina.  Only the teacher should use the laser light during the experiments.


2. Hairspray - be sure to aim the can away from face and eyes.  Goggles should be used for young children.


3. Light bulbs - heat generated by the bulbs can cause serious burns / bulbs made of glass can break and cut 


    the skin or eyes (especially halogens) / salt and oils from bare hands can cause bulbs to shatter when turned on.


4. Mirrors - be aware of sharp edges


5. Lenses and Mirrors - can magnify the intensity of the light.  Teacher should monitor students carefully to 


    avoid reflection into someone's eyes or causing heat which will burn.


6. Batteries - should not be installed backwards, put in fire, or mixed with other battery types.  


    This may cause exploding or leaking.


7. Broken bulbs or old batteries - should be handled by the teacher and not the student.


8. Disposal of bulbs or batteries - wrap glass bulbs before throwing them away / recycle batteries


    in the proper place (The local post office may have a battery recycling box).


9. Eating should be avoided in the science lab area.


10. Arrange room and put away unneeded items to avoid tripping and allow for free movement of 


     students during the experiences that require the room to be dark.
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light


energy


transparent


opaque


translucent


reflect


refract


absorb


matter


interact


transmission


scattering


properties


review: natural light, artificial light, molecules, density


1. PS.7.5.1 Summarize how light can interact with matter through absorption, refraction, and reflection.  


2. PS.7.5.2 Investigate how light travels and interacts with an object or material. 


3. PS.7.5.3 Conduct investigation demonstrating how an object can be seen.


4. PS.7.5.4 Design and conduct investigations of transparent, translucent, and opaque as applied to light.


5. NS.1.5.1 Make accurate observations.


6. NS.1.5.2 Identify and define components of experimental design used to produce empirical evidence: hypothesis, 


    replication, ample size, appropriate use of control, use of standardized variables.


7. NS.1.5.4 Interpret scientific data using: data table/charts, bar graphs, circle graphs, line graphs, stem and leaf plots, 


    Venn diagrams


Arkansas Frameworks  


Science as Inquiry 


1. Demonstrate abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry;


2. Use appropriate tools and techniques to gather, analyze, and interpret data:


3. Develop descriptions, explanations, predictions, and models using evidence:


4. Think critically and logically to make the relationships between evidence and explanations:


5. Communicate scientific procedures and explanations:


Physical Science


1. Document that light can be treated as if it travels in a straight line until it strikes an object.  


    Light can be reflected by a mirror, refracted by a lens, or absorbed by the object; and 


2. Document that light interacts with matter by transmission (including refraction), absorption, 


    or scattering (including reflection). An object is only seen if it emits or scatters light.


Science and Technology


1. Demonstrate abilities of technological design; 


2. Implement a proposed design:


3. Evaluate completed technological designs or products:


21st Century Skills


Technology


Use technology as a tool to research, organize, evaluate and communicate information, and the possession of a fundamental 


understanding of the ethical/legal issues surrounding the access and use of information


Critical Thinking and Problem Solving


1. Exercise sound reasoning in understanding


2. Make complex choices and decisions


3. Understand the interconnections among systems


4. Identify and ask significant questions that clarify   various points of view and lead to better solutions


5. Frame, analyze and synthesize information in order to solve problems and answer questions


Communication and Collaboration


1. Articulate thoughts and ideas clearly and effectively through speaking and writing


2. Demonstrate ability to work effectively with diverse teams


3. Exercise flexibility and willingness to be helpful in making necessary compromises to accomplish a common goal


4. Assume shared responsibility for collaborative work


Academic Vocabulary


National Standards
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Historical Data:


1. Targeted Formative Assessment or Learning Institute Data


2. ACTAAP data and released items


3. NAEP released items


4. Student notebooks from previous year (if applicable)


Potential Misconceptions:


1. Visible light is the only type of light.


2. Filters change the color of light.


3. The primary colors of light are identical to the primary 


    colors of pigment.


4. Red objects in space are hot; blue objects in space 


    are cool.


Performance Tasks/Labs: 


1. Use various types of inquiry investigations with light to 


    explore: opaque, transparent, translucent, reflection, 


    refraction, absorption, conservation of energy, and


    color perception.


2. Use Frayer Model to explain opaque, transparent, 


    translucent


3. Use Venn Diagram to compare reflection and refraction


4. Design and build solar home models to demonstrate 


    understanding of conservation of energy as it applies to 


    reflection, refraction, and absorption.


5. Measure and compare angles in investigations of reflection 


     and refraction.


6. Record, analyze data from investigations in science 


   notebook.


7. Communicate evidence of learning to peers through 


    collaborate grouping, reflections, and oral presentations.


Quizzes, Tests, Academic Prompts:


Pre/post content tests


Science notebook including sections for: 


     • academic vocabulary building


     • experiment logs


     • journal entries


     • reflection logs


     • open response prompts


Products 


1. Science notebook including sections for: 


      • academic vocabulary building


      • experiment logs


      • journal entries


      • reflection logs


      • open response prompts


2. Property of light collaborative project rubric 


    (solar homes)


Student Self-Assessment Tool(s):


1. Lab manual or science notebook


2. Property of light collaborative project rubric 


    (solar homes)


3. RAFT (see literacy connections)


4. Each individual lesson includes a formative assessment


Unprompted Evidence:    


1. Graffiti Wall:Tell students to look for examples of light interactions outside of the classroom. Have a designated area 


    where students can record "real world" examples (prompt them to do this before or after school). Share out during 


    science period. Leave this up for the duration of the unit, adding to it as much as possible.      


2. Reflection journal (in student notebook)                                                            


Stage 2 : Assessment Evidence


Instructional Diagnosis


Prior Knowledge/Skills:


PS.7.1.1 Compare natural and artificial sources of light


PS.7.1.2  Investigate the properties of transparent, translucent and opaque objects


PS.7.2.1  Classify materials as transparent, translucent, or opaque


PS.7.3.1  Classify materials as those which can reflect, refract, or absorb


Formal Pre-Assessment: 


1. Pre/Post test developed for reflection, refraction, and absorption (electronic survey)


2. Suggestion: Light Probe: "Can It Reflect Light", pages 25 - 30 from "Uncovering Student Ideas in Science: 25 Formative 


    Assessment Probes, Vol. 1" by NSTA Press  (can be purchased online at  http://www.nsta.org/ )


Evidence of Learning
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Formative:  
Pre/Post test developed for reflection, refraction, and 


absorption 


Summative:       
Posttest                                              


Learning Plan:
Link to Teacher Guide For Lessons: (attached)


Lesson 1: Opaque, Transparent, Translucent


Lesson 2: Reflection


Lesson 3: Refraction


Lesson 4: Conservation of Energy - Absorption


Personalized Learning


Interventions/Corrective Strategies: Intellectual Challenges:  
Web quest:  This web quest allows students to explore the way 


light is reflected, refracted, and absorbed.  Students will 


explore several different websites and write reflections in their 


science notebooks. (Websites included in the resource section 


of the teacher guide)


Open Response:  Samples are in the resource section and lessons


Evaluation Criteria


Literacy


1. Word origins and meanings: Have students research the origin and meanings of the following words: reflect and refract, 


    hologram, chromatography and chromatogram, bioluminescence


2. Listen to the book SWITCH ON THE NIGHT by Ray Bradbury, Leo Dillon, and Diane Dillon. Pretend you are a book 


    reviewer and write a review of this book for fellow classmates. 


RAFT Activity A: Take a look at the illustrations in the story and write a letter to the illustrators and tell them what your 


                         favorite illustrations are and why you like them. 


RAFT Activity B: As the cricket in the story, write a letter to the young boy describing what the world is like without light.


RAFT is a writing-to-learn strategy see appendix.


Math


1. "Multiplying Money": This is a great way to teach students about how the angle of mirrors changes the number of images


    one sees. This activity also reinforces predicting: M.12.5.1, M.13.5.6, DAP.16.5.1 


2. Use shadow length to determine size of various objects. Students will use proportions to make accurate observations. 


    AR math standards: M.12.5.1, A.6.5.1,A.5.5.1, A.4.5.1 


3. In this lesson, students explore how variations in solar collectors affect the energy absorbed. This real world problem 


    gives students an opportunity to use the science they have learned and apply it using math. 


    AR Math Frameworks: NO.2.5.1, A. 6.5.1 


4. Reading a Light Bulb Package: Students will learn the math behind the science of lighting bulbs. This is a great 


    "real-world" connection, too! 


Stage 3:  Plan Learning Experiences and Instruction


Social Studies


Students will build their solar homes for specific biomes in which students study in their social studies frameworks.


Modifications/Special Accommodations for Learners:
1. Cooperative learning groups designed to accommodate special needs 


2. Differentiated instruction 


3. Teachers will modify tasks and assessments for individual student AIP's and IEP's.


Cross-curricular Applications / Real World Connections: 
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Enrichment:


Art


1. Shadows and Light, Science and Puppetry: This cross-curricular connection, produced by ArtsEdge and The Kennedy 


    Center, introduces students to the art of puppetry and how different materials (translucent, transparent, and  opaque) 


    create different types of shadows. The activity can take up to six periods but can easily be condensed if students do not 


    explore the indicated website. 


2. Art exercise which shows students how to mix watercolors using the palette and diluting with water to get shades of each.          


3. Analyze the work of Roy Lichtenstein. Identifying his use of primary colors, cartoon imagery, and dramatically worded 


    text bubbles.


4. Use the book Color Analyzers by LHS GEMS and do the activity Decoding Secret Messages. Kids color pictures then 


    use color gel wands to view the pictures then a secret message jumps off the page at them. Color wands can be made 


    for one class and then be reused for years. The kids can then make their own secret message pictures by using what 


    they have learned from color analysis.    


5. Light and Art Podcast:  "We're Peter, Emma, Aaron, Ixchel, and Kaitlyn.  We're in our school's science club.  Our 


    teacher gave us a special assignment.  We need to come up with a colorful art display that doesn't use paints!  We 


    went to the most colorful place we know in San Francisco, a cool museum called the Exploratorium.  Our question: 


    "How can we produce colorful are, without using paint?"   


Music


Objects and Light: This song is by Ron Brown and is a really fun and catchy tune that fifth graders will love!       


P.E./Health


1. Research and report on the human eye and vision, particularly rods and 


    cones. 


2. Conduct a color blind test on themselves.  


3. Search health textbooks or the internet for test circles.  


4. Have students determine what color is being tested by the colors in the activity. 


5. Research the effects of UV rays on the skin.  


6. Compare and contrast the benefits of UV rays include the dangers.  


7. Purchase UV beads from Oriental Trading, Steve Spangler's website, or 


    Rainbow Symphony website.  Have the students wear bracelets with a couple 


    of beads on them to determine the risk of UV damage by comparing how 


    bright the beads get.  (Steve Spangler has additional lessons for the UV beads 


    on his website) 


            http://www.orientaltrading.com


            www.SteveSpanglerScience.com


            www.rainbowsymphony.com


Technology Applications


1. Use light probes to record the lumens in the "Light in a Can" (See Opaque, Translucent, and Transparent lesson)


2. "How We See Things" - interactive website- can be used on a SMART Board or as a workstation  


    http://kids.earth.nasa.gov/seawifs/ocean_color.htm  


3. List of websites in the 5th grade Delicious and Wiki accounts.


4. PSET videos used in the teacher introduction, "Understanding Children's Ideas About Light"


5.  United Streaming clips


Media


Light and Art Podcast:  "We're Peter, Emma, Aaron, Ixchel, and Kaitlyn.  We're in our school's science club.  Our teacher gave 


us a special assignment.  We need to come up with a colorful art display that doesn't use paints!  We went to the most colorful 


place we know in San Francisco, a cool museum called the Exploratorium.  Our question: "How can we produce colorful are, 


without using paint?"  
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Light box 


Diffracting grates


He-Ne Laser (Wal-mart keychain laser will work) 


Flat mirrors 


Prism box 


Index cards (4 per participant) 


Mag-light 


Single hole punch 


Aluminum foil 


Wax paper 


Concave and convex lenses


Small block of wood


2 identical objects such as: pencils, fruit, balls, or etc.


Concept strips (laminate stability)


Yarn or kite sting


12  Binder clips or clothes pins


Large coffee cans


Color construction paper (assorted)


Thermometers or temperature probes


Small clear plastic bin (shoebox size)


Clear hot glue sticks


Various pieces of material (opaque, transparent, translucent)


Dry milk


Polarized film (some sunglass lenses will work)


Travel size can of aerosol hairspray 


Tape 


Vegetable Oil (Wesson -high quality 


Sponge


Old CD


Plastic sandwich bag


Lunch size brown paper sack 


White cardstock


Literature Connections Professional Texts


1. Delta Science Readers. Color and Light 


2. Exploring Light, Light and Shadow, We Use Light-


    Discovery Links Newbridge Leveled Readers 


3. Lasers Taking Light to the Extremes: Lisa Benjamin-


    Newbridge Reading Quest 


4. Spectacles , Ellen Raskin, New York: Atheneum, 1968 


5. Shadows, Blaise Cendrars, translated by Marcia Brown, 


    New York: Macmillan, 1982 


6. Arthur’s Eyes, Brown, Mac. Boston: Little, Brown, 1979 


7. Five Secrets in a Box, Brighton, Virginia, New York: E.P. 


    Dutton, 1987 


8. Piping Down the Valleys Wild: Poetry for the Young of all 


    Ages, New York: Delacorte Press, 1985 


9.What Did They See, John Schindell, Henry Holt 


     Publishing, 2003 – More Picture Perfect Science, 


     Lesson Mirror Mirror 


10.I See Myself, Vicki Cobb, Harper Collins Publishing, 


     More Picture Perfect Science, Lesson Mirror Mirror 


11.Hailstones and Halibut Bones: Adventures in Color, Mary 


     O'Neill, 1961


1. Stop Faking It: Light by Bill Robertson 


2. Uncovering Student Ideas in Science: 25 Formative 


    Assessment Probes by Page Keely, Fracis Eberle, 


    and Lynn Farrin 


3. Exploratopia by Exploratorium 


4. Color Analyzers, Lawrence Hall GEMS 


5. Color and Light Delta Science Modules 


6. Sci-Tech Connections Integrating Literacy Links, 


    Curriculum Plus


Materials and Supplies


On campus


1. Host a science night for families to view students’ solar home projects.


2. Invite community members and/or parents who work with light concepts as a part of their jobs to present to the class.      


Reinforcements at home


1. Mix colors at home. Mixing different powdered drinks or gelatin flavors will create new colors and tastes. 


2. Compare and contrast mixing powders with mixing liquids. 


3. Collect and  examine newsprint both black and white and colored papers. Use a magnifying glass to observe and notice 


    the different colors of dots used to create the images. 


4. Observe what happens when sunlight passes through a glass of water. 


5. Make a CD spectroscope using a paper towel tube and old CD.  


Parental/Community Involvement Opportunities:
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TIME KEY EVENT DETAILS


8:00 - 8:30 Introduction Overview of conceptual map complete with 7 e 


overview for the module, content pre-test,


8:30 - 8:45 Safety Key Hand out applicable safety, MSDS, Goggles, etc.  


(lasers, batteries, etc.)


8:45 – 9:30 What is authentic inquiry?


"Shining a Light On"


Discuss Inquiry, engagement, etc  Moving an 


activity lesson to an inquiry lesson


9:30 – 10:30 Uncovering Student Ideas About Light (PSET) How to assess student prior knowledge and 


misconceptions. Assess readiness of teacher, 


students and classroom)


10:30 - 10:40 Break


10:40 – 11:25 Types of Matter: Opaque, Transparent, Translucent Break Down of 7 E Lesson


Role Model of Teacher in Classroom including 


thought processes


11:25 – 11:45 Debrief Questions, assessment, integrations, 


extensions, classroom management, safety, 


modifications for special education.


discuss guided inquiry


11:45 – 12:45 LUNCH


12:45 – 1:30 Reflection Break Down of 7 E Lesson


Role Model of Teacher in Classroom including 


thought processes


1:30 – 1:50 Debrief Questions, assessment, integrations, 


extensions, classroom management, safety, 


modifications for special education.


discuss guided inquiry


1:50 -2:00 Break


2:00 - 2:45 Reflection Break Down of 7 E Lesson


Role Model of Teacher in Classroom including 


thought processes


2:45 - 3:05 Debrief Questions, assessment, integrations, 


extensions, classroom management, safety, 


modifications for special education.


discuss guided inquiry


3:05 - 3:30 Closing Minute paper as teacher reflect of the content 


presented on Day 1


** Posttest designed by SciKeys assessment 


committee


Faciliator Agenda: Day 1


Light Energy - 5th Grade


5 Faciliator Agenda
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CHAPTER 1 


Learning about Learning 


ACTIVITY 5 HW 1: Children’s Ideas about Light 
TRANSCRIPT 


 


© 2007 PSET   1-103 


Movie: Mirrors 


 


00:09:06 Teacher 


Now do we have somebody on all four sides? Now, this is what I 


want you to do.  You think about where you're standing and where 


the persons around your table are standing, and when your 


flashlight holder turns the flashlight on, who do you think is going 


to be able to look in that mirror and see the picture?  What I want 


you to do is to kind of draw on your paper who's going to be able 


to see that, that - Predict and show me what you think, how you 


think the person or people that you think is going to see that light. 


01:06:22 Student 


Well the flashlight person is going to shine it at the mirror, and I 


think from our last thing we've been doing, it's going to go back to 


her, to the side person, to that side person and to the opposite 


person - cause the mirror has it all the way around. 


01:19:10 Interviewer So it's going to go all the way around? 


01:20:20 Student Um hum. 


01:21:04 Interviewer 
What if these people moved around?  Say this person moved over 


here? 


01:25:02 Student I'd say he'd still see it. 


01:26:02 Interviewer He'd still see it so anywhere around the table, he'd still see it.   


01:27:28 Student Um hum. 


01:28:24 Interviewer Okay, let's have a look at- 


01:31:17 Comment (groups begin the experiment) 


01:37:16 Interviewer Can you see it now? 


01:38:03 light holder Yes.   


01:38:18 Interviewer Can you tell that you can see it? 


01:40:26 flashlight holder 1 Yeah, cause it's got the reflection on- 


01:44:08 Interviewer 
Now can you really see the flashlight on the mirror, the picture of 


the flashlight? 


01:48:10 
student across from 


light 1 
Yes, I can. Like where the light's coming.   


02:03:28 Interviewer 
Well, why don't you change places.  Okay, everybody go around.  


Could you see it? 







02:11:23 
student on the right 


of holder 
Hum? 


02:12:10 Interviewer Could you see it in the mirror? 


02:14:02 
student on the right 


of holder 
No. 


02:14:20 Interviewer No?  Okay.  Now give her the flashlight. 


02:18:06 flashlight holder Oh, okay. 


02:21:28 Interviewer Can you see it over there? 


02:23:24 
student across from 


the holder 2 
Yes.   


02:24:18 Interviewer Can you see it?  


02:25:08 
student to the left of 


holder 
No. 


02:26:04 Interviewer Can you see it? 


02:27:10 
student to the right 


of holder 
No.  So the opposite person can see it. 


02:32:05 
student to left of 


holder 
Yeah, only the opposite person can see it. 


02:33:08 flashlight holder 2 That makes sense. 


02:34:06 Interviewer Okay, let's make sure everybody gets a turn, move around again. 


02:40:04 
student across from 


the holder 3 


Oh, I can see it big time!   Yeah, I can see it.   I can see the 


reflection from all sides.   


02:52:24 
student to the left of 


holder 


Like the finger (inaudible) smudged it, that's where I can see it 


reflecting.   


02:59:18 student Should we switch? 


03:01:16 student Okay, switch.  JR, JR, JR. (students move around the table) 


03:08:22 
student across from 


holder 4 
Oh my goodness! I can so see it now!   


03:11:26 
student to right of 


holder 
I, I can't see, I can see Josh's face but I can't see it. 


03:15:10 
Josh- the left of 


holder 
I can see your face.   


03:19:08 
student across from 


the holder 
It's turning around a little bit - like 


03:22:13 flashlight holder I almost had it. 


03:23:16 discussion (inaudible) 


03:42:16 
student to left of 


holder 


So it's just the opposite person because it goes like this and it 


bounces off.   







Activity 5 HW 1: Mirrors and Reflection TRANSCRIPT 


 


03:47:05 
student to right of 


holder 
Yeah!  That's what I thought but - Some people can't even see it. 


03:54:02 
student across from 


holder 
Yeah, could you see it? Try and look around a little bit like scoot - 


03:58:00 
student to left of 


holder 


No, it's just the opposite person.  It's like hitting here (motions her 


hand from the flashlight to the mirror.) 


04:02:02 
student across from 


holder 


(pointing to student to left of holder)  Over there I could sort of see 


it.   


04:04:10 
student to right of 


holder 


(moving toward the person across from the light) I could see it 


when I was like right here. 


04:05:28 
student to left of 


holder 
I can't see it at all. 


04:05:24 Interviewer So what do you think is happening here? 


04:08:16 
student to left of 


holder 
I think opposite person can see it. 


04:10:14 group Yeah! 


04:11:10 Interviewer Only the opposite person could see it, why do think that is? 


04:12:25 
student to left of the 


holder 


Well it bounces down hits the mirror and kind of goes like that 


(moves her hand from the light to the mirror and back up toward 


the face of the student across from the holder). 


04:18:06 Interviewer 
So what does it have to do when it gets over here, can you see it 


right now? 


04:21:02 
student across from 


holder 
Yeah, I can see it in the mirror.   


04:23:25 Interviewer 
Okay but right now?  Okay.  Duck down a little bit.  Now what 


about now? 


04:29:24 
student across from 


holder 
Yes, I can see it. 


04:32:00 Interviewer Really bright now?   


04:33:12 
student across from 


holder 
Yeah. 


04:33:29 Interviewer Why do you think she can really see it well right now? 


04:36:08 
student to right of 


holder 


Because from what I see, it has to do with hitting her right there in 


the eye.   


04:39:24 Interviewer Okay so what is that? 


04:41:05 
student to left of 


holder 


It's like where the light is bouncing off the mirror and hitting her in 


on her - 


04:44:11 Interviewer In her face?  Alright, okay.  Did everybody get a turn?   







04:47:07 Group Yes. 


04:50:16 Interviewer 
So why do you think you can't see it right now and you can't see it 


right now?  


04:58:24 
student across from 


holder 


Well, it's kind of like it's angled down so it would be like that, so it's 


hitting it at an angle sort of - 


05:06:12 
student to right of 


holder 
If you could move it, it would be like going like that. 


05:10:06 
student across from 


holder 


-but if JR's (the one holding the light) right there and she's right 


there (pointing to the position to the left of the holder) it would be 


hitting it like, it would be hitting it at an angle and it would go into 


an angle to her.   


05:18:02 Interviewer 
Okay, so is there something special about the way the light 


behaves? 


05:23:02 
student to left of the 


holder 


Well, it's kind of like when, we had the pinhole and the light goes 


the light goes through the pinhole, it goes up.  I bet if we moved it 


down and we moved the mirror up, it would probably kind of go 


down.   


05:35:23 Interviewer Okay. 


05:38:25 
student to left of 


holder  


(flashlight holder moves flashlight and image on student moves 


upward)  See it's going up! 


05:42:02 Interviewer 
Oh okay.  So, so do you think there's kind of a pattern there, in the 


light?   


05:49:14 
student across from 


holder 


Well, it's shining sort of that way but the mostly directly going right 


there. 


05:55:04 student to right of 


holder 
You can see it, you can see it right there. 


05:56:06 Interviewer Okay, where's it going from there? 


05:57:16 student across from 


holder 
It's hitting and then it's going back to my face. 


06:00:12 Interviewer Okay, okay, I see, alright, thank you. 


06:05:18 Teacher I need to know at your group, Beth what did you guys discover at 


that group? 


06:11:10 Beth Um, you shine the flashlight on the mirror and it reflects off and (?) 


on the other person's eye, but the people across cannot see it 


because you're pointing it- 


06:24:28 Teacher You mean of all of these four people at your table only one person 


could see it? 


06:28:25 Student Um hum.  Because it would bounce off and hit her it would go in 


her eyes. 


06:34:18 Beth And if you turned this way, it would do the same that way.  
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06:38:25 Teacher So only one person at a time could see it, not all four of you, not 


even three of you. 


06:43:30 Student Right. 


06:45:07 Teacher ‘kay.  What did you discover Josh at your group? 


06:47:17 Josh Well we discovered, we thought, we found out that the - we 


started thinking at the end that the mirror could only reflect the 


light one way. 


06:59:08 JR Yeah, one way. 


07:00:04 Teacher So what does that mean? 


07:02:10 Josh That means that the light can only go in one direction. 


07:07:08 Teacher ‘kay. 


07:08:28 JR We're shining it - 


07:10:23 Teacher So just one person at a time saw it at your table? 


07:12:30 Josh Yeah, right. 


07:13:28 Teacher And who was that, when you were holding it Josh that would have 


been? 


07:16:10 Josh Mary Beth 


 


 








Science Keys Introductory Slideshow Notes 
 


Arkansas Science Keys –  
The Science Specialists from 
Co-ops and Centers across 
Arkansas have created a 
Science Professional 
Learning program called 
“Sci~Keys.” Science Keys is 
based on new learning from 
work on impacting student 
achievement, and grounded 
in research-based knowledge 
on best practices in 
classroom instruction. An 
authentic inquiry approach is 
at the core of the SCIence 
Keys experience. 
 


 
 
 
 
 


 
 
Educational research 
indicates that the teacher 
plays the key role in 
unlocking student 
achievement. For this to 
occur, the teacher must be 
committed to learning, 
committed to their students, 
and be a skilled facilitator in 
their practice. Mastery of 
these 7 keys of best practices 
will engage, motivate, and 
lead students to reaching 
their potential as learners. 
 
 


 
 
 
 







 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 Seven Science Keys to Unlocking Achievement 
 
1. Integration of both math and literacy in science instruction to enhance reading, 


writing, communication and mathematical skills. 


2. Application of research-based High-yield instructional strategies. 


3. A standards-based curriculum anchored to both state and national frameworks. 


4. Authentic inquiry that engages students in solving real world problems within the 


scope of the scientific process. 


5. Leveraging of formative, authentic, and summative Ensuring the safety of students in 


the laboratory and classroom through knowledge, awareness, and practice. 


6. Experience with relevant technology to prepare students with a 21st century skill set. 


7.   Ensuring the safety of both the student and the teacher in the science classroom, 


through knowledge, awareness, and practice. 


 
 
 
 
 







 
Content knowledge and 
mastery of pedagogy are two 
central elements of quality 
professional learning. One 
objective of “Sci~Keys” is to 
offer an opportunity for teachers 
to grow in their practice The 
alignment of instruction, 
assessment, and a standards-
based curriculum are all 
necessary components that 
drive student achievement. 
 
The Sci~Keys professional 
learning experience focuses on 


the teacher as an adult learner who needs to be engaged in the planning and evaluation 
of their instruction, and involved in problem-centered learning around issues that have 
immediate relevance to their practice. 
 
 
 
 


 
 
This series of integrated, 
authentic inquiry-based modules 
are aligned to the Arkansas 
Science Standards for 5th grade, 
7th grade, and biology teachers. 
This extensive two-day training 
will include all materials free of 
charge for this initial year of 
training. 
 
Instructional facilitation (coaching) 
will also be provided to the 
teacher with on-site visits upon 
completion of this professional 
learning. 
 


 








TIME KEY EVENT DETAILS


8:00 - 8:30 Overview of Notebooks and Resources Debrief from day one.  Engage learners for new 


learning


8:30 - 8:45 Safety Key Review safety: Hand out applicable safety, 


MSDS, Goggles, etc.  (lasers, batteries, etc.)


8:45 – 9:45 Refraction Using the Light Box Break Down of 7 E Lesson


Role Model of Teacher in Classroom including 


thought processes


9:40 - 10:00 Debrief Questions, assessment, integrations, 


extensions, classroom management, safety, 


modifications for special education.


discuss guided inquiry


10:00 - 10:15 Break


10:15 - 11:10 Refraction Using the Light Box Break Down of 7 E Lesson


Role Model of Teacher in Classroom including 


thought processes


11:10 - 11:30 Debrief Questions, assessment, integrations, 


extensions, classroom management, safety, 


modifications for special education.


discuss guided inquiry


11:30 - 12:30 LUNCH


12:30 - 1:30 Conservation of Energy: Absorption Break Down of 7 E Lesson


Role Model of Teacher in Classroom including 


thought processes


1:30 – 1:50 Debrief Questions, assessment, integrations, 


extensions, classroom management, safety, 


modifications for special education.


discuss guided inquiry


1:50 -2:00 Break


2:00 - 2:45 Conservation of Energy: Absorption Break Down of 7 E Lesson


Role Model of Teacher in Classroom including 


thought processes


2:45 - 3:05 Debrief Questions, assessment, integrations, 


extensions, classroom management, safety, 


modifications for special education.


discuss guided inquiry


3:05 - 3:30 Closing Minute paper as teacher reflect of the content 


presented on Day 1


** Posttest designed by Amy and Pam


Light Energy - 5th Grade


Faciliator Agenda: Day 2


5 Facilitator Agenda


Day 2








Teacher's Guide


Grade: 5


Unit: Light Energy


Title: Conservation of Energy


Topic:   Conservation of Energy - Absorption of Light


Lesson Summary:  


Arkansas Frameworks:


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


National Frameworks: Science as Inquiry 


Demonstrate abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry.


1. Use appropriate tools and techniques to gather, analyze, and interpret data.


2. Develop descriptions, explanations, predictions, and models using evidence.


3. Think critically and logically to make the relationships between evidence and explanations.


4. Communicate scientific procedures and explanations.


Physical Science


1. Document that light can be treated as if it travels in a straight line until it strikes an object.  


Light can be reflected by a mirror, refracted by a lens, or absorbed by the object; and 


2. Document that light interacts with matter by transmission (including refraction), absorption, or 


scattering (including reflection). An object is only seen if it emits or scatters light.


Science and Technology


1. Demonstrate abilities of technological design. 


2. Implement a proposed design.


3. Evaluate completed technological designs or products.


The law of conservation of energy states that the total amount of energy coming into a system 


must be equal to the total amount leaving a system if no work is done on or by the system. In 


other words, energy is not created or lost during the interaction.  It merely changes form. In this 


lesson, students will conduct investigations to demonstrate that all of the light energy coming into 


a system will be reflected, refracted, or absorbed.


http://www.arkansased.org/teachers/word/science_k-8_011006.doc 


PS.7.5.1 Summarize how light can interact with matter through absorption, refraction, and 


reflection.


PS.7.5.2 Investigate how light travels and interacts with an object or material. 


PS.7.5.4 Design and conduct investigations of transparent, translucent, and opaque as applied to 


light.


NS.1.5.1 Make accurate observations.


NS.1.5.2 Identify and define components of experimental design used to produce empirical 


evidence: hypothesis, replication, sample size, appropriate use of control, use of standardized 


variables.


NS.1.5.4 Interpret scientific data using, data tables/charts, bar graphs, circle graphs, line graphs, 


stem-and-leaf plots, Venn diagrams.


NS.1.5.5 Communicate results and conclusions from scientific inquiry. 


NS.1.5.6 Develop and implement strategies for long-term, accurate data collection. 


NS.1.5.9 Define and give examples of hypotheses.


DAP.15.5.1 Interpret graphs such as line graphs, double bar graphs, and circle graphs.


DAP.16.5.1 Make predictions and justify conclusions based on data.


DAP.17.5.1 Identify and predict the probability of events within a simple experiment. 


DAP.14.5.2 Collect numerical and categorical data using surveys, observations and experiments 


that would result in bar graphs, line graphs, line plots and stem-and-leaf plots.


DAP.14.5.3 Construct and interpret frequency tables, charts, line plots, stem-and-leaf plots and 


bar graphs.


OV.3.5.1 View a variety of media (e.g., posters, film clips, periodicals, charts, cartoons, etc.) to 


enhance and show understanding of a specific topic. 


OV.3.5.3 Use visual aids to convey information. 


W.4.5.2 Organize ideas by using such graphic organizers as webbing, mapping, and formal 


outlining with main topics. 


IR.12.5.4 Gather information from a source appropriate to purpose and topic.


Conservation Energy 
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Objectives:


Focus Question:


Essential Vocabulary


Timeline:


Background Information:


Elicit & Engage: 20 minutes


Explore: 45 minutes


Explain: 20 minutes


Elaborate: 30 minutes 


Extend: 1-2 weeks at home project


Students will pull together and connect ideas about various scientific concepts about light 


including: light absorption, refraction, and reflection.  


Students will make a correlation between visible light and heat absorption.


How does light react as it travels through different mediums?


absorption - when light waves pass through a substance, the energy of certain colors may be 


taken in by the substance and converted to a different form of energy (ADE framework)


reflection – a change in the direction of a light ray as it bounces off an object (ADE framework)


refraction -  a bending of a light ray when it passes at an angle from one substance into another 


substance in which its speed is different (such as when it passes through air into water) (ADE 


framework)


All waves are traveling energy.  Energy comes in different forms such as: light energy, sound 


energy, and heat energy.  The law of conservation of energy states that the total amount of energy 


remains constant in an isolated system.  Therefore, energy is not created or destroyed.  The law of 


conservation of energy would indicate the total amount of light energy in a system will be equal 


to the amount of light that is reflected, refracted and/or absorbed.  Energy in an isolated system 


can change form, for instance, light energy from the sun changes to heat energy when it reaches 


our skin.  This is why our skin feels warm when directly exposed to sunlight.  


The sun is our major source of light.  The sun emits waves through space and enters Earth’s 


atmosphere to reach everything on Earth.  As a result, the waves from the sun light up our day; 


change to heat energy to warm our air and water; and are stored as energy in green plants.


Light waves are energy in the form of electric and magnetic fields.  In most cases, light expands 


on a spherical wave front and does not need a medium to travel through. Light travels 


in waves. If we are far enough away from the light source, the wave front appears “flat” and 


we can use the “ray model” to demonstrate light traveling in straight lines. Light from the 


sun travels in waves, but the light wave behaves as if it travels in a straight line.  This model 


can be used to describe how light reacts to different types of matter.  However, it does not explain


why it reacts in this manner.  


    


Waves travel in a series of frequencies.  In absorption the frequency of the incidental 


(incoming) light wave is near the amount of energy needed to move the electrons in the 


material to the next orbital energy level.  Matter comes in four forms: solids, liquids, gases 


and plasma.  In solids, the molecules are packed very tightly; in liquids, molecules are packed 


less tightly;  in gases, molecules move more freely; and in plasma atoms have so much energy 


and are moving so much, their outsides come off!  This is important to the absorption of light 


because when light hits a material where the frequency of the incoming light is near the energy


level of the electrons in the material, the electrons of that material take in the energy from the 


light wave and are able to move to the next energy level.  


     


When the electrons are held tightly, they pass the energy on to the nuclei of the atoms.  This 


speeds up the atoms which cause them to hit other atoms in the material.  The energy from the 


vibrations is transferred to heat energy.  The material may then feel warm to the touch or may 


transfer that heat energy to other materials behind it.  This is why wearing dark clothing is not a 


good option in the summer months when the sunlight reaches us more directly.
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Instruction Teacher's Notes


Materials:


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Teacher Preparation: Explore – (If using variation 2)


After the pop bottles have been cleaned and dried, poke a small hole in the top of the lid large 


enough to stick in a thermometer.  Place the clay around the thermometer so that no air escapes. 


Explain –


Teacher needs to copy “Human Concept Definition Map” pages (attached), and cut apart each 


light fact. Each concept strip, except for the main concept (Light), should have a long string 


attached to it affixed with a binder clip or clothes pin on the end of the string.


Laminating these cards before the string is attached will keep the concept card from ripping.


Elicit & Engage - Sponge/Block


  • Dropper


  • Small block of wood


  • Sponge


Explore -  Pop Goes the Temperature


     Variation 1 


  • Tape – scotch or masking


  • Thermometers or temperature probe


  • Sheets of red, yellow, blue, white, & black colored construction paper


  • Aluminum foil


 • Wax paper 


     Variation 2


  • Empty pop bottles 


  • Clay or playdough type material 


  • Thermometers or temperature probe


  • Sheets of red, yellow, blue, white, & black colored construction paper


  • Aluminum foil


  • Wax paper


Explain – Human Concept Definition Map


  • Concept strips (laminate stability)


  • Yarn or kite sting


  • 12  Binder clips or clothes pins


Elaborate -


  • Student Data Form “Design Plan for Solar Homes


Extend -


  • Various recycled materials to create solar homes


1. Laser lights, Sunlight, Flashlights, or Maglites - looking directly into the light or pointing 


the light in the eye can cause serious permanent damage to the retina.  Only the teacher should 


use the laser light during the experiments.


2. Hairspray - be sure to aim the can away from face and eyes.  Goggles should be used for 


young children.


3. Light bulbs - heat generated by the bulbs can cause serious burns / bulbs made of glass can 


break and cut the skin or eyes (especially halogens) / salt and oils from bare hands can cause 


bulbs to shatter when turned on.


4. Mirrors - be aware of sharp edges


5. Lenses and Mirrors - can magnify the intensity of the light.  Teacher should monitor students 


carefully to avoid reflection into someone's eyes or causing heat which will burn.


6. Batteries - should not be installed backwards, put in fire, or mixed with other battery types.  


This may cause exploding or leaking.


7. Broken bulbs or old batteries - should be handled by the teacher and not the student.


8. Disposal of bulbs or batteries - wrap glass bulbs before throwing them away / recycle 


batteries in the proper place (The local post office may have a battery recycling box).


9. Eating should be avoided in the science lab area.


10. Arrange room and put away unneeded items to avoid tripping and allow for free 


movement of students during the experiences that require the room to be dark.
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zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzz                                                                                                                                        


Sponge/Block 


The teacher will hold a dropper of water above the block 


and drop water onto it. Students will observe how the 


water reacts when a drop lands on the block of wood. 


Each student will record these observations in their 


science notebook.


 Then the teacher will repeat the 


experiment using the sponge and 


students will once again record their 


results.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zz


Sponge/Block (cont.)


What happened to the water as it landed on the 


sponge/block?  How can this be compared to light?  Is 


there a connection between how light and water react to 


matter?


The students should observe that one surface absorbed 


the water and the other caused it to splatter. This 


observation should lead into the development of the 


understanding of how light is absorbed by certain 


materials. 


 (Be sure that students make a 


connection with the vocabulary word 


absorption – the sponge absorbs the 


water).


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Pop Goes the Temperature


Variation 1: 


Follow the procedure for variation 2 using different 


colors of construction paper folded to form a pocket 


instead of wrapping the construction paper around the 


bottle. 


Variation 2:


Students will wrap the teacher-prepared pop bottle with 


one of the different materials provided (construction 


paper, wax paper or aluminum foil) and then place the 


lids on the bottles with the thermometer/temperature 


probe already in them and set them in the sun or a heat 


lamp may also be used. 


Have students’ record initial temperature of their bottles 


in Celsius. Record temperature change every five 


minutes for a total of 20 minutes. Record the temperature 


in student notebooks. 


* Refer to teacher preparation section 


for how to prepare the bottle before 


the class period.


Upon returning to class, graph the 


results (see Absorption Exploration 


Table sheet) for the entire class and 


have students determine which 


color/material absorbed more light 


energy that was converted to heat 


energy.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzz


Human Concept Definition Map


Students complete a “Human Concept Definition Map” 


to tie in absorption, reflection, and refraction concepts.  


1. Print off the “Human Concept Definition Map” pages 


(attached) 


2. Cut apart the light facts. 


3. Each concept strip, except for the main concept 


(Light), should have a long string attached to it affixed 


with a binder clip or clothes pin on the end of the string.


4. Pass out the slips to various students and students 


must decide which fact is the main concept/idea.  


5. Student with main concept (Light) will stand in the 


middle of the room.


6. Students who have the secondary concepts will link up 


to the main concept using their attached string. They 


should spread out to four different areas around the main 


concept. 


7. Students with the remaining supporting facts will link 


up with their correct secondary concepts.


The map will provide a connection 


between these concepts and can be 


connected to the Conservation of 


Energy model. 


Be sure to discuss the concept as a 


class afterwards to ensure students 


have correct understanding.


 


Option: Repeat the process with 


students who did not participate the 


first time.


Option:  After this class activity, ask 


the students to fill in the “Concept 


Definition Map” hardcopy to keep in 


their notebook for reference or 


individual grade.
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zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Design Solar Home Model


Students will use the knowledge that they have acquired 


from the study of reflection, refraction, and absorption to 


design (and build if time allows in the extension) solar 


homes for a specific biome/scenario. Students must 


decide if their home should allow for absorption to 


increase the inside temperature or reflection so the inside 


temperature will stay cool.  This will be determined by 


the biome/scenario they select. 


The students will draw their designs in class using the 


"Planning Your Own Scientific Investigation" sheet for 


organization of student projects. 


Construct Solar Home Model


Students will continue with the Solar 


Home Project by constructing a  


house.  This can be done as a class 


completion or as a major science 


project.  Students should be 


encouraged to use recycled (green) 


materials. Upon completion of the 


solar houses, students will conduct 


tests to determine if his/her house 


meets the prediction.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Use Designing a Structure: Solar Home Design and 


Construction rubric to evaluate students understanding 


of all unit concepts (reflections, refraction, and 


absorption).  


Students will also demonstrate 


comprehension of the concepts of 


light by completing Concept 


Definition Map in the explanation 


section.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzz


After students have tested their solar house, they may 


change one variable in the design and make that change. 


Students can create an advertisement about their solar 


home as a conclusion to the lesson.


Cross-Curricular 


Integrations:


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Resources:


Parental/Community 


Involvement


Notes:


Document Links: Elicit / Engage: Science Notebook Reflection student page


Explore: Absorption Exploration Table student page


Explain: “Human Concept Definition Map” pages 


               (Prepare following teacher preparation directions above.)


             “Concept Definition Map” student page


Elaborate: "Planning Your Own Scientific Investigation"  student page


Evaluate: Designing a Structure: Solar Home Design and Construction Rubric


Math 


Language Arts


Social Studies – Students will build their solar homes for specific biomes in which students study 


in their social studies frameworks.


* Refer to Learning Guide for additional integrations.


Light probes


Host a parent night in which students display and present their Solar Homes.
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Faciliator's Guide


Grade: 5


Unit: Light Energy


Title: Introduction for Teachers Only


Topic:   


Lesson Summary:  


Arkansas Frameworks:


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzz


Focus Question:


Background Information:


Timeline:


Materials:


Jigsaw Activity: (10 minutes)


Initial Ideas (15 minutes)


Collecting and Interpreting Evidence (20 minutes)


Summarizing Questions


Although good teachers use formative assessment often in their classrooms, they may not be aware 


that is what they are doing.  Formative assessment opportunities come from structuring the classroom 


to allow for student practice of concepts with observations and feedback given by the teacher and/or 


their peers in a safe learning environment.  Formative assessment builds the necessary skills for 


students to become self-assessors and accountable for their own learning.  Students and teachers 


work together to evaluate the student's individual responses to a task.  They evaluate where the 


student is at that point of the assignment and where they should be.  In addition, they create a plan as 


to how the students will progress toward that outcome.  The plan is then implemented through a 


series of specific steps decided in the created plan.  Formative assessment is totally learner-centered 


and individualized.  Rubrics are often used to assess tasks, grades are not given for practice work, 


and students are involved in the decision-making.


What types of ideas do elementary students have about light?


This introduction will provide teachers a chance to practice formative assessment skills while 


investigating the ideas young children have about light energy.  Through these introduction 


experiences, teachers will uncover misconceptions their students might have about light energy.  


Through observation, teachers will be able to make decisions regarding the readiness of their students 


and classroom environment to study light energy. 


http://www.arkansased.org/teachers/word/science_k-8_011006.doc 


PS.7.5.1 Summarize how light can interact with matter through absorption, refraction, and reflection                         


PS.7.5.2 Investigate how light travels and interacts with an object or material


PS.7.5.3 Conduct investigations demonstrating how an object can be seen


PS.7.5.4 Design and conduct investigations of transparent, translucent, and opaque


NS.1.5.1  Make accurate observations


NS.1.5.2 Identify and define components of experimental design used to produce empirical evidence: 


hypothesis, replication, ample size, appropriate use of control, use of standardized variables


NS.1.5.4 Interpret scientific data using: data table/charts, bar graphs, circle graphs, line graphs, stem 


and leaf plots, Venn diagrams


NS.1.5.5 Communicate results and conclusions of the scientific inquiry


Used with the permission of: Physical Science & Everyday Thinking PSET 


http://www.petpset.net/student_resources/htm/pset.html


Understanding Children's Ideas About Light


Square table


White paper (1 sheet)


4 people


1 flashlight


Mirror


Copies of the Article "7 Common Ideas & Summary)


Link to the video, "Light.mpg"


Students' Ideas About Light
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Instruction Facilitator'sNotes


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Facilitator Preparation:


 


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzz                                                                                                                                        


Ask the teachers to respond to the following questions:  


What is light?  Name some of the properties of light?  


What do you know about these properties?


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zz


7 Common Ideas Students Have About Light


Jigsaw activity:  (10 minutes)


1. Divide the teachers into 8 groups.  


2. Assign each group 1 or the 8 sections of the article, 


ACTIVITY 5 HW 2 Reading: Children’s Ideas about Light, 


from PSET Learning about Learning (pages 107 – 110) 


3. Groups read and discuss their section within their 


small group.


4.Groups share their section orally with the large group.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Exploring Inital Ideas  (15 minutes)


Procedure 1:


1. Place white paper and mirror in the center of the 


table.


2. Four students stand around the table - one student 


on each side


3. One student holds the flashlight (off position)


4. Students predict what each person standing around 


the table will see when the lights 


are turn off and a flashlight (turned on) is directed at 


the center of the table.


5. Teachers discuss what their student’s answers might 


be.


Before doing the experiment with 


teachers, pass out the sheet with the 


picture of students lined up around a table 


ready to shine the flashlight at the mirror.  


Ask teachers to write their predictions of 


what each student will see on their paper.


1. Laser lights, Sunlight, Flashlights, or Maglites - looking directly into the light or pointing the 


light in the eye can  cause serious permanent damage to the retina.  Only the teacher should use the 


laser light during the experiments.


2. Hairspray - be sure to aim the can away from face and eyes.  Goggles should be used for young 


children.


3. Light bulbs - heat generated by the bulbs can cause serious burns / bulbs made of glass can break 


and cut the skin or eyes (especially halogens) / salt and oils from bare hands can cause bulbs to 


shatter when turned on.


4. Mirrors - be aware of sharp edges


5. Lenses and Mirrors - can magnify the intensity of the light.  Teacher should monitor students   


carefully to avoid reflection into someone's eyes or causing heat which will burn.


6. Batteries - should not be installed backwards, put in fire, or mixed with other battery types.  This 


may cause exploding or leaking.


7. Broken bulbs or old batteries - should be handled by the teacher and not the student.


8. Disposal of bulbs or batteries - wrap glass bulbs before throwing them away / recycle batteries


in the proper place (The local post office may have a battery recycling box).


9. Eating should be avoided in the science lab area.


10. Arrange room and put away unneeded items to avoid tripping and allow for free movement of 


students during the experiences that require the room to be dark.


Cover windows so the room will be as dark as possible.
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Procedure 2:


1. Place the mirror in the center of the table.


2. Four students stand around the table - one student 


on each side


3. One student holds the flashlight (off position)


4. Students predict which of the four students standing 


around the table would see the light when the lights are 


turn off and a flashlight (turned on) is directed at the 


center of the table.


5. Teachers discuss what their student’s answers might 


be.


6. Teachers justify thier answers using one or more of 


the common ideas described in the article read during 


the jigsaw activity.


7. Conduct the experiment to test your predictions.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzz


1. Ask teachers to discuss at their tables how their 


experience with the flashlight and mirror supports the 


article, "7 Common Ideas Children Have About Light."


2. Have groups orally share their responses as a whole 


group discussion.


3.  Ask teachers to discuss at their tables the 


misconceptions that their students might have about 


light.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Collecting and Interpreting Evidence (20 minutes)


1. Show video, Light.mpg  (8 minutes)


2. Within the small group, teachers discuss and complete 


the questions from the evaluate section of this lesson.


3. Have groups orally share their responses as a whole 


group discussion.


video link: Who Will See the Light


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Who Will See the Light?


1. What idea did the student have about who would see 


the light when the person with the flashlight shines the 


light into the mirror?


2. What do you think the student based his prediction 


on?


3.  What evidence do you have to support this?(use 


quotes from transcript)


4.  During the activity what idea or ideas did the 4th 


grade students construct about the behavior of light?


5.  What evidence do you have to support this? (use 


quotes from transcript)


At 6:47:17 Josh stated “Well we discovered, we 


thought, we found out that the-we started thinking at 


the end that the mirror could only reflect the light one 


way.”


6.  Do you think that the students came up with this 


idea or do you think that the interviewer  played a large 


role in telling this idea to the students.


7.  What evidence can you give to support your answer?
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zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzz


Teachers will extend this lesson by setting the 


experiment up in their classrooms.  While the students 


conduct the experiment,  the teacher will apply the 


questioning and listening strategies she practiced today.  


This will provide the teacher information as to what 


her/his students know about light and any 


misconceptions the students may have.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Resources:


Document Links:


Video


Used with the permission of: Physical Science & Everyday Thinking PSET 


http://www.petpset.net/student_resources/htm/pset.html
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Design Plan for Solar Homes 


 Student Data Form 
List the one changed (manipulated) variable: 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


List the most important logical steps; include 
all the different variables and their amounts: 


List the variables you will keep the same or 
constant (controlled variables): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


List the most important materials: 


List the variable you will measure and/or observe (measured/observed or responding variable): 


 
 
 


How often and/or how many times will you measure and/or observe it? 


 
 
Make a table for recording the data.  
Repeat the tests/procedure at least 3 times. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 


Adapted from:  2007 by Betsy Rupp Fulwiler from Writing in Science. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann 
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Designing a Structure: Solar Home Design and Construction 
 


 


 


 


CATEGORY  4 3 2 1 


 


 


Plan 


Plan is neat with 


clear 


measurements 


and labeling for 


all components. 


Plan is neat with 


clear 


measurements 


and labeling for 


most 


components. 


Plan provides 


clear 


measurements 


and labeling 


for most 


components. 


Plan does not show 


measurements 


clearly or is 


otherwise 


inadequately 


labeled. 


 


 


Construction -


Materials 


Appropriate 


materials were 


selected and 


creatively 


modified in 


ways that made 


them even 


better. 


Appropriate 


materials were 


selected and 


there was an 


attempt at 


creative 


modification to 


make them even 


better.  


Appropriate 


materials were 


selected.  


Inappropriate 


materials were 


selected and 


contributed to a 


product that 


performed poorly. 


 


Data 


Data taken 


several times in 


a careful, 


reliable manner. 


Data taken twice 


in a careful, 


reliable manner. 


Data taken 


once in a 


careful, 


reliable 


manner. 


Data not taken 


carefully OR not 


taken in a reliable 


manner. 


 


Scientific 


Knowledge 


Explanations 


indicate a clear 


and accurate 


understanding of 


the concepts of 


light energy. 


Explanations 


indicate a 


relatively 


accurate 


understanding of 


the concepts of 


light energy. 


Explanations 


indicate 


relatively 


accurate 


understanding 


of the concepts 


of light energy. 


Explanations do 


not illustrate much 


understanding of 


the concepts of 


light energy. 
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Building a Structure: Solar Home Design and Construction 
CATEGORY  4 3 2 1 


 


 


Plan 


Plan is neat with 


clear 


measurements 


and labeling for 


all components. 


Plan is neat with 


clear 


measurements 


and labeling for 


most 


components. 


Plan provides 


clear 


measurements 


and labeling 


for most 


components. 


Plan does not show 


measurements 


clearly or is 


otherwise 


inadequately 


labeled. 


 


 


Construction -


Materials 


Appropriate 


materials were 


selected and 


creatively 


modified in 


ways that made 


them even 


better. 


Appropriate 


materials were 


selected and 


there was an 


attempt at 


creative 


modification to 


make them even 


better.  


Appropriate 


materials were 


selected.  


Inappropriate 


materials were 


selected and 


contributed to a 


product that 


performed poorly. 


 


 


Construction - 


Care Taken 


Great care taken 


in construction 


process so that 


the structure is 


neat, attractive 


and follows 


plans accurately. 


Construction was 


careful and 


accurate for the 


most part, but 1-


2 details could 


have been 


refined for a 


more attractive 


product. 


Construction 


accurately 


followed the 


plans, but 3-4 


details could 


have been 


refined for a 


more attractive 


product. 


Construction 


appears careless or 


haphazard. Many 


details need 


refinement for a 


strong or attractive 


product. 


 


 


Data 


Data taken 


several times in 


a careful, 


reliable manner. 


Data taken twice 


in a careful, 


reliable manner. 


Data taken 


once in a 


careful, 


reliable 


manner. 


Data not taken 


carefully OR not 


taken in a reliable 


manner. 


 


Scientific 


Knowledge 


Explanations 


indicate a clear 


and accurate 


understanding of 


the concepts of 


light energy. 


Explanations 


indicate a 


relatively 


accurate 


understanding of 


the concepts of 


light energy. 


Explanations 


indicate 


relatively 


accurate 


understanding 


of the concepts 


of light energy. 


Explanations do 


not illustrate much 


understanding of 


the concepts of 


light energy. 
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Concept Definition Map 
(Use for vocabulary or concept terms) 


 


 


 


  


  


             EXAMPLES What is it like? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


What is it? 
Write definition in your own words. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Note to teacher: 


 


Concept definition mapping is a vocabulary activity that provides students with a graphic organizer that outlines the 


key parts of a definition (class/category, properties/characteristics, and examples/illustrations). Students are guided 


into considering the questions that a complete definition should answer:  “What is it like?”  “What are some 


examples of it?” and “What is it?” 


 


Students could work in pairs using information from the textbook, class notes, reading passages, background 


knowledge, and other print sources. 


 


Students should summarize statements forcing them to write the definitions in their own words.  This activity will 


also help students make connections between background knowledge and new learning. 


 


This could be done for each vocabulary word or for variety the teacher could choose to use the vocabulary map on 


next page. 


The idea is to get the students to think beyond the definitions in the glossary. 


LIGHT 
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REFLECTION LOG 
 


LESSON TITLE: 


 


 


PRE-LESSON  


Write two or three questions you hope will be answered. 


 


 


Write the open-ended question/questions given to you by your 


instructor. 


 


 


 


POST-LESSON  


1) What new knowledge did you gain today? 


 


 


 


2) List three things from today’s lesson that will be most helpful to 


you? 


 


 


3) Check your pre-lesson questions.  Write the answer those 


questions that were answered.  Ask the other questions during 


class discussion. 
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Human Concept Map - Page 1 of 6 
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Sources of 


 
 
 
 


 


Reflection 


 
 
 


 


 


 


Human Concept Map - Page 2 of 6 
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Absorption 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
   


Refraction 


 
 


Human Concept Map - Page 3 of 6 
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The Sun 
 


 
 


Artificial/ Man Made 


(lamps, flashlights, fire) 
 
 


 
 


Produces Heat 
or other forms of energy 


 
 
 


Human Concept Map - Page 4 of 6 
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Light rays are drawn 
in and stay in the 


object 


 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 


Light rays bounce off 


 
 
 
 


Human Concept Map - Page 5 of 6 
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Caused by light ray 
changing speed 


 
 
 
 


 


Bending of light rays 
changes direction of 


the light ray 


 
 


Human Concept Map - Page 6 of 6 








Survey Questions for Light Unit Grade 5 


Year 1 


 Date: 


School District: 


Coop/Center Location: 


Grade Level:                                                                Years of Teaching 


I have participated in the Science training for:       1                2           3   years 


Based on the following criteria, please rate your training sessions by selecting the number that 


best corresponds with your assessment of the experience. 


   1=                2                  3             4                5= 


Poor                                                                  excellent 


  


1. Rate your understanding of best practices and how it relates to teaching science.  


 


2. I am adequately prepared to deliver instruction from this training to my students. 


 


3. Rate your understanding of the 7E model. 


 


4. Rate your ability to apply the 7E model to science instruction. 


 


  5.  Rate your understanding of inquiry-based science instruction. 


  6.  Rate your understanding of how light can interact with matter through absorption, 


refraction, and reflection. 


  7.  Rate your understanding of how light travels and interacts with an object or material. 


  8.  Rate your understanding of how to conduct investigations of transparent, translucent, and 


opaque as applied to light. 


  9.  Rate your understanding of how to investigate physical interactions of light and matter. 







 


 


10. The bouncing of a light ray from a boundary in a straight line is: 


 


a. absorption  


b. reflection  


c. refraction  


d. scattering 


 


11. List the colors of in the visible spectrum (rainbows) in order. 


 


a. green, orange, yellow, red, blue, indigo, violet 


b. red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet 


c. red, violet, yellow, green, orange, blue, indigo 


d. orange, green, blue, indigo, violet, red, yellow 


 


12. Matter that does not allow light to pass through is described as:  


 


a. opaque 


b. transparent 


c. translucent 


d. dark 


 


13. The bouncing of a light ray from a boundary in lots of different directions is: 


 


a. absorption  


b. reflection  


c. refraction  


d. scattering 


 


14. Matter that allows, some but not all, of the light that hits it to pass  


      through it is described as: 


 


a. opaque 


b. transparent 


c. translucent 


d. dark 


 


15. When you are outside a sunny summer day your skin feels warm and begins to  


       turn brown.  Which one of lights properties is causing your skin to warm? 


 


a. absorption  


b. reflection  


c. refraction  


d. scattering 


 


 







16. When measuring the effect of absorption of light on an object it is best to use  


       which of the following tools: 


 


a. ruler 


b. protractor  


c. prism  


d. thermometer 


 


17. To separate white light into the color spectrum, use a: 


 


a. ruler 


b. protractor  


c. prism  


d. thermometer 


 


18. As light moves from a dense medium to a less dense medium it: 


                     


a. speeds up 


b. slows down  


c. remains constant 


d. stops 


 


19. Separating white light into color demonstrates which of the following properties of light: 


          


a. absorption  


b. reflection  


c. refraction  


d. scattering 
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Minute Paper: A Writing to Learn Strategy 


 


What were the significant points you learned from your lab experience. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


What were some of your unanswered questions? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


What were the Ah-ha’s (WOWS) you discovered? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Write your minute paper here:   A few sentences using the information above to explain your 


“Now You See It – Now You Don’t” lab experience.
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5th Grade Science 


Open Response Practice Question 
 


 
 


Using the above graph, explain the transmission of light through various materials. 
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Chart for Use with Eyes 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Material 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


All 


Light 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Some 


Light 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


No Light 


 


Property 


of 


Material 
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Chart for Use with Probe 


 


 


 


Material 


 


LUX 


Property of 


Material 
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Frayer Model 


Opaque, Transparent, Translucent 
Directions: 


1. Students work in collaborative groups or as whole class to make a brainstorming list of as 


many examples of “opaque” as possible.   


2. After the list is completed, students use the Frayer Model to analyze the list of examples 


to describe what they have in common.   


3. List the examples of opaque on the Frayer Model grid.   


4. List the essential characteristics which the examples have in common.   


5. Draw or illustrate opaque (How the light interacts with opaque matter). 


6. List the non-examples of opaque (These may be transparent and translucent matter). 


7. Use the essential characteristics and examples to develop a “student friendly” definition 


of the science term “opaque”. 


8. Students can complete the Frayer Models for “transparent” and “translucent” for 


homework. 


Note: Students can read a non-fiction text such as textbook and verify or add additional 


information to their grid.  Refer to www.howstuffworks.com/light.html  to lead group discussion 


if addition text is needed. 


Frayer Model 


Essential Characteristics 
(These define this concept) 


 


 


 


Drawing or illustration 
(Demonstrates comprehension of the concept) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


EXAMPLES NON- EXAMPLES 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


opaque 
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Frayer Model 


Essential Characteristics 
(These define this concept) 


 


Drawing or illustration 
(Demonstrates comprehension of the concept) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


EXAMPLES NON- EXAMPLES 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Frayer Model 


Essential Characteristics 
(These define this concept) 


 


 


Drawing or illustration 
(Demonstrates comprehension of the concept) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


EXAMPLES NON- EXAMPLES 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


transparent 


 


translucent 
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Understanding Children’s Ideas about Light 


 
Predict what each person will see when the room is dark and the light 


from the flashlight is directed at the center of the table. 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Picture used with permission from PSET: Understanding Student Ideas About Light 
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WHO WILL SEE THE LIGHT? 


 
Directions:  Teachers will use these questions to assess their students’ ideas about light as 


the teacher observes the students conducting the experiment. 


 


1.  What idea did the student have about who would see the light when the 


person with the flashlight shines the light into the mirror? 


 


2. What do you think the student based his prediction on? 


 


3.  What evidence do you have to support this?(use quotes from transcript) 


 


 


4.  During the activity what idea or ideas did the 4
th


 grade students construct 


about the behavior of light? 


 


5.  What evidence do you have to support this? (use quotes from transcript) 


 


At 6:47:17 Josh stated “Well we discovered, we thought, we found out that the-we 


started thinking at the end that the mirror could only reflect the light one way.” 


 


6.  Do you think that the students came up with this idea or do you think that 


the interviewer played a large role in telling this idea to the students? 


    


 


7.  What evidence can you give to support your answer? 
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REFLECTION LOG 
 


LESSON TITLE: 


 


 


PRE-LESSON  


Write two or three questions you hope will be answered. 


 


 


Write the open-ended question/questions given to you by your 


instructor. 


 


 


 


POST-LESSON  


1) What new knowledge did you gain today? 


 


 


 


2) List three things from today’s lesson that will be most helpful to 


you? 


 


 


3) Check your pre-lesson questions.  Write the answer those 


questions that were answered.  Ask the other questions during 


class discussion. 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 








Teacher's Guide


Grade: 5


Unit: Light Energy


Title: Opaque, Transparent, 


Translucent
Topic:   Opaque, Transparent, Translucent


Lesson Summary:  


Arkansas Frameworks:


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzz


National Frameworks:


Objectives:


Focus Question:


To explore the different ways in which light interacts with different types of matter?


How does light interact with matter?


Science as Inquiry 


Demonstrate abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry.


1. Use appropriate tools and techniques to gather, analyze, and interpret data.


2. Develop descriptions, explanations, predictions, and models using evidence.


3. Think critically and logically to make the relationships between evidence and explanations.


4. Communicate scientific procedures and explanations.


Physical Science


1. Document that light can be treated as if it travels in a straight line until it strikes an object.  Light 


can be reflected by a mirror, refracted by a lens, or absorbed by the object. 


2. Document that light interacts with matter by transmission (including refraction), absorption, or 


scattering (including reflection). An object is only seen if it emits or scatters light.


Science and Technology


1. Demonstrate abilities of technological design.


2. Implement a proposed design.


3. Evaluate completed technological designs or products.


The purpose of this lesson is to provide experiences which allow students to explore how light energy 


interacts with various types of matter: opaque, transparent, translucent. 


http://www.arkansased.org/teachers/word/science_k-8_011006.doc 


PS.7.5.1   Summarize how light can interact with matter through absorption, refraction and 


                 reflection.


PS.7.5.2   Investigate how light travels and interacts with an object or material.


NS.1.5.1  Make accurate observations.


NS.1.5.2  Identify and define components of experimental design used to produce empirical   


                evidence: hypothesis, replication, ample size, appropriate use of control, use of   


                standardized variables.


NS.1.5.4  Interpret scientific data using: data table/charts, bar graphs, circle graphs, line graphs,


                stem-and-leaf plots and Venn diagrams.


NS.1.5.5  Students will communicate results and conclusions of the scientific inquiry.


DAP.15.5.1 Interpret graphs such as line graphs, double bar graphs, and circle graphs.


DAP.16.5.1 Make predictions and justify conclusions based on data.


DAP.17.5.1 Identify and predict the probability of events within a simple experiment. 


DAP.14.5.2 Collect numerical and categorical data using surveys, observations and experiments that 


would result in bar graphs, line graphs, line plots and stem-and-leaf plots.


DAP.14.5.3 Construct and interpret frequency tables, charts, line plots, stem-and-leaf plots and bar 


graphs.


OV.3.5.1 View a variety of media (e.g., posters, film clips, periodicals, charts, cartoons, etc.) to 


enhance and show understanding of a specific topic. 


OV.3.5.3 Use visual aids to convey information. 


W.4.5.2 Organize ideas by using such graphic organizers as webbing, mapping, and formal outlining 


with main topics. 


IR.12.5.4 Gather information from a source appropriate to purpose and topic.
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Essential Vocabulary


Timeline:


Background Information:


This lesson should take one to two 50 minute periods of time to complete.


light – the thing that allows us to see objects.  Light can be modeled as rays, electromagnetic waves, 


or photons. 


light energy - the form of electromagnetic energy that is visible to the human eye.


light ray -  represents a thin beam of light which helps illustrate how light works.


matter – anything that has mass and occupies space. (ADE framework)


opaque - describes matter that does NOT allow light to pass through. (ADE framework)


transparent -  a medium that transmits light and also can reflect or refract a fraction of the light, but 


does allow objects to be seen clearly through it.


translucent -  describes matter that allows, some but not all, of the light that hits it to pass through 


and that scatters some light. (ADE framework)


Often in life, we take many things for granted.  Light is something we think will always be there 


when we need it.  Experiencing power failure to a home can cause many problems.  One of the 


problems is what do we do after the sun sets for the day.  In a situation like this, we soon realize that 


without a source of light, we are unable to see any object.  We stumble over chairs, bump into walls, 


knock objects off of tables and trip on stairs.  We quickly become bored because we can’t read, write 


or play games.


Now, we truly understand that light is needed in order for us to see objects.  What kind of light can 


we use if the sun has set and the electricity is not working?  Most people search for alternate sources 


of light such as candlelight, firelight, battery operated flashlights, or kerosene lanterns. 


In this first lesson of the SciKeys 5th grade light energy module, how light interacts with different 


types of matter will be explored.  Light is a form of energy which is visible to the human eye.  Under 


normal conditions light from distant sources behaves like it travels in a straight line.  However, it can 


be manipulated to take detours, mostly in straight lines.


  


Students should be encouraged to use flashlights or maglites to explore their surroundings


and observe what happens to the light as it strikes an object or material.  Objects or 


materials are usually described as being transparent, translucent or opaque.  In some 


cases, light may be fluorescent. 


Students have seen demonstrations of transparent materials when the teacher uses a 


transparency on the overhead projector in the classroom.  Students may not realize that


there is actually a light bulb in the projector.  This might be a great time to show students.


Students have been exposed to all types of transparent material such as glass, some 


plastic, very thin material, water and air.  However, no one has made the connection to 


concept of light energy for them.  When light is directed toward a transparent material, 


the light is able to pass all the way through the material.  


Translucent materials such as frosted glass windows, some plastics, fog or thin paper 


allow some light to pass through it.  Light does not pass directly through the materials. It 


changes direction many times and is scattered as it passes through. This scattering of 


the light makes objects on the other side of a translucent object appear fuzzy and unclear.


Students do not think of opaque materials such as: walls, desks, apples, pencils, thick 


paper, wood, stone, metals etc… as needing or interacting with light.  However, without light


 we would not see the object or the color of the object.  Opaque materials allow absolutely 


NO light to travel through.  All light is either reflected by the object, refracted by the object, 


and/or absorbed and converted to heat.    In the lesson, Conservation of Light Energy, 


students will begin to understand the importance of light interactions with opaque materials.
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Instruction Teacher's Notes


Materials:


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Teacher Preparation: Light in a Can


• Gather coffee cans and spray paint the inside with a Flat Black Paint.  


• Cut a small hole in the lid that will be the same size as the flashlights the students will be using.  


• Cut another small hole on one side toward the bottom of the container (not on the actual bottom of 


the container).  


• The hole should either be a circle large enough for a student to peer in with one eye or for the high 


tech version the size of your light probe


Elicit – Scattering Light with Lasers Demonstration


• Laser light (for teacher use only)


• Aerosol hairspray or chalk dust


Engage –  Uncovering Children’s Ideas about Light


• Mirror (square and flat – no frame)


• Flashlight or maglite


• Student data sheet for prediction


Explore – Light in a Can


(per group of students)


• 1 Large (approx. 2 lbs.) plastic coffee container with lid


• 1 Flashlight


• Squares of various materials (Approximately seven square per group) :  foil, plastic wrap, wax 


paper, construction paper, typing paper, fabric of different colors and thickness, overhead 


transparencies, metal mesh, foam meat trays, black plastic, clear plastic, sandwich bag, etc.


*Optional: High Tech -  Light probe with computer or LabQuest type instrument


Explain – Frayer Model


• Frayer Model handout (1 copy per student)


Elaborate -   Now You See It – Now You Don’t


• plastic sandwich bag


• lunch size brown paper sack 


• 2 identical objects such as: pencils, fruit, balls, or etc.


• Minute Paper (1 copy per student)


Evaluate -   


• “Light in a Can” lab sheet and/or  science lab notebook


Extend –  See http://artsedge.kennedy-center.org/content/3895/ 


1. Laser lights, Sunlight, Flashlights, or Maglites - looking directly into the light or pointing the 


light in the eye can cause serious permanent damage to the retina.  Only the teacher should use the 


laser light during the experiments.


2. Hairspray - be sure to aim the can away from face and eyes.  Goggles should be used for young 


children.


3. Light bulbs - heat generated by the bulbs can cause serious burns / bulbs made of glass can break 


and cut the skin or eyes (especially halogens) / salt and oils from bare hands can cause bulbs to 


shatter when turned on.


4. Mirrors - be aware of sharp edges


5. Lenses and Mirrors - can magnify the intensity of the light.  Teacher should monitor students 


carefully to avoid reflection into someone's eyes or causing heat which will burn.


6. Batteries - should not be installed backwards, put in fire, or mixed with other battery types.  


This may cause exploding or leaking.


7. Broken bulbs or old batteries - should be handled by the teacher and not the student.


8. Disposal of bulbs or batteries - wrap glass bulbs before throwing them away / recycle batteries


in the proper place (The local post office may have a battery recycling box).


9. Eating should be avoided in the science lab area.


10. Arrange room and put away unneeded items to avoid tripping and allow for free movement of 


students during the experiences that require the room to be dark.
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Scattering Light with Lasers Demonstration 


1. Ask students if they have ever seen where actors in a 


movie will spray hairspray to determine where a laser is 


pointing so they can avoid it (Think: Mission 


Impossible).


2. Turn out the lights; beam the laser to a wall or ceiling.


3. Ask students to explain how the light was able to 


appear on the wall or ceiling.


4. Spray hairspray in its path. 


5. The droplets will provide an opportunity for students 


to view the scattering of light. 


6. Have students illustrate what they saw in their science 


notebooks. 


7. Repeat steps 2-5 using a flashlight or maglight.


8. Connect this to future learning, by discussing as a 


whole class how scattering is just one property of light 


and over the next few days, students will be learning 


about different properties of light. 


9. Review the word, "properties," with students.


  


Adding some Mission Impossible music 


and dressing in all black will heighten the 


effect! 


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
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Understanding Children's Ideas About Light


1. Arrange students in groups of 4 around a desk or 


square table.


2. Place a piece of white copy paper in the center of the 


desk or table.


3. Place a square mirror in the center of the paper.


4. Give the students the data sheet with the picture of 4 


students around a table.


5. Ask students to write (on the picture) their prediction 


for what each person will see if the light is turned off 


and a flashlight is directed at the mirror.


6. Have students position themselves around the desk or 


table in the order of the students in the picture.


7. Turn off all lights in the room.


8. Ask the student with the flashlight to turn on the 


flashlight and direct the light toward the mirror.  


9. Listen to the students discuss what they are seeing?  


10. Have the students rotate around clockwise until all 


students have been in each spot at their desk or table.  


The flashlight stays in the same spot and students will 


operate the flashlight when they rotate into that spot.


11. Continue listening to the students’ conversation. 


Use what you have learned about the 7 


common ideas that students have about 


light to assess where your student’s are in 


their understanding of light.


Record student statements on a white 


board, poster, or bulletin board, so they 


can see their ideas and change or build on 


them as their knowledge level develops.
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Explore: Light in a Can


1. Give each group of students a coffee container, 


flashlight, and their choice of several different materials 


to test. 


2. Students will place one material at a time over the hole 


in the lid and then stand the flashlight on top of the 


material.  


3. They will then either view the light that has passed 


through the material into the container through the eye 


hole or measure the light using a light probe. 


4. Students will then record results in the data sheet(s) 


provided without completing the property of material 


column.  


5. After all students have tested all of their materials, 


have a class discussion about which materials allowed 


light to pass through and which did not.  


6. At this time, vocabulary should be introduced 


(transparent, translucent, opaque) 


7. Then, students will complete the final column 


on their data sheet.


Students use a simple coffee container 


and easily obtained materials from home, 


to investigate the properties these objects 


have to transmit light. 


Low tech version has students using a 


flashlight and their eyes to make the 


observations and the high tech version 


used a flashlight and a light probe to 


accurately measure how much light is 


transmitted through the materials.


Math (optional) - Measure and compare 


the lines of reflection.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
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Frayer Model


Use textbook, websites, background information in this 


lesson, and any other non-fiction text for opaque, 


transparent, and translucent to fill in a Frayer Model for 


each type of material.


1. Students work in collaborative groups to make a 


brainstorming list of as many examples of opaque, 


transparent, and translucent as possible.  


2. After the list is completed, students analyze the 


examples to describe what they have in common.  This 


gives the students the characteristics of the types of 


materials: opaque, translucent, and transparent.  


3. The students list their examples on their Frayer Model 


grid.  


4. Then, they list the essential characteristics which the 


examples have in common. 


5.  Students continue filling out the grid to create a 


picture and the non-examples.


This can be done as whole group.  Also, 


students can read a non-fiction text such 


as textbook and verify or add additional 


information to their grid.  


Additional resources:


The websites below provides videos and 


additional information.


http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/l


sps07.sci.phys.energy.lighttravel


http://www.promotega.org/hgr07009/inde


x.htm  (site created by 5th graders) 


www.howstuffworks.com/light.html  


For more information on the Frayer 


Model, see the note section at the end of 


this lesson.
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Now you see it – Now you don’t


1. Without letting students see, place any object such as a 


pencil in a transparent plastic sandwich bag.


2. Without letting students see, place an identical object 


in a lunch size paper bag.


3. Place both bags in the room where everyone can see.


4. Have student describe what they see.  Students should 


be able to describe the object in the plastic sandwich bag 


completely (size, shape, color).  They will probably get 


frustrated trying to describe the object in the lunch paper 


bag.  They should state the size, shape, and color of the 


object in the  paper bag only.


5. Lead the class in a discussion comparing the two types 


of bags and how light is needed to see the objects.  The 


students should be using the words transparent and 


opaque in their discussion.


6. Have the students write their reflection for this activity 


on the minute paper in their notebooks.


Optional: Add a third bag that is 


translucent.  The student should see some 


details of the object in the bag but not 


clearly.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
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• Lab chart for Light in a Can


• Frayer Model for Opaque, Translucent, Transparent – 


  Explain section


• Minute Paper from Now You See It – Now You Don’t


• Open Response Practice Question


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
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Shadows and Light, Science and Puppetry


Choose one or several activities from the website below:


This cross-curricular connection, produced by ArtsEdge 


The Kennedy Center, introduces students to the art of 


puppetry and how different materials (translucent, 


transparent, and opaque) create different types of 


shadows. The activity can take up to six periods but can 


easily be condensed if students do not explore the 


indicated website.


http://artsedge.kennedy-


center.org/content/3895/ 


Cross-Curricular 


Integrations:


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Resources:


http://www.promotega.org/hgr07009/index.htm


http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/lsps07.sci.phys.energy.lighttravel


www.howstuffworks.com/light.html  


Light Probe used in Light in a Can  - if available


Literacy - Frayer Model


Literacy - Minute Paper


Math - Record Data on Chart


Math - Measure the lines of reflection 


Art - Shadows and Light, Science and Puppetry


The websites below provides videos and additional information.


http://artsedge.kennedy-center.org/content/3895/
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Parental/Community 


Involvement


Notes:


Document Links: Picture of students around the desk


Frayer Model


Minute Paper


Light in the Can Data Chart


The Frayer Model is a graphic organizer that differentiates characteristics, defining an important 


concept from those merely associated with it. A Frayer model grid contains sections for: essential 


characteristics, non-essential characteristics, examples, and non-examples.  In science, it may be 


necessary to change non-essential characteristics to a drawing of the concept.  It can be used as a 


worksheet to guide the students as they read though a section or by the teacher to guide classroom 


discussion.


To introduce the activity, the teacher and class lists on the board as many examples of the concept as 


possible.  Students work in cooperative groups to analyze the terms for what they have in common 


and place the terms in the appropriate places on the grid.  Students should add to the grid as they read 


and be able to justify their placement of the terms.  This model emphasizes making connections, 


determining importance, and improves questioning ability.
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WHO WILL SEE THE LIGHT? 


Teachers will use these questions to assess their students’ ideas about light as the teacher 


observes the students conducting the experiment. 


1.  What idea did the student have about who would see the light when the 


person with the flashlight shines the light into the mirror? 


 


2. What do you think the student based his prediction on? 


 


3.  What evidence do you have to support this?(use quotes from transcript) 


 


 


4.  During the activity what idea or ideas did the 4
th


 grade students construct 


about the behavior of light? 


 


5.  What evidence do you have to support this? (use quotes from transcript) 


 


At 6:47:17 Josh stated “Well we discovered, we thought, we found out that the-


we started thinking at the end that the mirror could only reflect the light one 


way.” 


6.  Do you think that the students came up with this idea or do you think that 


the interviewer played a large role in telling this idea to the students? 


    


 


7.  What evidence can you give to support your answer? 
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Reflection 
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Reflection 


Anticipation Guide  


Directions:  Each of the following statements is about light.  Read each statement and put a “T” 


by the statements you think are “true” and an “F” by the statements you think are “False”.  Be 


prepared to explain your decisions to the group. 


 


_____ 1.  We do not need light for reflection to occur. 


 


_____ 2.   Light will pass through some objects and will not pass through other objects. 


 


_____ 3.    White light contains all the colors of a rainbow.  


 


_____ 4.    Light travels in a straight path. 


 


_____ 5.   The sun is the only natural source of light. 


 


_____ 6.    Light will not hit an object and bounce off in different directions. 


 


_____ 7.    Reflection is the change in direction of a light ray as it bounces off an object. 


 


_____ 8.    Scattering occurs when light hits an object and bounces back in a straight line. 


 


_____ 9.    Light can be divided into different colors. 


 


_____ 10.   Light can be made up of waves; similar to the ocean's waves.  


  


_____ 11.   Light cannot be reflected by colored objects. 


  


_____ 12.   Light will reflect from clear objects only. 


Note to teacher: 


An anticipation guide is a series of statements to get the students to think about what they already know about a 


concept.  The guide should be given prior to teaching to assess background knowledge, help to recognize 


misconceptions, arouse interest, and encourage students to form questions of their own.  It can be used as a 


springboard for class discussion.  A grade should NOT be given.  At the end of the unit, students should revisit this 


anticipation guide to evaluate how well they understood the concept and to correct possible misconceptions. 
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5
th
 Grade Light  


Student Data Sheet (vocabulary map) 


Directions:  1. Write the vocabulary term in the center square. 


                     2.  Fill in the examples for reflecting and non-reflecting matter 


                     3.  Draw an illustration of the vocabulary term 


                     4.  Write a definition of the vocabulary term using the information you have    


                           gathered. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Reflecting         Non-reflecting 


(examples)         (examples) 


   


 


 


 
 


Illustra 


 


 


 


 


 


 


                                                                                                                           Illustration 


 


 


______________________ 


        Term 


Definition: 
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5
th
 Grade Light Energy 


Reflections using Light Box  


Student “OWL” Data Sheet 


Record your data for below 
What I observed: What I wonder: What I learned or discovered: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Illustration: 


 
Record your data below 
What I observed: What I wonder: What I learned or discovered: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Illustration: 
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Record your data below 
What I observed: What I wonder: What I learned or discovered: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


Illustration: 


 
 


 


Record your data below 
What I observed: What I wonder: What I learned or discovered: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


Illustration: 


 
 


Record your data below 
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What I observed: What I wonder: What I learned or discovered: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


Illustration: 


 
 


 


Record your data below 
What I observed: What I wonder: What I learned or discovered: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


Illustration: 
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REFLECTION LOG 
 


LESSON TITLE: 


 


 


PRE-LESSON  


Write two or three questions you hope will be answered. 


 


 


Write the open-ended question/questions given to you by your 


instructor. 


 


 


 


POST-LESSON  


1) What new knowledge did you gain today? 


 


 


 


2) List three things from today’s lesson that will be most helpful to 


you? 


 


 


3) Check your pre-lesson questions.  Write the answer those 


questions that were answered.  Ask the other questions during 


class discussion. 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 








 


 


CHAPTER 1 


Learning about Learning 


ACTIVITY 5 HW 1: Children’s Ideas about Light 
TRANSCRIPT 


 


© 2007 PSET   1-103 


Movie: Mirrors 


 


00:09:06 Teacher 


Now do we have somebody on all four sides? Now, this is what I 


want you to do.  You think about where you're standing and where 


the persons around your table are standing, and when your 


flashlight holder turns the flashlight on, who do you think is going 


to be able to look in that mirror and see the picture?  What I want 


you to do is to kind of draw on your paper who's going to be able 


to see that, that - Predict and show me what you think, how you 


think the person or people that you think is going to see that light. 


01:06:22 Student 


Well the flashlight person is going to shine it at the mirror, and I 


think from our last thing we've been doing, it's going to go back to 


her, to the side person, to that side person and to the opposite 


person - cause the mirror has it all the way around. 


01:19:10 Interviewer So it's going to go all the way around? 


01:20:20 Student Um hum. 


01:21:04 Interviewer 
What if these people moved around?  Say this person moved over 


here? 


01:25:02 Student I'd say he'd still see it. 


01:26:02 Interviewer He'd still see it so anywhere around the table, he'd still see it.   


01:27:28 Student Um hum. 


01:28:24 Interviewer Okay, let's have a look at- 


01:31:17 Comment (groups begin the experiment) 


01:37:16 Interviewer Can you see it now? 


01:38:03 light holder Yes.   


01:38:18 Interviewer Can you tell that you can see it? 


01:40:26 flashlight holder 1 Yeah, cause it's got the reflection on- 


01:44:08 Interviewer 
Now can you really see the flashlight on the mirror, the picture of 


the flashlight? 


01:48:10 
student across from 


light 1 
Yes, I can. Like where the light's coming.   


02:03:28 Interviewer 
Well, why don't you change places.  Okay, everybody go around.  


Could you see it? 







02:11:23 
student on the right 


of holder 
Hum? 


02:12:10 Interviewer Could you see it in the mirror? 


02:14:02 
student on the right 


of holder 
No. 


02:14:20 Interviewer No?  Okay.  Now give her the flashlight. 


02:18:06 flashlight holder Oh, okay. 


02:21:28 Interviewer Can you see it over there? 


02:23:24 
student across from 


the holder 2 
Yes.   


02:24:18 Interviewer Can you see it?  


02:25:08 
student to the left of 


holder 
No. 


02:26:04 Interviewer Can you see it? 


02:27:10 
student to the right 


of holder 
No.  So the opposite person can see it. 


02:32:05 
student to left of 


holder 
Yeah, only the opposite person can see it. 


02:33:08 flashlight holder 2 That makes sense. 


02:34:06 Interviewer Okay, let's make sure everybody gets a turn, move around again. 


02:40:04 
student across from 


the holder 3 


Oh, I can see it big time!   Yeah, I can see it.   I can see the 


reflection from all sides.   


02:52:24 
student to the left of 


holder 


Like the finger (inaudible) smudged it, that's where I can see it 


reflecting.   


02:59:18 student Should we switch? 


03:01:16 student Okay, switch.  JR, JR, JR. (students move around the table) 


03:08:22 
student across from 


holder 4 
Oh my goodness! I can so see it now!   


03:11:26 
student to right of 


holder 
I, I can't see, I can see Josh's face but I can't see it. 


03:15:10 
Josh- the left of 


holder 
I can see your face.   


03:19:08 
student across from 


the holder 
It's turning around a little bit - like 


03:22:13 flashlight holder I almost had it. 


03:23:16 discussion (inaudible) 


03:42:16 
student to left of 


holder 


So it's just the opposite person because it goes like this and it 


bounces off.   
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03:47:05 
student to right of 


holder 
Yeah!  That's what I thought but - Some people can't even see it. 


03:54:02 
student across from 


holder 
Yeah, could you see it? Try and look around a little bit like scoot - 


03:58:00 
student to left of 


holder 


No, it's just the opposite person.  It's like hitting here (motions her 


hand from the flashlight to the mirror.) 


04:02:02 
student across from 


holder 


(pointing to student to left of holder)  Over there I could sort of see 


it.   


04:04:10 
student to right of 


holder 


(moving toward the person across from the light) I could see it 


when I was like right here. 


04:05:28 
student to left of 


holder 
I can't see it at all. 


04:05:24 Interviewer So what do you think is happening here? 


04:08:16 
student to left of 


holder 
I think opposite person can see it. 


04:10:14 group Yeah! 


04:11:10 Interviewer Only the opposite person could see it, why do think that is? 


04:12:25 
student to left of the 


holder 


Well it bounces down hits the mirror and kind of goes like that 


(moves her hand from the light to the mirror and back up toward 


the face of the student across from the holder). 


04:18:06 Interviewer 
So what does it have to do when it gets over here, can you see it 


right now? 


04:21:02 
student across from 


holder 
Yeah, I can see it in the mirror.   


04:23:25 Interviewer 
Okay but right now?  Okay.  Duck down a little bit.  Now what 


about now? 


04:29:24 
student across from 


holder 
Yes, I can see it. 


04:32:00 Interviewer Really bright now?   


04:33:12 
student across from 


holder 
Yeah. 


04:33:29 Interviewer Why do you think she can really see it well right now? 


04:36:08 
student to right of 


holder 


Because from what I see, it has to do with hitting her right there in 


the eye.   


04:39:24 Interviewer Okay so what is that? 


04:41:05 
student to left of 


holder 


It's like where the light is bouncing off the mirror and hitting her in 


on her - 


04:44:11 Interviewer In her face?  Alright, okay.  Did everybody get a turn?   







04:47:07 Group Yes. 


04:50:16 Interviewer 
So why do you think you can't see it right now and you can't see it 


right now?  


04:58:24 
student across from 


holder 


Well, it's kind of like it's angled down so it would be like that, so it's 


hitting it at an angle sort of - 


05:06:12 
student to right of 


holder 
If you could move it, it would be like going like that. 


05:10:06 
student across from 


holder 


-but if JR's (the one holding the light) right there and she's right 


there (pointing to the position to the left of the holder) it would be 


hitting it like, it would be hitting it at an angle and it would go into 


an angle to her.   


05:18:02 Interviewer 
Okay, so is there something special about the way the light 


behaves? 


05:23:02 
student to left of the 


holder 


Well, it's kind of like when, we had the pinhole and the light goes 


the light goes through the pinhole, it goes up.  I bet if we moved it 


down and we moved the mirror up, it would probably kind of go 


down.   


05:35:23 Interviewer Okay. 


05:38:25 
student to left of 


holder  


(flashlight holder moves flashlight and image on student moves 


upward)  See it's going up! 


05:42:02 Interviewer 
Oh okay.  So, so do you think there's kind of a pattern there, in the 


light?   


05:49:14 
student across from 


holder 


Well, it's shining sort of that way but the mostly directly going right 


there. 


05:55:04 student to right of 


holder 
You can see it, you can see it right there. 


05:56:06 Interviewer Okay, where's it going from there? 


05:57:16 student across from 


holder 
It's hitting and then it's going back to my face. 


06:00:12 Interviewer Okay, okay, I see, alright, thank you. 


06:05:18 Teacher I need to know at your group, Beth what did you guys discover at 


that group? 


06:11:10 Beth Um, you shine the flashlight on the mirror and it reflects off and (?) 


on the other person's eye, but the people across cannot see it 


because you're pointing it- 


06:24:28 Teacher You mean of all of these four people at your table only one person 


could see it? 


06:28:25 Student Um hum.  Because it would bounce off and hit her it would go in 


her eyes. 


06:34:18 Beth And if you turned this way, it would do the same that way.  
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06:38:25 Teacher So only one person at a time could see it, not all four of you, not 


even three of you. 


06:43:30 Student Right. 


06:45:07 Teacher ‘kay.  What did you discover Josh at your group? 


06:47:17 Josh Well we discovered, we thought, we found out that the - we 


started thinking at the end that the mirror could only reflect the 


light one way. 


06:59:08 JR Yeah, one way. 


07:00:04 Teacher So what does that mean? 


07:02:10 Josh That means that the light can only go in one direction. 


07:07:08 Teacher ‘kay. 


07:08:28 JR We're shining it - 


07:10:23 Teacher So just one person at a time saw it at your table? 


07:12:30 Josh Yeah, right. 


07:13:28 Teacher And who was that, when you were holding it Josh that would have 


been? 


07:16:10 Josh Mary Beth 
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Lesson Summary:  


Arkansas Frameworks:
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National Frameworks:


Objectives:


Focus Question:


To explore the different ways in which light can be reflected or scattered depending on the type of 


matter it strikes with its ray.


How does light interact with matter?


Science as Inquiry 


Demonstrate abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry.


1. Use appropriate tools and techniques to gather, analyze, and interpret data.


2. Develop descriptions, explanations, predictions, and models using evidence.


3. Think critically and logically to make the relationships between evidence and explanations.


4. Communicate scientific procedures and explanations.


Physical Science


1. Document that light can be treated as if it travels in a straight line until it strikes an object.  Light 


can be reflected by a mirror, refracted by a lens, or absorbed by the object; and 


2. Document that light interacts with matter by transmission (including refraction), absorption, or 


scattering (including reflection). An object is only seen if it emits or scatters light.


Science and Technology


1. Demonstrate abilities of technological design.


2. Implement a proposed design.


3. Evaluate completed technological designs or products.


The purpose of this lesson is for students to look at the way light may or may not reflect from 


different types of matter. In the following activities reflection as it is applied to light energy is 


explored.


http://www.arkansased.org/teachers/word/science_k-8_011006.doc 


PS.7.5.1 Summarize how light can interact with matter through absorption, refraction and reflection.                        


PS.7.5.2 Investigate how light travels and interacts with an object or material.


PS.7.5.3 Conduct investigations demonstrating how an object can be seen.


PS.7.5.4 Design and conduct investigations of transparent, translucent, and opaque.


NS.1.5.1  Make accurate observations.


NS.1.5.2 Identify and define components of experimental design used to produce empirical evidence: 


hypothesis, replication, sample size, appropriate use of control, use of standardized variables.


NS.1.5.4 Interpret scientific data using: data table/charts, bar graphs, circle graphs, line graphs, stem-


and-leaf plots and Venn diagrams.


NS.1.5.5 Communicate results and conclusions of the scientific inquiry.


DAP.15.5.1 Interpret graphs such as line graphs, double bar graphs, and circle graphs.


DAP.16.5.1 Make predictions and justify conclusions based on data.


DAP.17.5.1 Identify and predict the probability of events within a simple experiment. 


DAP.14.5.2 Collect numerical and categorical data using surveys, observations and experiments that 


would result in bar graphs, line graphs, line plots and stem-and-leaf plots.


DAP.14.5.3 Construct and interpret frequency tables, charts, line plots, stem-and-leaf plots and bar 


graphs.


OV.3.5.1 View a variety of media (e.g., posters, film clips, periodicals, charts, cartoons, etc.) to 


enhance and show understanding of a specific topic. 


OV.3.5.3 Use visual aids to convey information. 


W.4.5.2 Organize ideas by using such graphic organizers as webbing, mapping, and formal outlining 


with main topics. 


IR.12.5.4 Gather information from a source appropriate to purpose and topic.
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Essential Vocabulary


Timeline:


Background Information:


This lesson should take one to two 50 minute periods of time to complete.


light - the thing that allows us to see objects.  Light can be modeled as rays, electromagnetic waves, 


or photons. 


light energy - the form of electromagnetic energy that is visible to the human eye.


light ray - represents a thin beam of light which helps illustrate how light works


energy - the capacity to cause change and do work (ADE framework)


reflection - change in the direction of a light ray as it bounces off an object (ADE framework)


scattering - the action of light bouncing in different directions from an object or the  process 


of light being absorbed, and then re-radiated by atoms and molecules


Optional Vocabulary


interference colors – one of the characteristics of light waves is their ability to interfere with one 


another, under certain circumstances such as: light reflecting from a CD; light reflecting from a 


film of oil floating on water; or  soap bubble reflecting a variety of colors when illuminated by a 


light source.  http://www.olympusmicro.com/primer/lightandcolor/interference.html 


interference patterns - patterns that are made when light is reflected off or passes through


something.


When Light Hits an Object


When a light wave hits an object, what happens to it depends on the energy of the light wave, the 


natural frequency at which electrons vibrate in the material and the strength with which the atoms in 


the material hold on to their electrons. Based on these three factors, four different things can happen 


when light hits an object: 1) The waves can be reflected or scattered off the object; (2) The waves can 


be absorbed by the object; 3) The waves can be refracted through the object; 4) The waves can pass 


through the object with no effect.  More than one of these possibilities can happen at once.


When light is reflected?


The atoms in some materials hold on to their electrons loosely. In other words, the materials contain 


many free electrons that can jump readily from one atom to another within the material. When the 


electrons in this type of material absorb energy from an incoming light wave, they do not pass that 


energy on to other atoms. The energized electrons merely vibrate and then send the energy back out 


of the object as a light wave with the same frequency as the incoming wave. 


The overall effect is that the light wave does not penetrate deeply into the material. 


In most metals, electrons are held loosely, and are free to move around, so these metals reflect 


visible light and appear to be shiny. The electrons in glass have some freedom, though not as much 


as in metals. To a lesser degree, glass reflects light and appears to be shiny, as well. 


A reflected wave always comes off the surface of a material at an angle equal to the angle at which


the incoming wave hit the surface.  


You can see for yourself that reflected light has the same frequency as the incoming wave. 


Just look at yourself in a mirror. The colors you see in the mirror's image are the same as those you 


see when you look down at yourself. The colors of your shirt and hair are the same as reflected in 


the mirror as they are on you. If this were not true, we would have to rely entirely on other people 


to tell us what we look like! 


When light is scattered?


Scattering is merely reflection off a rough surface. Incoming light waves get reflected at all sorts of 


angles, because the surface is uneven. The surface of paper is a good example. You can see just 


how rough it is if you look at it under a microscope. When light hits paper, the waves are reflected 


in all directions. This is what makes paper so incredibly useful -- you can read the words on a 


printed page regardless of the angle at which your eyes view the surface. Another interesting rough 


surface is Earth's atmosphere. You probably don't think of the atmosphere as a surface, but the 


atmosphere is "rough" to incoming white light. The atmosphere contains molecules of many different 


sizes, including nitrogen, oxygen, water vapor and various pollutants. This assortment scatters the 


higher energy light waves, the ones we see as blue light. This is why the sky looks blue.


The website www.science.howstuffworks.com/light.htm   has some excellent pictures that are


moving and can show several areas of this.
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Instruction Teacher's Notes


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Teacher Preparation:


1. Laser lights, Sunlight, Flashlights, or Maglites - looking directly into the light or pointing the 


light in the eye can cause serious permanent damage to the retina.  Only the teacher should use the 


laser light during the experiments.


2. Hairspray - be sure to aim the can away from face and eyes.  Goggles should be used for young 


children.


3. Light bulbs - heat generated by the bulbs can cause serious burns / bulbs made of glass can break 


and cut the skin or eyes (especially halogens) / salt and oils from bare hands can cause bulbs to 


shatter when turned on.


4. Mirrors - be aware of sharp edges


5. Lenses and Mirrors - can magnify the intensity of the light.  Teacher should monitor students 


carefully to avoid reflection into someone's eyes or causing heat which will burn.


6. Batteries - should not be installed backwards, put in fire, or mixed with other battery types.  


This may cause exploding or leaking.


7. Broken bulbs or old batteries - should be handled by the teacher and not the student.


8. Disposal of bulbs or batteries - wrap glass bulbs before throwing them away / recycle batteries


in the proper place (The local post office may have a battery recycling box).


9. Eating should be avoided in the science lab area.


10. Arrange room and put away unneeded items to avoid tripping and allow for free movement of 


students during the experiences that require the room to be dark.


Elicit – Reflection Anticipation Guide  (1copy  per student)


             Pre - assessment: Light Probe (reflection)


Engage - Reflecting Rainbows


• Compact disc (also known as a CD) 


• Sunlight (or a bright flashlight and a room that you can make dark) 


• Piece of white paper


Explore – Light Burst


• Laser


• Smooth surface mirror


• Rough (scratched) surface mirror


• OWL sheet


Explain –  


• Vocabulary Map (1 copy  per student)


• Access to www.howstuffworks.com/light.html  or non-fiction passage about reflection


Evaluate -  


• Student lab notebooks


Elaborate & Extend – Reflection with Light Box


• Light Box, Mirrors (on binder clips)


• Aluminum foil (smooth and wadded)


• Wax paper (smooth and wadded)


• Diffracting Grates, Black Construction Paper


• White cardstock screen


• Water


• Clear rectangular box 


• Food coloring


• Clear plastic sheet – similar to an overhead transparency


• Any other materials you want to test (Cotton balls, bubble wrap, etc.)


Materials:


• Creating the light box in workshop.  


• Gathering materials.  


• Darkening room to allow light to be seen clearly.


• Copy the vocabulary map (1 copy per student)


• Make ½ of the mirrors rough by scratching them against a rough surface (concrete sidewalk works 


great!).  
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zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzz                                                                                                                                        


Anticipation Guide – Reflection


An anticipation guide is a series of statements to get the 


students to think about what they already know about a 


concept.  The guide should be given prior to teaching to 


assess background knowledge, help to recognize 


misconceptions, arouse interest, and encourage students 


to form questions of their own.  It can be used as a 


springboard for class discussion.  A grade should NOT 


be given.  At the end of the unit, students should revisit 


this anticipation guide to evaluate how well they 


understood the concept and to correct possible 


misconceptions.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zz


Reflecting Rainbows 


When light reflects off something with many small 


ridges or scratches, you often get rainbow colors and 


interesting patterns.  This is a guided inquiry lesson and 


the students should be allowed to experiment with CD’s 


and a Mini-Mag Light or flashlight.


www.exploratorium.edu/science_explore/reflecting_rain


bows.html 


1. Take the CD out of its case and take a look at the 


blank side (the side that doesn't have any printing on it). 


You'll see bands of shimmering color. 


2. Tilt the CD back and forth and the colors will shift 


and change.


3. Hold the CD in the sunshine. If it's a cloudy day, turn 


out the lights and shine your flashlight at the CD. 


4. Hold your piece of white paper so that the light 


reflecting off the CD shines onto the paper. The reflected 


light will make fabulous rainbow colors on your paper.


5. Record your observations in your science notebook.


Why does a CD reflect rainbow colors?  


What will happen when you shine the 


light source onto the CD?  


What are interference colors and 


patterns?


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Explore:   Light Burst


Students will explore the term “scattering.”


Students will compare light interaction with a smooth 


mirror surface and a rough mirror surface.


The scattering of light occurs when the light waves/rays 


hit a rough surface and bounce around back toward the 


source.  The scattering can be modeled in this activity.  


You may use various objects from the classroom to 


extend the learning such as: aluminum foil, paper, wax 


paper.  This can be a guided or full inquiry.


Procedure:  Use the OWL format for this activity. 


1. Position the smooth mirror and direct the laser toward 


the mirror.


2. Record your observations in your science notebook 


through a drawing of what is happening.


3. Position the rough mirror and direct the laser toward 


the mirror.


4. Record your observations in your science notebook 


through a drawing of what is happening.


What is scattering?  


 


What happens to a laser beam when it is 


shone against a smooth surface mirror?


  


What happens to a laser beam when it is 


shone against a rough surface mirror?


Hint: The light scatters best if the foil is 


loosely wadded up instead of flat.
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zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzz


Vocabulary Map


Students will use the knowledge gained through the 


elicit, engage, and explore sections of the 7E 


instructional plan to complete the vocabulary map which 


leads to developing a definition of “reflection” in the 


students’ own words.


Students can also use non-fiction reading 


materials to add information to their 


vocabulary map.  They may NOT copy 


definitions from the textbook.  Copying 


definitions from the textbook is NOT an 


effective way to be sure students 


comprehend the term.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Reflections using Light Box


1. Set up light box.


2. Place the diffracting grates in a clear plastic sheet to 


block all but a thin narrow strip of light.


3. Place a mirror in front of the light ray and describe 


what happens on the lab sheet.


4. Repeat number 3 using two mirrors. Make the light 


ray reflect from one mirror to another? 


5. Repeat number 3 using 3 mirrors. 


6. Can you get the light ray to reflect from one mirror to 


another to another? 


7. If you have extra mirrors, keep adding them to see 


what happens.


8. Start again with the mirrors; moving them closer to the 


light box and closer to each other. 


After each manipulation and observation, 


ask the students to use a description or 


drawing to describe what happens.  These 


entries can be placed on the Science Lab 


Notebook- experiment page (provided).


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Students use vocabulary map to write a definition of the 


concept including all key or defining characteristics.


Responses to questions during lab experiments will be 


recorded in student lab notebooks.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzz


Reflections using Light Box (cont.)


1. Set up light box. 


2. Place the diffracting grates in clear a plastic sheet to 


block all but a thin narrow strip of light.


3. Place a flat sheet of aluminum foil in front of the light 


ray. 


4. Repeat number 3 using the wadded up sheet of 


aluminum foil. 


5. Repeat number 3 using the flat wax paper. 


6. Repeat number 3 using the wadded up wax paper. 


7. Start again with the previous objects; moving them 


closer to the light box.


8. Test again with objects; moving them farther away 


from the light box.  


9. Repeat any of these steps using the various materials 


that are included on the list.


10. Use the clear cylinder empty; with water; with 


colored water.


You may use various objects from the 


classroom to extend the learning. This is a 


pure inquiry lesson and the students 


should be allowed to experiment with 


various objects.


After each manipulation and observation, 


ask the students to use a description or 


drawing to describe what happens.  These 


entries can be placed on the Science Lab 


Notebook- experiment page (provided).


Cross-Curricular 


Integrations:


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Refer to Science Learning Guide


Light Box
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Resources:


Notes:


Document Links: Elicit: Anticipation Guide student page


Engage: Student Notebook Reflection Log


Explore: "OWL" student page 


Explain: "Vocabulary Map" or Science Terms in Science Notebook


Elaborate: Student Notebook Experiment Log
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EXPERIMENT LOG 
 


EXPERIMENT TITLE: 


 


DATE: 


 


LAB PARTNERS: 


 


NOTES/QUESTIONS: 


 


 


 


 


 


RESULTS/CHART/GRAPH 


 


 


 


 


 


CONCLUSIONS 
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REFLECTION LOG 
 


LESSON TITLE: 


 


 


PRE-LESSON  


Write two or three questions you hope will be answered. 


 


 


Write the open-ended question/questions given to you by your 


instructor. 


 


 


 


POST-LESSON  


1) What new knowledge did you gain today? 


 


 


 


2) List three things from today’s lesson that will be most helpful to 


you? 


 


 


3) Check your pre-lesson questions.  Write the answer those 


questions that were answered.  Ask the other questions during 


class discussion. 
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SCIENCE TERMS 
Understanding Vocabulary 


 
Term: ______________________________________                                                                                            
My Understanding    1   2   3   4  (circle one) 


Describe: 
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________   
Draw 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
Term: ______________________________________                                                                            
My Understanding    1   2   3   4  (circle one) 


Describe: 
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________    
Draw 
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Is It Real or an Illusion? 
 


Student Lab Page                            Guided Inquiry 
 


 


How does light change as it goes from a less dense medium to a 
denser medium?  


Materials 


• Clear plastic cup  


• Water 


• Oil 


• Pencil 


• Science Lab Book – Reflection log 


Procedure  


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log using the 
question, “How does light change as it goes from a less dense 
medium to a denser medium?” 


2. Fill a clear glass ¾ full of water. 
3. Place a pencil into the glass of water. 
4. Observe the pencil from the side of the glass. 
5. Draw and describe what the pencil looks like ABOVE, BELOW, and 
AT the water line. 


6. Provide reasons for what is going on. 
7. Add ½ to 1 inch of oil to the cup of water. 
8. Describe what happens. 
9. Draw and describe what the pencil looks like ABOVE, BELOW, and 
AT the water/oil line. 


10. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log. 
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Lights and Prisms – Rainbows 


Student Lab Page                    Guided Inquiry 


 


As light travels through materials colors can be produced when 
the light scatters.  What colors can be produced by scattering 
white light?  


Materials 


• Prism box 


• Light box 


• Science Lab Book – Reflection Log 


• White  Copy Paper 


 


Procedure 


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log using the question, 


“What colors can be produced by scattering white light?” 


2. Fill the rectangular prism box about ½ full with water. 


3. Position the prism box on the white paper so that you can see a beam 


of light traveling through it. 


4. Shine the light so it enters the prism box to get a rainbow.  


5. Turn the prism box to get the critical angle (The light stays in the box.  


Fiber optics is an example). 


6. Move the prism box back to get the rainbow. 


7. Describe which color bent the most. 


8. Draw the prism box; the light; and the rainbow; label all the visible 


colors of light. 


9. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log. 
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Lights Prisms: Reversing Rainbows 


Student Lab Page       Guided Inquiry 


How can white light be separated and put back together again? 


Materials 


• Prism box 


• Light box 


• White copy paper 


• Small round 1” diameter plexi-glass bottle filled with water (lens) 


• Un-ruled index cards for screens ( Screen 1 - small hole in the center 
and Screen 2 – without a hole) 


• Science Lab Book – Reflection Log 


Procedure 


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log using the 
question, “How can white light be separated and put back together?” 


2. Fill the rectangular prism box about ½ full with water. 
3. Position the prism box on the white paper so that you can see a beam 


of light traveling though the prism. 
4. Shine the light so the light enters the prism box and produces a 


rainbow. 
5. Place the lens filled with water in the path of the rainbow. 
6. Place the lens so colors converge at one point.   
7. Place screen where the light comes back together at one point 


(converges).  (Screen 1 in diagram below) 
8. Place screen 2 as shown in the diagram below. 
9. Notice the colors in the rainbow are reversed on screen 2. 
10. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log. 
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Lights and Prisms: Angles of Refraction                                                                                                          
Student Page       Guided Inquiry 


 
How does the light ray entering a prism compare to light ray leaving the 
opposite side of the prism? 
 


Materials 


• Prism box 


• Powdered milk 


• Light Box 


• Copy paper 


• Water  


• Pencil 


• Science Lab Book – Reflection Log 


 


Procedure 


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log using the question: “How 


does the light ray entering a prism compare to light ray leaving the opposite 


side of the prism?”  


2. Fill the rectangular prism box about ½ full with water 


3. Add a small amount of milk or non-dairy creamer to the water to make it 


slightly less transparent.  This will make it easier to see the light. 


4. Position the prism on the white paper so that you can see a beam of light 


traveling through it. 


5. Shine the light so it enters the box on one side and exits on the OPPOSITE 


side. 


6. With the pencil, trace the box, and the three “lines” of light on the paper. 


7. Notice the light inside the box as you look down on the top of the box.  


8. Does it line up with the light beams you see on the paper underneath it? 


9. Remove the box from the paper. 


10. Using the pencil, connect the “lines of light where the box used to be. 


11. Notice that the light was bent twice, once at each boundary.  The light 


coming out of the far side of the box is parallel to the incoming light. 


12.  OPTIONAL: Measure the angle of incidence and reflection. 


13. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log  


 


     refracted 
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Blue Sky 
 


Student Lab Page                    Guided Inquiry 


You can create a model of a blue sky.  Why are the sky blue and the sunset 
yellow-orange?   


Materials 


• Clear plastic box (shoebox size or small aquarium) 


• Flashlight 


• Powdered milk 


• White Cardstock 


• Science Lab book – Reflection Log 


Procedure 


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log using the 
question, “Why are the sky blue and the sunset yellow-orange.?” 


2. Fill the container ¾th full of water. 
3. Place the light source so that the beam shines through the 


container. 
4. Add powdered milk – a pinch at a time.  Stir until you can 


clearly see the beam of light. 
5. Observe the beam from the side of the container and then from 


the end of the container. 
6. Let the light project onto a white card that you hold at the 


opposite end of the container from the light source. 
7. Describe what the light looks like on the card at the end of the 


container. 
8. Let the project onto a white card that you hold at the side of the 


container. 
9. Describe what the light looks like on the card at the side of the 


container. 
10.  Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log. 
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Glue Stick Sunset 
Student Lab Page          Guided Inquiry 


 
 
Why is the sky blue? 
 


Materials 


1. Mini-MagLite or penlight (a regular flashlight can also be used, 
but its larger beam of light doesn't work as well)  


2. 4 to 6 glue sticks (must be the clear ones used in glue guns) 
3. White background (paper, wall, or cloth)  
4. Clear packaging tape   
5. Reflection Log page 


Procedure 


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log. Use “Why is the 
sky blue?” as your open-ended question. 


2. Shine the Mini-MagLite into one end of a glue stick and hold the 
other end of the glue stick approximately one centimeter from the 
white background.  


3. Notice that the end of the glue stick closer to the Mini-MagLite is a 
different color than the end nearer the white background.  


4. Notice the color of the circle on the white background. 
5. Place two glue sticks end to end, and attach them together with the 


clear tape.  
6. Repeat the investigation with the Mini-MagLite. 
7. Notice any difference in the colors along the glue sticks and in the 


colored circle on the white background.  
8. Continue to attach more glue sticks with the clear tape. 
9. Notice the changes in color and intensity along the glue sticks and in 


the colored circle. 
10. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log. 
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Exploring Refraction with Light box 
Student Lab Page                  Guided Inquiry 


 


What can you do with light?  Can you bend light around objects?  Can you 
separate white light into colors? 
Materials 


• Light box 


• Set of lenses 


• mirrors 


• White paper 


• Pencil 


• Science Lab Book – Reflection Log  
 


Procedure 
Use your light box to explore with concave and convex lenses.  Answer the following 
questions by exploring different situations.  Add the results of your explorations to 
your Science Lab Book – Reflection Log. 
Questions to Answer 


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log using the questions, “Can you 
bend light around an object? Can you separate light into colors?” 


2. Can you bend light around an object (pencil)?  Explain why or why not.  If you 
can bend light explain how. 


3. Can you produce colors?  If so what colors occur and why. 
4. Can mirrors be used to increase the amount of color projected?  Explain. 
5. Can you place the lenses in combination to diverge and then converge the light 


source?  Explain. 
6. Can you change the size of an image using a lens?  Explain. 
7. Find other objects in the room that can be used as a lens (concave or convex).  


How do they compare to the lenses provided? 
8. Draw diagrams showing what is happening when light travels through different 


lenses (angles of light rays). 
9. What is the measurement of angles that are occurring? 
10. Can you change the angles of light rays?  What are the smallest and largest 


angles you can produce and how. 
11. Does the angle change with the size or shape of the lens? 
12. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log. 
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Arkansas Frameworks:
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National Frameworks:


Objectives:


Science as Inquiry 


Demonstrate abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry.


1. Use appropriate tools and techniques to gather, analyze, and interpret data.


2. Develop descriptions, explanations, predictions, and models using evidence.


3. Think critically and logically to make the relationships between evidence and explanations.


4. Communicate scientific procedures and explanations.


Physical Science


1. Document that light can be treated as if it travels in a straight line until it strikes an object.  


    Light can be reflected by a mirror, refracted by a lens, or absorbed by the object; and 


2. Document that light interacts with matter by transmission (including refraction), absorption, 


    or scattering (including reflection). An object is only seen if it emits or scatters light.


Science and Technology


1. Demonstrate abilities of technological design.


2. Implement a proposed design.


3. Evaluate completed technological designs or products.


The purpose of this lesson is for students to explore the effect of light passing through different 


mediums to discover that light can be treated as if it travels in a straight line.  It may appear to 


detour, but those detours are mostly straight lines.


http://www.arkansased.org/teachers/word/science_k-8_011006.doc 


PS.7.5.1 Summarize how light can interact with matter through absorption, refraction, and 


reflection.                        


PS.7.5.2 Investigate how light travels and interacts with an object or material.


PS.7.5.3 Conduct investigations demonstrating how an object can be seen.


PS.7.5.4 Design and conduct investigations of transparent, translucent, and opaque.


NS.1.5.1  Make accurate observations.


NS.1.5.2 Identify and define components of experimental design used to produce empirical 


evidence: hypothesis, replication, ample size, appropriate use of control, use of standardized 


variables.


NS.1.5.4 Interpret scientific data using: data table/charts, bar graphs, circle graphs, line graphs, 


stem-and-leaf plots and Venn diagrams.


NS.1.5.5 Communicate results and conclusions of the scientific inquiry.


DAP.15.5.1 Interpret graphs such as line graphs, double bar graphs, and circle graphs.


DAP.16.5.1 Make predictions and justify conclusions based on data.


DAP.17.5.1 Identify and predict the probability of events within a simple experiment. 


DAP.14.5.2 Collect numerical and categorical data using surveys, observations and experiments 


that would result in bar graphs, line graphs, line plots and stem-and-leaf plots.


DAP.14.5.3 Construct and interpret frequency tables, charts, line plots, stem-and-leaf plots and 


bar graphs.


OV.3.5.1 View a variety of media (e.g., posters, film clips, periodicals, charts, cartoons, etc.) to 


enhance and show understanding of a specific topic. 


OV.3.5.3 Use visual aids to convey information. 


W.4.5.2 Organize ideas by using such graphic organizers as webbing, mapping, and formal 


outlining with main topics. 


IR.12.5.4 Gather information from a source appropriate to purpose and topic.


Students will investigate, demonstrate and explain refraction as it applies to light.                                                                                               
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Focus Question:


Background Information:


Essential Vocabulary:


Timeline:


Instruction Teacher's Notes


Materials:


How does light interact with matter?


Light is a form of energy that is visible to the human eye and is common in our everyday lives.  


Light can be treated as if it travels in a straight line through transparent materials such as air, 


water, glass, or clear plastic.  A ray of light will continue until it interacts with an object. At that 


time, the ray of light will be absorbed, reflected or refracted.  A narrow beam of light aimed at a 


mirrored surface will provide examples of reflection. An object such as a pencil or straw in a 


clear glass of water will provide evidence of refraction.  When the light passes through the glass, 


the light changes speed.  The light changes speed again when it enters the water. Therefore, the 


eye assumes no refraction has taken place only a change in the placement of the object.  In 


addition, a rainbow provides evidence of refraction.  Light passes through a prism (a collection 


of raindrops can be a prism) and white light is bent/separated to reveal the visible colors of the 


spectrum. The visible spectrum is white light and includes red, orange, yellow, green, cyan and 


violet.  ROYGBIV is no longer used as a mnemonic device to remember the colors of the rainbow because


indigo is no longer included.  In the 1700’s, what we call blue was called indigo. So, real colors


of the rainbow are red, orange, yellow, green, cyan and violet.  Cyan has replaced the “old” blue.


reflect - change in the direction of a light ray as it bounces off an object (ADE Framework)


refract - bending of a light ray when it passes at an angle from one substance into another 


substance in which its speed is different (such as when light passes through air into water) (ADE 


Framework)


light ray - narrow beam of light


transmission - the fraction of light energy that passes through a substance


converge - to come together


diverge - to move apart


parallel - lines that are equal distance apart and never intersect


non-parallel - lines that are an unequal distance from each other and will intersect at some point


prism - optical triangular shape device made of glass or quartz and used to seperate a light beam 


into the different colors of the spectrum or invert an image


concave lens - lens which curves inward and causes light rays to spread apart or diverge


convex lens - curves outward or bulges outward, causes light rays to meet or converge


This lesson should take two to three 50 minute periods of time to complete.


Elicit / Engage –  Laser Ice


• Glass of ice


• Laser


Engage – Lights and Prisms 


• Narrow beam of light from light box 


• Paper on the table top


• Pencil


• Rectangular plastic box (to use as a prism)


• Water


• Milk or non-dairy creamer 


• Stir sticks


• Convex lens


• Concave lens


• 2 small screens made from white poster board


Explain – Bending Light


• Tall clear glass


• Straw, glass rod, or pencil
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zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Teacher Preparation: 1. Fold three index cards in half and punch a hole 


through all of the cards so the holes can be lined up 


when set on a table.  Fold one other card in half.  This 


will make one set of cards.  You will need one set per 


group of students.


2. Set up Light Boxes and lenses.


Hint: place each set of cards into a 


zip-lock bag for easy distribution, 


collection, and storage.


 


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzz                                                                                                                                        


Straight Shooter                                                        


How does light travel?


1. Each group of students needs a set of prepared index 


cards, and a flashlight. 


2. Ask students to experiment with the placement of the 


cards to determine a way to get a light ray to pass 


through all the cards and stop at the 4th card. 


3. Have groups leave their cards set up.  


4. Allow the groups to move around the room to view 


other configurations


To ensure that participants get a grasp 


of the fact that light travels in a 


straight line but can take detours  do 


both of these activities to begin this 


session.


Discuss with the students how the 


light traveled. Does light travel in a 


straight line?  How do you know?


1. Laser lights, Sunlight, Flashlights, or Maglites - looking directly into the light or pointing 


the light in the eye can cause serious permanent damage to the retina.  Only the teacher should 


use the laser light during the experiments.


2. Hairspray - be sure to aim the can away from face and eyes.  Goggles should be used for 


young children.


3. Light bulbs - heat generated by the bulbs can cause serious burns / bulbs made of glass can 


break and cut the skin or eyes (especially halogens) / salt and oils from bare hands can cause 


bulbs to shatter when turned on.


4. Mirrors - be aware of sharp edges


5. Lenses and Mirrors - can magnify the intensity of the light.  Teacher should monitor students 


carefully to avoid reflection into someone's eyes or causing heat which will burn.


6. Batteries - should not be installed backwards, put in fire, or mixed with other battery types.  


This may cause exploding or leaking.


7. Broken bulbs or old batteries - should be handled by the teacher and not the student.


8. Disposal of bulbs or batteries - wrap glass bulbs before throwing them away / recycle 


batteries in the proper place (The local post office may have a battery recycling box).


9. Eating should be avoided in the science lab area.


10. Arrange room and put away unneeded items to avoid tripping and allow for free 


movement of students during the experiences that require the room to be dark.


Elaborate - Blue Sky


• A transparent plastic box, or a large beaker, jar, or aquarium 


• A flashlight or projector (either a slide or filmstrip projector) 


• Powdered milk 


• Polarizing filter (such as the lens from an old pair of polarized sunglasses) 


• Blank white card for image screen  


Evaluate  -  Student lab notebooks


Extend – Glue Stick Sunset


• Mini-MagLite or penlight 


• 4 to 6 glue sticks (clear ones used in glue guns) 


• White background (paper, wall, or cloth) 


• Clear packaging tape 


• Two polarizing filters 


Open Explore with the Lightbox


• lightbox


• mirrors


• lenses (concave and convex)


• Blank white card for image screen
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Laser Ice - Demonstration                                              


1. Set a glass of ice on the table.


2. Shine a laser though the ice. 


3. Have the students complete the Pre-Lesson part of a 


Reflection Log page in the Science Lab Book.  The open 


ended question will be the FOCUS QUESTION for this 


lesson. 


When students have demonstrated an 


understanding that light travels in a 


straight line then do the 


demonstration with the laser and the 


ice. 


Option: Show the glass of ice and 


laser on a document camera. 


NO WATER IN THE CUP OF ICE.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zz


Is It Real or an Illusion? Pencil in a Glass


How does light change as it goes from a less dense 


medium to a more dense medium? 


Procedure


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log 


using the question, “How does light change as it goes 


from a less dense medium to a more dense medium?”


2. Fill a clear glass ¾ full of water.


3. Place a pencil into the glass of water.


4. Observe the pencil from the side of the glass.


5. Draw and describe what the pencil looks like 


ABOVE, BELOW, and AT the water line.


6. Provide reasons for what is going on.


7. Add ½ to 1 inch of oil to the cup of water.


8. Describe what happens.


9. Draw and describe what the pencil looks like 


ABOVE, BELOW, and AT the water/oil line.


10. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log.


Light changes directions when it goes 


from one medium to another.  This 


lab demonstrates light traveling 


(refracting) through parallel surfaces.


As white light travels through non-


parallel surfaces it is separated 


revealing the colors of the spectrum. 


Lights and Prisms - Colors


Procedure


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log 


using the question, “What colors can be produced by 


scattering white light?”.


2. Fill the rectangular prism box about ½ full with water.


3. Position the prism box on the white paper so that you 


can see a beam of light traveling through it.


4. Shine the light so it enters the prism box to get a 


rainbow. 


5. Turn the prism box to get the critical angle (The light 


stays in the box.  Fiber optics is an example).


6. Move the prism box back to get the rainbow.


7. Describe which color bent the most.


8. Draw the prism box; the light; and the rainbow; label 


all the visible colors of light.


9. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log.


Lights and Prisms - Colors


As light travels through materials 


colors can be produced when the 


light scatters.  What colors can be 


produced by scattering white light? 
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zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Lights and Prisms: Rainbows


How can white light be separated and put back together 


again?


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log 


using the question, “How can white light be separated 


and put back together?”


2. Fill the rectangular prism box ½ full with water.


3. Position the prism box on the white paper so that you 


can see a beam of light traveling though the prism.


4. Shine the light so the light enters the prism box and 


produces a rainbow.


5. Place the lens filled with water in the path of the 


rainbow.


6. Place the lens so colors converge at one point.  


7. Place screen where the light comes back together at 


one point (converges).  (Screen 1 in diagram below)


8. Place screen 2 as shown in the diagram on the student 


page.


9. What do you notice about the colors in the rainbows 


on screen 2.


10. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log.


This lab demonstrates the splitting of 


white light and putting the colors 


back together.  Diverging beams on 


screens can produce rainbows.  


Converging the rainbow puts the 


colors back together.


Lights and Prisms: Angles of Light


How does the light ray entering a prism compare to light 


ray leaving the opposite side of the prism?


Procedure


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log 


using the question: “How does the light ray entering a 


prism compare to light ray leaving the opposite side of 


the prism?” 


2. Fill the rectangular prism box about ½ full with water


3. Add a small amount of milk or non-dairy creamer to 


the water to make it slightly less transparent.  This will 


make it easier to see the light.


4. Position the prism on the white paper so that you can 


see a beam of light traveling through it.


5. Shine the light so it enters the box on one side and 


exits on the OPPOSITE side.


6. With the pencil, trace the box, and the three “lines” of 


light on the paper.


7. Notice the light inside the box as you look down on 


the top of the box. 


8. Does it line up with the light beams you see on the 


paper underneath it?


9. Remove the box from the paper.


10. Using the pencil, connect the “lines of light where 


the box used to be.


11. Notice that the light was bent twice, once at each 


boundary.  The light coming out of the far side of the 


box is parallel to the incoming light.


12.  OPTIONAL: Measure the angle of incidence 


and reflection.


13. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log


Does light actually "bend"?


Light "bends" when it moves from 


one transparent material to another 


(from air into water for example).  


The greater the density between the 


two materials the more the light will 


"bend".  Bending light is called, 


"refraction".  Refraction is used to 


create many illusions because we see 


a change in the object from which the 


light is coming, but we do not see the 


"bending" of the light. 


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzz
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zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Blue Sky


You can create a model of a blue sky.  Why is the sky 


blue and the sunset yellow-orange?  


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log 


using the question, “Why is the sky blue and the sunset 


yellow-orange.?”


2. Fill the container ¾  full of water.


3. Place the light source so that the beam shines through 


the container.


4. Add powdered milk – a pinch at a time.  Stir until you 


can clearly see the beam of light.


5. Observe the beam from the side of the container and 


then from the end of the container.


6. Let the light project onto a white card that you hold at 


the opposite end of the container from the light source.


7. Describe what the light looks like on the card at the 


end of the container.


8. Let the project onto a white card that you hold at the 


side of the container.


9. Describe what the light looks like on the card at the 


side of the container.


10.  Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log.


This Lab models why the sky is blue 


and the sunset is red. 


 


http://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks


/blue_sky/indx.html


When sunlight travels through the 


atmosphere, blue light scatters more 


than the other colors causing the sky 


to look blue.  The light that continues 


to travel (is transmitted) through the 


atmosphere leaves a dominant yellow-


orange hue which causes the sky to 


look reddish-orange (sunsets).


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Science Lab Book


Post-Lesson of Reflection Log  started in the Elicit part 


of the lesson and any Experiment Log pages.


Science Terms  page to evaluate knowledge of terms 


covered in this lesson.  


Do at least one page of the Science 


Terms so they know how to do them.


You may choose to do all or only part 


of the vocabulary listed depending on 


the level of your students.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzz


Glue Stick Sunset


1. Shine the maglite into one end of a glue stick and hold 


the other end of the glue stick approximately one 


centimeter from the white background. 


2. Notice that the end of the glue stick closer to the Mini-


MagLite is a different color than the end nearer the white 


background. 


3. Notice the color of the circle on the white background.


4. Place two glue sticks end to end, and attach them 


together with the clear tape. 


5. Repeat the investigation with the Mini-MagLite.


6. Notice any difference in the colors along the glue 


sticks and in the colored circle on the white background. 


7. Attach more glue sticks with the clear tape.


8. Notice the changes in color and intensity along the 


glue sticks and in the colored circle. 


9. Place a polarizing filter between the Mini-MagLite 


and the first glue stick.


10.Turn the filter while one person views the glue stick 


from the top and another views it from the side. 


11.Notice that when the top person sees a bright beam,


the side person will see a dim beam, and vice-versa.


Glue Stick Sunset


The scattering of light by the 


atmosphere, which creates the blue 


sky and red sunsets, can be modeled 


in this activity.  


http://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks


/glue_stick/index.html 


Students should add the results of 


their explorations in their Science 


Lab Book – Reflection Log.


Scattering can polarize light. 
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Lights and Lenses


Questions for students to answer:


1. Can you bend light around an object (pencil)?  


Explain why or why not.  If you can bend light explain 


how.


2. Can you produce colors?  If so what colors occur and 


why.


3. Can mirrors be used to increase the amount of color 


projected?  Explain.


4. Can you place the lenses in combination to diverge 


and then converge the light source?  Explain.


5. Can you change the size of an image using a lens?  


Explain.


6. Find other objects in the room that can be used as a 


lens (concave or convex).  How do they compare to the 


lenses provided?


7. Draw diagrams showing what is happening when light 


travels through different lenses (angles of light rays).


8. What is the measurement of angles that are occurring?


9. Can you change the angles of light rays?  What are the 


smallest and largest angles you can produce and how.


10. Does the angle change with the size or shape of the 


lens?


Students will use the light box to 


explore with concave and convex 


lenses.  They will answer the 


questions by exploring different 


situations and add the results of their 


explorations in their Science Lab 


Book – Reflection Log.


Cross-Curricular 


Integrations:


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Resources:


Notes:


Document Links: Straight Shooter


Lights and Prisms - Bending Light?


Lights and Prisms - Color Creation


Bending Light


Line Designs


Blue Sky


Science Lab Book - Reflection Log Page


Science Lab Book - Experiment Log Page


Science Lab Book - Science Terms Page


Glue Stick Sunset


Lights and Lenses


These websites provide videos and additional information.  


http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/lsps07.sci.phys.energy.lighttravel   


http://www.promotega.org/hgr07009/index.htm  (site created by 5th graders)   


http://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/bluesky/index.html


http://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/blue_sky/indx.html


Refer to the Science Learning Guide 


Light Box
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Enduring Understandings Essential Questions


Light behaves differently as it interacts with different kinds 


of matter.


How does light interact with different kinds of matter? 


OBJECTIVE
Students will need to KNOW . . .


TASK ANALYSIS
Students will be able to DO…


1. Summarize how light can interact with matter through 


    reflection, refraction and absorption


2. Observe how light travels and interacts with matter


3. Demonstrate understanding of how an object can be 


    seen (reflection, refraction and absorption) through 


    scientific investigations


4. Design and conduct investigations of transparent, 


    translucent, and opaque as applied to light


5. Observe the physical interactions of light and matter and 


    the effect on color perception due to refraction, reflection, 


    absorption, transmission, and scattering


6. Investigate careers, scientists, and historical breakthroughs 


    related to light energy


 (from Northwest TIA Document)


1. Develop a working knowledge and comprehension 


    of essential vocabulary.


2. Summarize how light can interact with matter through


    reflection, refraction, and absorption.


3. Describe how light travels and interacts with an object 


    or material.


4. Conduct experiments with light using a variety of objects 


    and materials.


5. List examples of reflection, refraction, and absorption.


6. Demonstrate and explain examples of reflection, 


    refraction and absorption.


7. Demonstrate understanding of how an object can be seen 


   (reflection, refraction, and absorption)) through a scientific 


   investigations.


8. Find examples of transparent, translucent, and opaque.


9. Design and conduct investigations of transparent, 


    translucent, and opaque as applied to light.


10. Identify examples of reflection, refraction, absorption,


      transmission, and scattering.


11. Investigate the physical interactions of light and matter 


      and the effect on color perception.


12. Use appropriate reference materials.


                         (from Northwest TIA Document)


Science Learning Guide


5th Grade: Light Energy


STAGE 1: Identify Desired Results


Safety
1. Laser lights, Sunlight, Flashlights, or Maglites - looking directly into the light or pointing the light in the eye can 


    cause serious permanent damage to the retina.  Only the teacher should use the laser light during the experiments.


2. Hairspray - be sure to aim the can away from face and eyes.  Goggles should be used for young children.


3. Light bulbs - heat generated by the bulbs can cause serious burns / bulbs made of glass can break and cut 


    the skin or eyes (especially halogens) / salt and oils from bare hands can cause bulbs to shatter when turned on.


4. Mirrors - be aware of sharp edges


5. Lenses and Mirrors - can magnify the intensity of the light.  Teacher should monitor students carefully to 


    avoid reflection into someone's eyes or causing heat which will burn.


6. Batteries - should not be installed backwards, put in fire, or mixed with other battery types.  


    This may cause exploding or leaking.


7. Broken bulbs or old batteries - should be handled by the teacher and not the student.


8. Disposal of bulbs or batteries - wrap glass bulbs before throwing them away / recycle batteries


    in the proper place (The local post office may have a battery recycling box).


9. Eating should be avoided in the science lab area.


10. Arrange room and put away unneeded items to avoid tripping and allow for free movement of 


     students during the experiences that require the room to be dark.
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light


energy


transparent


opaque


translucent


reflect


refract


absorb


matter


interact


transmission


scattering


properties


review: natural light, artificial light, molecules, density


1. PS.7.5.1 Summarize how light can interact with matter through absorption, refraction, and reflection.  


2. PS.7.5.2 Investigate how light travels and interacts with an object or material. 


3. PS.7.5.3 Conduct investigation demonstrating how an object can be seen.


4. PS.7.5.4 Design and conduct investigations of transparent, translucent, and opaque as applied to light.


5. NS.1.5.1 Make accurate observations.


6. NS.1.5.2 Identify and define components of experimental design used to produce empirical evidence: hypothesis, 


    replication, ample size, appropriate use of control, use of standardized variables.


7. NS.1.5.4 Interpret scientific data using: data table/charts, bar graphs, circle graphs, line graphs, stem and leaf plots, 


    Venn diagrams


Arkansas Frameworks  


Science as Inquiry 


1. Demonstrate abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry;


2. Use appropriate tools and techniques to gather, analyze, and interpret data:


3. Develop descriptions, explanations, predictions, and models using evidence:


4. Think critically and logically to make the relationships between evidence and explanations:


5. Communicate scientific procedures and explanations:


Physical Science


1. Document that light can be treated as if it travels in a straight line until it strikes an object.  


    Light can be reflected by a mirror, refracted by a lens, or absorbed by the object; and 


2. Document that light interacts with matter by transmission (including refraction), absorption, 


    or scattering (including reflection). An object is only seen if it emits or scatters light.


Science and Technology


1. Demonstrate abilities of technological design; 


2. Implement a proposed design:


3. Evaluate completed technological designs or products:


21st Century Skills


Technology


Use technology as a tool to research, organize, evaluate and communicate information, and the possession of a fundamental 


understanding of the ethical/legal issues surrounding the access and use of information


Critical Thinking and Problem Solving


1. Exercise sound reasoning in understanding


2. Make complex choices and decisions


3. Understand the interconnections among systems


4. Identify and ask significant questions that clarify   various points of view and lead to better solutions


5. Frame, analyze and synthesize information in order to solve problems and answer questions


Communication and Collaboration


1. Articulate thoughts and ideas clearly and effectively through speaking and writing


2. Demonstrate ability to work effectively with diverse teams


3. Exercise flexibility and willingness to be helpful in making necessary compromises to accomplish a common goal


4. Assume shared responsibility for collaborative work


Academic Vocabulary


National Standards
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Historical Data:


1. Targeted Formative Assessment or Learning Institute Data


2. ACTAAP data and released items


3. NAEP released items


4. Student notebooks from previous year (if applicable)


Potential Misconceptions:


1. Visible light is the only type of light.


2. Filters change the color of light.


3. The primary colors of light are identical to the primary 


    colors of pigment.


4. Red objects in space are hot; blue objects in space 


    are cool.


Performance Tasks/Labs: 


1. Use various types of inquiry investigations with light to 


    explore: opaque, transparent, translucent, reflection, 


    refraction, absorption, conservation of energy, and


    color perception.


2. Use Frayer Model to explain opaque, transparent, 


    translucent


3. Use Venn Diagram to compare reflection and refraction


4. Design and build solar home models to demonstrate 


    understanding of conservation of energy as it applies to 


    reflection, refraction, and absorption.


5. Measure and compare angles in investigations of reflection 


     and refraction.


6. Record, analyze data from investigations in science 


   notebook.


7. Communicate evidence of learning to peers through 


    collaborate grouping, reflections, and oral presentations.


Quizzes, Tests, Academic Prompts:


Pre/post content tests


Science notebook including sections for: 


     • academic vocabulary building


     • experiment logs


     • journal entries


     • reflection logs


     • open response prompts


Products 


1. Science notebook including sections for: 


      • academic vocabulary building


      • experiment logs


      • journal entries


      • reflection logs


      • open response prompts


2. Property of light collaborative project rubric 


    (solar homes)


Student Self-Assessment Tool(s):


1. Lab manual or science notebook


2. Property of light collaborative project rubric 


    (solar homes)


3. RAFT (see literacy connections)


4. Each individual lesson includes a formative assessment


Unprompted Evidence:    


1. Graffiti Wall:Tell students to look for examples of light interactions outside of the classroom. Have a designated area 


    where students can record "real world" examples (prompt them to do this before or after school). Share out during 


    science period. Leave this up for the duration of the unit, adding to it as much as possible.      


2. Reflection journal (in student notebook)                                                            


Stage 2 : Assessment Evidence


Instructional Diagnosis


Prior Knowledge/Skills:


PS.7.1.1 Compare natural and artificial sources of light


PS.7.1.2  Investigate the properties of transparent, translucent and opaque objects


PS.7.2.1  Classify materials as transparent, translucent, or opaque


PS.7.3.1  Classify materials as those which can reflect, refract, or absorb


Formal Pre-Assessment: 


1. Pre/Post test developed for reflection, refraction, and absorption (electronic survey)


2. Suggestion: Light Probe: "Can It Reflect Light", pages 25 - 30 from "Uncovering Student Ideas in Science: 25 Formative 


    Assessment Probes, Vol. 1" by NSTA Press  (can be purchased online at  http://www.nsta.org/ )


Evidence of Learning
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Formative:  
Pre/Post test developed for reflection, refraction, and 


absorption 


Summative:       
Posttest                                              


Learning Plan:
Link to Teacher Guide For Lessons: (attached)


Lesson 1: Opaque, Transparent, Translucent


Lesson 2: Reflection


Lesson 3: Refraction


Lesson 4: Conservation of Energy - Absorption


Personalized Learning


Interventions/Corrective Strategies: Intellectual Challenges:  
Web quest:  This web quest allows students to explore the way 


light is reflected, refracted, and absorbed.  Students will 


explore several different websites and write reflections in their 


science notebooks. (Websites included in the resource section 


of the teacher guide)


Open Response:  Samples are in the resource section and lessons


Evaluation Criteria


Literacy


1. Word origins and meanings: Have students research the origin and meanings of the following words: reflect and refract, 


    hologram, chromatography and chromatogram, bioluminescence


2. Listen to the book SWITCH ON THE NIGHT by Ray Bradbury, Leo Dillon, and Diane Dillon. Pretend you are a book 


    reviewer and write a review of this book for fellow classmates. 


RAFT Activity A: Take a look at the illustrations in the story and write a letter to the illustrators and tell them what your 


                         favorite illustrations are and why you like them. 


RAFT Activity B: As the cricket in the story, write a letter to the young boy describing what the world is like without light.


RAFT is a writing-to-learn strategy see appendix.


Math


1. "Multiplying Money": This is a great way to teach students about how the angle of mirrors changes the number of images


    one sees. This activity also reinforces predicting: M.12.5.1, M.13.5.6, DAP.16.5.1 


2. Use shadow length to determine size of various objects. Students will use proportions to make accurate observations. 


    AR math standards: M.12.5.1, A.6.5.1,A.5.5.1, A.4.5.1 


3. In this lesson, students explore how variations in solar collectors affect the energy absorbed. This real world problem 


    gives students an opportunity to use the science they have learned and apply it using math. 


    AR Math Frameworks: NO.2.5.1, A. 6.5.1 


4. Reading a Light Bulb Package: Students will learn the math behind the science of lighting bulbs. This is a great 


    "real-world" connection, too! 


Stage 3:  Plan Learning Experiences and Instruction


Social Studies


Students will build their solar homes for specific biomes in which students study in their social studies frameworks.


Modifications/Special Accommodations for Learners:
1. Cooperative learning groups designed to accommodate special needs 


2. Differentiated instruction 


3. Teachers will modify tasks and assessments for individual student AIP's and IEP's.


Cross-curricular Applications / Real World Connections: 
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Enrichment:


Art


1. Shadows and Light, Science and Puppetry: This cross-curricular connection, produced by ArtsEdge and The Kennedy 


    Center, introduces students to the art of puppetry and how different materials (translucent, transparent, and  opaque) 


    create different types of shadows. The activity can take up to six periods but can easily be condensed if students do not 


    explore the indicated website. 


2. Art exercise which shows students how to mix watercolors using the palette and diluting with water to get shades of each.          


3. Analyze the work of Roy Lichtenstein. Identifying his use of primary colors, cartoon imagery, and dramatically worded 


    text bubbles.


4. Use the book Color Analyzers by LHS GEMS and do the activity Decoding Secret Messages. Kids color pictures then 


    use color gel wands to view the pictures then a secret message jumps off the page at them. Color wands can be made 


    for one class and then be reused for years. The kids can then make their own secret message pictures by using what 


    they have learned from color analysis.    


5. Light and Art Podcast:  "We're Peter, Emma, Aaron, Ixchel, and Kaitlyn.  We're in our school's science club.  Our 


    teacher gave us a special assignment.  We need to come up with a colorful art display that doesn't use paints!  We 


    went to the most colorful place we know in San Francisco, a cool museum called the Exploratorium.  Our question: 


    "How can we produce colorful are, without using paint?"   


Music


Objects and Light: This song is by Ron Brown and is a really fun and catchy tune that fifth graders will love!       


P.E./Health


1. Research and report on the human eye and vision, particularly rods and 


    cones. 


2. Conduct a color blind test on themselves.  


3. Search health textbooks or the internet for test circles.  


4. Have students determine what color is being tested by the colors in the activity. 


5. Research the effects of UV rays on the skin.  


6. Compare and contrast the benefits of UV rays include the dangers.  


7. Purchase UV beads from Oriental Trading, Steve Spangler's website, or 


    Rainbow Symphony website.  Have the students wear bracelets with a couple 


    of beads on them to determine the risk of UV damage by comparing how 


    bright the beads get.  (Steve Spangler has additional lessons for the UV beads 


    on his website) 


            http://www.orientaltrading.com


            www.SteveSpanglerScience.com


            www.rainbowsymphony.com


Technology Applications


1. Use light probes to record the lumens in the "Light in a Can" (See Opaque, Translucent, and Transparent lesson)


2. "How We See Things" - interactive website- can be used on a SMART Board or as a workstation  


    http://kids.earth.nasa.gov/seawifs/ocean_color.htm  


3. List of websites in the 5th grade Delicious and Wiki accounts.


4. PSET videos used in the teacher introduction, "Understanding Children's Ideas About Light"


5.  United Streaming clips


Media


Light and Art Podcast:  "We're Peter, Emma, Aaron, Ixchel, and Kaitlyn.  We're in our school's science club.  Our teacher gave 


us a special assignment.  We need to come up with a colorful art display that doesn't use paints!  We went to the most colorful 


place we know in San Francisco, a cool museum called the Exploratorium.  Our question: "How can we produce colorful are, 


without using paint?"  
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Light box 


Diffracting grates


He-Ne Laser (Wal-mart keychain laser will work) 


Flat mirrors 


Prism box 


Index cards (4 per participant) 


Mag-light 


Single hole punch 


Aluminum foil 


Wax paper 


Concave and convex lenses


Small block of wood


2 identical objects such as: pencils, fruit, balls, or etc.


Concept strips (laminate stability)


Yarn or kite sting


12  Binder clips or clothes pins


Large coffee cans


Color construction paper (assorted)


Thermometers or temperature probes


Small clear plastic bin (shoebox size)


Clear hot glue sticks


Various pieces of material (opaque, transparent, translucent)


Dry milk


Polarized film (some sunglass lenses will work)


Travel size can of aerosol hairspray 


Tape 


Vegetable Oil (Wesson -high quality 


Sponge


Old CD


Plastic sandwich bag


Lunch size brown paper sack 


White cardstock


Literature Connections Professional Texts


1. Delta Science Readers. Color and Light 


2. Exploring Light, Light and Shadow, We Use Light-


    Discovery Links Newbridge Leveled Readers 


3. Lasers Taking Light to the Extremes: Lisa Benjamin-


    Newbridge Reading Quest 


4. Spectacles , Ellen Raskin, New York: Atheneum, 1968 


5. Shadows, Blaise Cendrars, translated by Marcia Brown, 


    New York: Macmillan, 1982 


6. Arthur’s Eyes, Brown, Mac. Boston: Little, Brown, 1979 


7. Five Secrets in a Box, Brighton, Virginia, New York: E.P. 


    Dutton, 1987 


8. Piping Down the Valleys Wild: Poetry for the Young of all 


    Ages, New York: Delacorte Press, 1985 


9.What Did They See, John Schindell, Henry Holt 


     Publishing, 2003 – More Picture Perfect Science, 


     Lesson Mirror Mirror 


10.I See Myself, Vicki Cobb, Harper Collins Publishing, 


     More Picture Perfect Science, Lesson Mirror Mirror 


11.Hailstones and Halibut Bones: Adventures in Color, Mary 


     O'Neill, 1961


1. Stop Faking It: Light by Bill Robertson 


2. Uncovering Student Ideas in Science: 25 Formative 


    Assessment Probes by Page Keely, Fracis Eberle, 


    and Lynn Farrin 


3. Exploratopia by Exploratorium 


4. Color Analyzers, Lawrence Hall GEMS 


5. Color and Light Delta Science Modules 


6. Sci-Tech Connections Integrating Literacy Links, 


    Curriculum Plus


Materials and Supplies


On campus


1. Host a science night for families to view students’ solar home projects.


2. Invite community members and/or parents who work with light concepts as a part of their jobs to present to the class.      


Reinforcements at home


1. Mix colors at home. Mixing different powdered drinks or gelatin flavors will create new colors and tastes. 


2. Compare and contrast mixing powders with mixing liquids. 


3. Collect and  examine newsprint both black and white and colored papers. Use a magnifying glass to observe and notice 


    the different colors of dots used to create the images. 


4. Observe what happens when sunlight passes through a glass of water. 


5. Make a CD spectroscope using a paper towel tube and old CD.  


Parental/Community Involvement Opportunities:
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Shining a Light on           Name      


DDaattee                    CCoouupplleedd  IInnqquuiirryy    
        


SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        11111111::::::::    QQuueessttiioonn  ––  ((ccuutt  tthhee  qquueessttiioonnss  oonn  ppaaggee  22  iinnttoo  ssttrriippss  ffoorr  tthhiiss  aaccttiivviittyy))  
  


AA..  SSoorrtt  qquueessttiioonnss  iinnttoo  oonnee  ooff  tthhee  ffoolllloowwiinngg  ttwwoo  ggrroouuppss::  


QQuueessttiioonnss  tthhaatt  ccaann  bbee  aannsswweerreedd  bbyy  


ddooiinngg  ssyysstteemmaattiicc  oobbsseerrvvaattiioonnss  oorr  bbyy  


ddooiinngg  aann  eexxppeerriimmeenntt..  


QQuueessttiioonnss  tthhaatt  ccaann  nnoott  bbee  aannsswweerreedd  ((nnoott  


ssaaffee,,  mmaatteerriiaallss  nnoott  aavvaaiillaabbllee,,  ccaann  nnoott  bbee  


aannsswweerreedd  bbyy  ddooiinngg  ssyysstteemmaattiicc  


oobbsseerrvvaattiioonnss  oorr  eexxppeerriimmeennttss..  


  


  


BB..  SSeelleecctt  aa  qquueessttiioonn  ttoo  iinnvveessttiiggaattee..  __________________________________________________________________________________________  
  


  


  


  


SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        22222222::::::::  WWrriittee  yyoouurr  pprreeddiiccttiioonn  oorr  hhyyppootthheessiiss..________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
  


PPRREEDDIICCTTIIOONN  HHYYPPOOTTHHEESSIISS  


**  FFoorrmmuullaattee  aa  pprreeddiiccttiioonn  iiff  yyoouu  ccaann  


aannsswweerr  tthhee  qquueessttiioonn  bbyy  ccoonndduuccttiinngg  


ssyysstteemmaattiicc  oobbsseerrvvaattiioonnss..  


**  FFoorrmmuullaattee  aa  hhyyppootthheessiiss  iiff  yyoouu  ccaann  


aannsswweerr  tthhee  qquueessttiioonn  bbyy  ccoonndduuccttiinngg  aann  


eexxppeerriimmeenntt..  


((IIff……  tthheenn))    


  


  


SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        44444444::::::::    IIff  yyoouu  aarree  ddooiinngg  aann  eexxppeerriimmeenntt,,  lliisstt  tthhee  vvaarriiaabblleess..  
TTyyppee  ooff  VVaarriiaabbllee    


IInnddeeppeennddeenntt  vvaarriiaabbllee  ((mmaanniippuullaattiinngg))  


  


  


DDeeppeennddeenntt  vvaarriiaabbllee  ((rreessppoonnddiinngg))  


  


  


CCoonnttrroolllleedd  vvaarriiaabbllee  ((ccoonnssttaanntt))  
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SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        55555555::::::::  MMaatteerriiaallss  
MMaakkee  aa  LLiisstt  ((iinncclluuddee  ssiizzee  aanndd  aammoouunntt))  DDrraaww  yyoouurr  sseett  uupp  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


        


        


SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        66666666::::::::  PPrroocceedduurree  ––  LLiisstt  sstteeppss  
SStteeppss  ffoorr  


PPrroocceedduurree  


BBeeggiinn  eeaacchh  eennttrryy  wwiitthh  aa  ““vveerrbb””..    TThheessee  aarree  aaccttiioonnss..  


11..  


  


  


22..  


  


  


33..  


  


  


44..  


  


  


55..  


  


  


EEttcc……  


  


  


  


  


SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        77777777::::::::                TTTTTTTTeeeeeeeesssssssstttttttt        yyyyyyyyoooooooouuuuuuuurrrrrrrr        hhhhhhhhyyyyyyyyppppppppooooooootttttttthhhhhhhheeeeeeeessssssssiiiiiiiissssssss        


        


SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        88888888::::::::                RRRRRRRReeeeeeeeccccccccoooooooorrrrrrrrdddddddd        OOOOOOOObbbbbbbbsssssssseeeeeeeerrrrrrrrvvvvvvvvaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        &&&&&&&&        DDDDDDDDaaaaaaaattttttttaaaaaaaa        


        


SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        99999999::::::::                SSSSSSSSttttttttaaaaaaaatttttttteeeeeeee        CCCCCCCCoooooooonnnnnnnncccccccclllllllluuuuuuuussssssssiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn  
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Questions to cut into Strips to use in STEP 1Questions to cut into Strips to use in STEP 1Questions to cut into Strips to use in STEP 1Questions to cut into Strips to use in STEP 1 


What would happen if a paper flower were put in a container of salt water? 


What would happen if a plastic flower were put in a container of water? 


How long does it take for a flower with 8 petals to unfold? 


What is the perimeter of the hexagon in the center of a paper with 8 petals? 


Do the petals of tissue paper flowers take less time to unfold than the petals of 


regular paper flowers? 


Does the temperature of the water affect the time it takes for the petals of paper 


flowers to unfold? 


How does the water make the paper flower petals unfold? 


Why do the petals of a paper flower unfold? 
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Coupled Inquiry Rubric 


CATEGORY 1 


Insufficiently 


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


2 


Somewhat 


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


3 


Adequately 


accurate, detailed,  


logical, complete 


4 


Exceptionally 


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


Sorting 


Questions 


Correctly sorted 0-2 


questions that could 


and could NOT be 


answered using 


systematic 


observations or 


experiments. 


Correctly sorted 3-4 


questions that could 


and could NOT be 


answered using 


systematic observations 


or experiments. 


Correctly sorted 5-6 


questions that could and 


could NOT be answered 


using systematic 


observations or 


experiments. 


Correctly sorted 7-8 questions 


that could and could NOT be 


answered using systematic 


observations or experiments. 


Choosing a 


Question 


Identified a question 


that could not be 


tested/investigated or 


one that did not merit 


investigation. 


Identified, with adult 


help, a question which 


could be investigated. 


Independently identified a 


question from 1 of the 8 


questions provided which 


could be investigated. 


Independently identified a 


question which was 


interesting to the student and 


which could be investigated. 


Hypothesis 


or prediction 


Needed adult 


assistance to develop 


an hypothesis or 


prediction. May have 


completed a basic 


literature review 


instead. 


Independently 


developed a hypothesis 


or prediction which 


cannot be substantiated 


by a literature review or 


observation of similar 


phenomena. 


Independently developed a 


hypothesis or prediction 


which can be somewhat 


substantiated by a literature 


review and observation of 


similar phenomena. 


Independently developed a 


hypothesis or prediction 


which can be well-


substantiated by a literature 


review and observation of 


similar phenomena. 


Variables Adult help needed to 


identify and define 


almost all the 


variables. 


With adult help, 


identified and clearly 


defined which variables 


were going to be 


changed (independent 


variables) and which 


were going to be 


measured (dependent 


variables). 


Independently identified 


which variables were going 


to be changed (independent 


variables) and which were 


going to be measured 


(dependent variables). 


Some feedback was needed 


to clearly define the 


variables. 


Independently identified and 


clearly defined which 


variables were going to be 


changed (independent 


variables) and which were 


going to be measured 


(dependent variables). 


Materials 


List 


Materials were NOT 


listed or the list was 


incomplete. 


Materials were listed 


without the size, 


amount, and type 


required for each 


material. 


Materials were listed 


somewhat complete with 


the size, amount, and type 


required for each material. 


Materials were listed 


complete with the size, 


amount, and type required for 


each material. 


Description 


of Procedure 


Procedures that were 


outlined were 


seriously incomplete 


or not sequential, 


even after adult 


feedback had been 


given. 


Procedures were 


outlined in a step-by-


step fashion, but had 1 


or 2 gaps that require 


explanation even after 


adult feedback had 


been given. 


Procedures were outlined in 


a step-by-step fashion that 


could be followed by 


anyone without additional 


explanations. Some adult 


help was needed to 


accomplish this. 


Procedures were outlined in a 


step-by-step fashion that 


could be followed by anyone 


without additional 


explanations. No adult help 


was needed to accomplish 


this. 


Conduction 


of 


Experiment 


Experiment was not 


conducted or was 


conducted 


inadequately. 


Experiment was 


conducted with only 1 


trial. 


Experiment was conducted 


correctly following each 


step of the written 


procedure and with 2 trials. 


Experiment was conducted 


correctly following each step 


of the written procedure and 


with 3-4 trials. 


Data 


Collection 


Data was collected 


only once and adult 


assistance was 


needed to clearly 


summarize what was 


discovered. 


Data was collected 


more than one time. 


Adult assistance was 


needed to clearly 


summarize what was 


discovered. 


Data was collected more 


than one time. It was 


summarized, independently, 


in a way that clearly 


describes what was 


discovered. 


Data was collected several 


times. It was summarized, 


independently, in a way that 


clearly describes what was 


discovered. 
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Shining a Light on           Name      


DDaattee                    DDiirreecctteedd  IInnqquuiirryy    
  


QQuueessttiioonn::    HHooww  lloonngg  ddooeess  iitt  ttaakkee  ffoorr  aa  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  ttoo  ooppeenn  uupp  aanndd  sshhooww  iittss  rraayyss??  


  


PPrreeddiicctt::  TThhee  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  wwiillll  ttaakkee  __________mmiinnuutteess  aanndd  ______________sseeccoonnddss  ttoo  ooppeenn  uupp  aanndd  sshhooww  iittss  


rraayyss..  


    


MMaatteerriiaallss::    ((ppeerr  ggrroouupp))  
��  44  ppaappeerr  ssuunnss  ((ccooppiieedd  oonn  hheeaavvyy  yyeellllooww  ccaarrddssttoocckk  aanndd  ccuutt  oouutt))  


��  AA  ccoonnttaaiinneerr  ooff  wwaarrmm  wwaatteerr    ((eennoouugghh  rroooomm  ffoorr  ssuunn  ttoo  ooppeenn  uupp))  


��  AA  ssttoopp  wwaattcchh  


  


  


PPrroocceedduurree::  
11..    FFoolldd  tthhee  rraayyss  ooff  aa  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  iinnwwaarrdd  ttoowwaarrdd  tthhee  cceenntteerr  ooff  tthhee  ssuunn..  


22..  AAss  tthhee  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  iiss  ppllaacceedd  iinnttoo  tthhee  wwaatteerr  ssttaarrtt  tthhee  ssttoopp  wwaattcchh..  


33..  WWhheenn  tthhee  rraayyss  aarree  ooppeenn  ssoo  tthhaatt  tthheeyy  aarree  llaayyiinngg  ffllaatt  oonn  tthhee  wwaatteerr  ssttoopp  tthhee  ssttoopp  


wwaattcchh..  


44..  RReeccoorrdd  tthhee  ttiimmee  iinn  tthhee  ttaabbllee  bbeellooww..  


55..  DDoo  aatt  lleeaasstt  ffoouurr  ttrriiaallss..  


  


  


  


DDaattaa  CCoolllleeccttiioonn  


              
RReeccoorrdd  tthhee  ttiimmeess  iinn  tthhiiss  cchhaarrtt..    CChhaannggee  tthhee  ttiimmee  ttoo  nnuummbbeerr  ooff  sseeccoonnddss..  


TTrriiaall  ##  TTiimmee  
##  ooff  


SSeeccoonnddss  


11      


22      


33      


44      
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DDaattaa    AAnnaallyyssiiss::  


  
DDiirreeccttiioonnss::  TTrraannssffeerr  tthhee  iinnffoorrmmaattiioonn  ffrroomm  tthhee  pprreevviioouuss  ttaabbllee  ttoo  tthhiiss  ggrraapphh..  


  


                                                              TTiittllee::    TTiimmee  ffoorr  PPaappeerr  SSuunn  ttoo  SShhooww  IIttss  RRaayyss  


                              


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


    
    


    
    


    
    


    
    


    
    


  TT
ii mm


ee
  ii


nn
  SS


ee
cc


oo
nn


dd
ss   


                        


                                TTrriiaall  11      TTrriiaall  22      TTrriiaall  33      TTrriiaall  44  


  


RReessuullttss::  
DDeessccrriibbee  wwhhaatt  tthhee  ddaattaa  sshhoowwss  yyoouu  aabboouutt  tthhee  ttiimmee  iitt  ttaakkeess  ffoorr  aa  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  ttoo  sshhooww  iittss’’  rraayyss??      


                              


                              


                              


                              


                                


CCoonncclluussiioonnss::  


EExxppllaaiinnss  tthhee  aassssuummppttiioonnss  yyoouu  ccaann  ffoorrmmuullaattee  aabboouutt  tthhee  ttiimmee  iitt  ttaakkeess  ffoorr  aa  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  ttoo  sshhooww  


iittss  rraayyss??  
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DIRECTED INQUIRY RUBRICDIRECTED INQUIRY RUBRICDIRECTED INQUIRY RUBRICDIRECTED INQUIRY RUBRIC    


Category  1 


Insufficiently 


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


2 


Somewhat 


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


3 
 


Sufficiently 


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


4 


Adequately 


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


5 


Insufficiently       


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


Observation  Student recorded at 


least one 


observations.  


Student recorded at 


least two 


observations.  


Student recorded at 


least three 


observations.  


Student recorded at 


least four 


observations.  


Student recorded at 


least five observations.  


Predicting 


 


 


Student failed to 


record a prediction or 


made a prediction 


that was not relative 


to the experiment. 


  Student made a 


prediction and 


recorded the 


prediction but only 


included either 


minutes or seconds. 


    Student made a 


prediction and 


recorded the prediction 


in minutes and 


seconds. 


Procedure  Student left out four 


or more of the steps 


of the procedure  


Student left out three 


or more of the steps 


of the procedure  


Student left out two 


or more of the steps 


of the procedure  


Student left out one 


or more of the steps 


of the procedure  


Student followed all the 


procedures as 


required.  


Data 


Collection  


Student performed 


less than three trials.  


Student performed 


three or more trials 


and recorded the 


results for all the 


trials but in a format 


other than the one 


required.  


Student performed 


four or more trials 


and recorded the 


results for all the 


trials but in a format 


other than the one 


required.  


Student performed 


three or more trials 


and recorded the 


results for all the 


trials in the required 


format.  


Student performed four 


or more trials and 


recorded the results for 


all the trials in the 


required format.  


Analysis  Student created a 


graph showing the 


results for only one 


trials.  


Student created a 


graph showing the 


results for two trials.  


Student created a 


graph showing the 


results for three 


trials.  


Student created a 


graph showing the 


results for four trials.  


Student created a 


graph showing the 


results for four trials 


and added color or 


graphics.  


Results  Student wrote a 


statement but it was 


not related to the 


graph.  


Student wrote only 


one statement about 


the results of the 


experiment. The 


statement is a true 


statement about the 


results shown in the 


graph.  


Student wrote at 


least two statements 


about the results of 


the experiment. The 


statements are true 


statements about the 


results shown in the 


graph.  


Student wrote at 


least three 


statements about the 


results of the 


experiment. The 


statements are true 


statements about the 


results shown in the 


graph.  


Student wrote at least 


four statements about 


the results of the 


experiment. The 


statements are true 


statements about the 


results shown in the 


graph.  


Conclusions  The student wrote a 


very short statement 


that showed some 


misunderstanding of 


what the results 


demonstrated.  


Student wrote one 


sentence that 


demonstrated an 


understanding of the 


results of the 


experiment.  


Student wrote two 


sentences that 


demonstrated an 


understanding of the 


results of the 


experiment.  


Student wrote three 


sentences that 


demonstrated an 


understanding of the 


results of the 


experiment.  


Student wrote a 


paragraph that 


demonstrated an 


understanding of the 


results of the 


experiment.  
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This article provides a broad overview of 
educational research on student ideas 
about light.  In the educational research 
literature, student ideas have been referred 
to as misconceptions, pre-conceptions, 
naïve conceptions, and intuitive knowledge.  
Student’s ideas are often consistent, 
reliable, and reasonable to students even 
though they are not necessarily consistent 
with scientists’ ideas. Because a student’s 
ideas make sense to the student and 
because teachers can utilize these ideas 
effectively in instruction, some educational 
practitioners and researchers are more 
comfortable using the term “resources” or 
“common ideas” to refer to students’ ideas 
(Hammer, 2000). 
 
Educational research has revealed that 
several common ideas about light exist 
among school age children. Common ideas 
that appear in children’s written work and in 
children’s talk are discussed below. 
 
Common Idea 1: The Source/Effect Idea 
 
Studies involving large samples of children 
suggest that 10 and 11 year old children 
tend to speak of light in terms of its source 
or its effects (Guesne, 1985). In a study 
conducted in a sunny room children were 
asked “Where is there light in this room?” 
Many responded by pointing to the light bulb 
on the ceiling (source) or by pointing to a 
spot of light on the wall (effect). When 
asked whether light moves, children 
responded in terms of the source. For 
example, children reported that the light on 
the ceiling does not move, but a flashlight or 
the headlights of a car do move. The 
source/effect idea makes it difficult to 
explain how we see things or how light is 
reflected from a mirror into one’s eyes. 
 


Another example of the source/effect idea 
can be found in children’s common ideas 
about shadows.  Elementary aged students 
often view a shadow as an independent 
entity that actually propagates from the 
object to the sidewalk or screen. According 
to this idea, light triggers the movement of 
a shadow from the object to the sidewalk or 
screen (Feher and Rice, 1988; Feher, 
1990). In this view of shadows, light is only 
involved to the extent that it triggers the 
motion of the shadow. In order to develop 
the scientific idea of a shadow as the 
blocking of light, the learner must view light 
as an entity that moves through space and 
interacts with objects. 
 
Common Idea 2: Light as an Entity Idea 
 
Older children aged 13-14 also speak of 
light in terms of its source and effects. 
However they are more likely than younger 
children to speak of light as an entity 
located in space (Guesne, 1985). The idea 
that light is an entity in space between the 
source and the effect is consistent with the 
scientists’ idea about light. This idea is 
useful for explaining shadows, reflection, 
and the process of seeing, since it allows 
us to discuss the interaction of light with an 
object and/or the eye. The notion of light as 
a source or as an effect does not provide 
as much versatility.  
 
Common Idea 3: The Mirror Reflects 
Light In All Directions Idea 
 
Both young and old students conceive of a 
mirror as a device that reflects. They 
typically view the reflection of light from a 
mirror as the scattering of light in all 
directions. While this idea is consistent with 
the notion of light as an entity, it is 
inconsistent with observations. The Mirror 
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Reflects Light in all Directions idea may be 
associated with everyday experiences such 
as getting blinded by sunlight when it is 
reflected by a car mirror or being able to 
shine an intense spot of light on the wall 
using a mirror. This idea is consistent with 
the notion that light is an entity in space 
because it describes the behavior of light 
when it interacts with a shiny surface. 
 
Common Idea 4:  The Intrinsic 
Illumination Idea 
 
Children typically do not believe that non-
shiny surfaces such as white paper reflect 
light. Instead, they describe this interaction 
in terms of the intrinsic illumination of the 
paper: when the light shines upon the 
paper, the paper becomes illuminated and 
glows like a lantern or a light source.  
 
This view is consistent with the 
source/effect idea where the interaction of 
light with the white paper is explained not in 
terms of the behavior of the light, but in 
terms of the effect of illumination of the 
paper.  Even students who explain light 
interaction with a flat mirror in terms of light 
as an entity in space often resort to 
source/effect ideas when explaining why 
they can see white paper when light shines 
upon it. In this case, the paper “absorbs” the 
light. 
 
In the case of the white paper, the paper, 
not the light, has the property of glowing.  
Guesne (1985) argues that the conception 
of light as an effect may be due to children’s 
sensory perceptions. She argues that 
children view light as an entity in space or 
as a source such as a flashlight only when 
the light is intense enough to produce a 
perceptible effect such as a blinding effect. 
When light is not seen to impact one’s 
senses in this intense way, it is not seen as 
a thing, or an entity, it is only seen in terms 
of its effects. 
 
Common Idea 5:  The Vision Idea 
 


When asked how one is able to “see” light 
or objects, children often associate the 
process of seeing with an active role of the 
eye rather than as an interaction of light 
with the eye. Children of ages 7-12 tend to 
draw lines of vision between the light 
source and the eye as shown in the 
pictures below.  
 


 
 
 


 


 


 


In most cases, students do not think that 
something is actually coming out of the 
eye, but that the eye is seeing through its 
active “vision.” This is consistent with the 
Source/Effect idea rather than the Light as 
an Entity idea because vision is attributed 
to the active processes associated with the 
eye rather than the behavior of light as it 
moves through space and interacts with 
objects.   
 
It is not clear exactly what children mean 
by “vision” although it appears that they 
define vision as the thing or process that 
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allows us to see. The Vision idea is 
incomplete in the sense that it does not 
involve the interaction of light with the object 
or the eye. Nevertheless, it can be useful 
because it does involve both the eye and 
the object. Some children as young as 10 
years old have built their idea of vision into 
an idea that also involves the brain.  
 


Common Idea 6:  The brain is involved in 
seeing things 
 
As shown in the picture below, to the child, 
vision appears to be the process by which 
people see and vision is associated with the 
brain. It is not clear from the diagram below 
that the light is actually entering or 
interacting with the eye, but the brain is 
clearly depicted as associated with the eye 
and the process of seeing.  


 


Close inspection of the picture reveals an 
“image” of the flashlight in the students’ 
brain. 
 


 
 
 
Common Idea 7: In order for us to see 
things, light must enter the eye. This 
scientifically accepted idea is a less 
common pre-instructional idea than the 
common ideas about seeing discussed 
above. This idea requires that students 
conceive of light as an entity in space that 
interacts with objects including the eye. As 
mentioned in Common Idea 1: The 
Source/Effect idea, young students typically 
view light as a source (e.g. a flashlight or a 


lamp) or its effects (e.g. a spot of light on 
the wall) and rarely conceive of light as an 
entity that travels through space. An 
instructional implication of this is that it is 
important for a teacher to be aware that her 
students may need to develop ideas about 
light as an entity that interacts with objects 
before they can develop a meaningful 
understanding of how light is involved in 
how people see things such as the moon, a 
flashlight, or an apple. 
 
 
Summary 
 
The development of science knowledge in 
school is a process of connecting 
classroom observations and theories with 
one’s own understandings of how the world 
works. As learners, it is important to keep 
in mind that we come into the classroom 
with our own ideas about how the world 
works.  Some of these ideas have proved 
to work very well in the conditions under 
which we live.  In science, however, we are 
often asked to imagine a broader range of 
possible conditions and to extend our 
explanations to account for them.  As 
learners and teachers, we must become 
aware of our own ideas and the ideas of 
others.  We must also be aware that our 
students’ misconceptions or pre-
conceptions, as well as our own, are 
actually resources that can be used toward 
the development of science ideas that have 
a broader range of application.  
 
Awareness of children’s ideas about 
various concepts in science has allowed 
teachers and curriculum developers to 
design lessons and curricula that can help 
students build on their own ideas.  Our 
ideas, and our children’s ideas, should be 
respected and valued.  Through carefully 
crafted classroom experiences, children’s 
ideas can be used as resources that 
actually facilitate, rather than inhibit, further 
learning about science.  
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Shining a Light on           Name      


DDaattee                    GGuuiiddeedd  IInnqquuiirryy  
  


QQuueessttiioonn::    HHooww  wwiillll  tthhee  nnuummbbeerr  ooff  rraayyss  oonn  tthhee  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  aaffffeecctt  tthhee  ttiimmee  iitt  ttaakkeess  ffoorr  iitt  ttoo  
ooppeenn  uupp  iiff  tthhee  ppeerriimmeetteerr  ooff  tthhee  cceenntteerr  ooff  tthhee  ssuunn  rreemmaaiinnss  tthhee  ssaammee??  


  


SShhaappee  ooff  


CCeenntteerr  
##  ooff  


SSiiddeedd  
LLeennggtthh  ooff  


SSiiddeess  
PPeerriimmeetteerr  


SSqquuaarree  44  33..7755  1155  


PPeennttaaggoonn  55  33  1155  


HHeexxaaggoonn  66  22..55  1155  


  


WWhhaatt  iiss  cchhaannggeedd??  


((mmaanniippuullaatteedd))  


WWhhaatt  wwiillll  yyoouu  mmeeaassuurree??  


((rreessppoonnddiinngg))  


WWhhaatt  iiss  kkeepptt  tthhee  ssaammee??  


((ccoonnttrroolllleedd))  


      
  


HHyyppootthheessiiss::  ((AAnn  ““IIff..  ..  ..  ..  ..tthheenn””  SSttaatteemmeenntt))                


                        


                          


  


MMaatteerriiaallss::  
��  44  ppaappeerr  ssuunnss  ––  ccuutt  oouutt  


��  AA  ccoonnttaaiinneerr  ooff  wwaatteerr  


��  AA  ssttoopp  wwaattcchh  


  


PPrroocceedduurree::  


  WWrriittee  yyoouurr  pprroocceedduurree  oonn  tthhee  bbaacckk  ooff  tthhiiss  ppaappeerr..  
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DDaattaa  CCoolllleeccttiioonn  


  CCrreeaattee  aa  cchhaarrtt  oorr  ttaabbllee  ooff  yyoouurr  ddaattaa..    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


OOrrggaanniizzee  yyoouurr  ddaattaa  iinnttoo  aa  ggrraapphh  ffoorr  aannaallyyssiiss..              
  


DDaattaa  AAnnaallyyssiiss::  
  


                                                              TTiittllee::                    


                              


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


    
    
  LL
aa
bb
ee
ll ::
  


                        


              LLaabbeell::  
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RReessuullttss::  


WWhhaatt  ddooeess  tthhee  ddaattaa  sshhooww  yyoouu  aabboouutt  tthhee  ttiimmee  iitt  ttaakkeess  ffoorr  aa  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  ttoo  sshhooww  


iittss’’  rraayyss??  


                              


                              


                              


                              


                                


CCoonncclluussiioonnss::  


WWhhaatt  ddiidd  yyoouu  lleeaarrnn  aabboouutt  tthhee  ttiimmee  iitt  ttaakkeess  ffoorr  aa  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  ttoo  sshhooww  iittss  rraayyss??  


                              


                                


                              


                              


                                


  


  


NNOOTTEESS:: 
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Guided Inquiry Rubric 


CATEGORY  1  3  5  Comments  


Independent 


Variable  


Listed more than one 


independent variable  


Listed one independent 


variable.  


Listed one independent 


variable that is testable.  


   


Dependent 


Variable  


Listed more than one 


dependent variable  


Listed one dependent 


variable.  


Listed one dependent 


variable and it will give 


the necessary 


quantities data.  


   


Hypothesis  Is an "if...then" statement 


but isn't closely related to 


the activity.  


Is an "if...then" statement 


that states either the 


independent or the 


dependent variable 


correctly.  


Is an "if...then" 


statement that states 


both the independent 


and the dependent 


variable correctly.  


   


Procedure  Has a procedure written.  Has a procedure but some 


of the steps are missing or 


may be out of order.  


Has a procedure written 


that leads the student 


through logical steps to 


complete the 


experiment?  


   


Data 


Collection  


Created a chart or table 


that matches the 


experiment.  


Created a chart or table that 


matches the experiment. 


Recorded some of the trials 


correctly.  


Created a chart or table 


that matches the 


experiment. Recorded 


all of the trials correctly.  


   


Data Analysis  Filled out the graph labels 
and titles correctly.  


Filled out the graph labels 


and titles correctly. 


Transferred some of the 


information from the 


chart/table to the graph 


correctly.  


Filled out the graph 


labels and titles 


correctly. Transferred 


the information from the 


chart/table to the graph 


correctly.  


   


Results  Wrote at least one 


statement but it doesn't 


show a true 


understanding of what the 


graph shows.  


Wrote a statement that 


demonstrates a simple 


understanding of what the 


graph shows.  


Wrote a statement that 


demonstrates a deep 


understanding of what 


the graph shows.  


   


Conclusions  Wrote a sentence or two 


but it does not 


demonstrate a deep 


understanding of what 


occurred.  


Wrote more than a sentence 


or two that demonstrates a 


simple understanding of 


what occurred.  


Wrote more than a 


sentence or two that 


demonstrates a deep 


understanding of what 


occurred.  


   


 


 








Essential Components of a Science Notebook 
 A Framework for Student Understanding 
 
 
Question, Problem, Purpose 


This is the starting point for student investigations. Student-
generated or focus questions are related to an objective or 
standard being investigated. Questions should be 
investigable, not simply answered yes or no. 
 


Prediction 
Students write reasonable prediction to answer their inquiry question. Good quality 
predictions are based on prior knowledge and give an explanation or reason…”This will 
happen because…” 
 


Developing a Plan 
The student describes a detailed course of action for an investigation. A general plan is 
developed identifying variables and controls. Then an operational plan outlines a clear 
sequence and direction for the inquiry.  A data collection system (chart, table, record) is 
created prior to the investigation. 
 


Observations, Data, Charts, Graphs, Drawings, and Illustrations 
Expressions of student strategies to collect data and describe 
their science experience, related to their question and plan.  


 
Claims and Evidence 


Students use the data they collected to make sense and construct meaning from their 
inquiry. Students build an understanding that data is evidence and that any claims that 
they make are supported by evidence. 
 


Drawing Conclusions 
Students record what they have learned from their investigation, not simply what they 
did during the process. Students express their understanding of the connection 
between their question, prediction, and evidence. 
 


Reflections…Next Steps and New Questions 
An opportunity for student reflection on their experience and write about what they 
have learned. This is an occasion to extend their investigation with a new application or 
question.  
 


 


 
 
“Using Science Notebooks in Elementary Classrooms” by Michael P. Klentschy; NSTA Press, 2008, pg. 12-14. 


 


 


 


 


 







Literacy Connections and Science Notebooks 
 
When students utilize skills of questioning, hypothesizing, and reflecting in a science 
notebook, four areas of literacy are promoted: oral communication, writing, reading, and 
vocabulary development. 
 
Oral Communication 


Student talk in response to questions, in conversation with peers during an 
investigation, and discussion within a small group or classroom helps them to make 
sense of their thought process.  Science notebooks can serve to facilitate oral 
communication and connect new concepts and information with existing knowledge.  
“Science Talk” assists learning – promoting the exploration and elaboration of 
experiences in preparation for writing. 


 
Written Communication 


The natural relationship between language development and science notebooks 
provide students with opportunities for written expression about authentic science 
experiences. Inquiry-based learning promotes higher order thinking, while a notebook 
provides the platform for synthesizing and communicating ideas.  A deeper 
understanding of science can be achieved through written communication with lists, 
sentences, drawings, graphs, and tables. Notebook entries during an investigation 
model the activities of real-world scientists. Practice in informational writing after an 
investigation is the time for reflection, sharing evidence with others, connecting 
evidence to claims, and justifying new understanding to peers and teachers.  


 
Reading 


Informational literacy is a key to success in the workplace and community.  Beginning 
or reluctant readers can be motivated by rereading their own notebook entries. This 
technique can be a step toward reading other informational text. Reading to research 
questions following an investigation can be used to verify or contradict student 
explanations of experimental results. It is important to prepare students to read 
critically and make judgments on content and sources of new information.  
 


Vocabulary Development 
Notebooks enable students to become familiar with new science vocabulary through 
practice, in the context of an investigation.  The process of building formal scientific 
language skills on top of a student’s informal language base is facilitated in an 
authentic environment. This is not the place for students to copy vocabulary and 
definitions, rather to make connections between new ideas and new words to express 
them.  
 


Literacy Standards 
The process of recording firsthand experiences, reflecting on them, and making 
meaningful connections allows students to achieve literacy standards by reading, 
writing, and speaking like scientists. 
  


“Science Notebooks: Writing About Inquiry” by Brian Campbell and Lori Fulton; Heinemann, 2003, pg. 73-81.  


 








Survey Questions for Light Unit Grade 5 


Year 1 


 Date: 


School District: 


Coop/Center Location: 


Grade Level:                                                                Years of Teaching 


I have participated in the Science training for:       1                2           3   years 


Based on the following criteria, please rate your training sessions by selecting the number that 


best corresponds with your assessment of the experience. 


   1=                2                  3             4                5= 


Poor                                                                  excellent 


  


1. Rate your understanding of best practices and how it relates to teaching science.  


 


2. I am adequately prepared to deliver instruction from this training to my students. 


 


3. Rate your understanding of the 7E model. 


 


4. Rate your ability to apply the 7E model to science instruction. 


 


  5.  Rate your understanding of inquiry-based science instruction. 


  6.  Rate your understanding of how light can interact with matter through absorption, 


refraction, and reflection. 


  7.  Rate your understanding of how light travels and interacts with an object or material. 


  8.  Rate your understanding of how to conduct investigations of transparent, translucent, and 


opaque as applied to light. 


  9.  Rate your understanding of how to investigate physical interactions of light and matter. 







 


 


10. The bouncing of a light ray from a boundary in a straight line is: 


 


a. absorption  


b. reflection  


c. refraction  


d. scattering 


 


11. List the colors of in the visible spectrum (rainbows) in order. 


 


a. green, orange, yellow, red, blue, indigo, violet 


b. red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet 


c. red, violet, yellow, green, orange, blue, indigo 


d. orange, green, blue, indigo, violet, red, yellow 


 


12. Matter that does not allow light to pass through is described as:  


 


a. opaque 


b. transparent 


c. translucent 


d. dark 


 


13. The bouncing of a light ray from a boundary in lots of different directions is: 


 


a. absorption  


b. reflection  


c. refraction  


d. scattering 


 


14. Matter that allows, some but not all, of the light that hits it to pass  


      through it is described as: 


 


a. opaque 


b. transparent 


c. translucent 


d. dark 


 


15. When you are outside a sunny summer day your skin feels warm and begins to  


       turn brown.  Which one of lights properties is causing your skin to warm? 


 


a. absorption  


b. reflection  


c. refraction  


d. scattering 


 


 







16. When measuring the effect of absorption of light on an object it is best to use  


       which of the following tools: 


 


a. ruler 


b. protractor  


c. prism  


d. thermometer 


 


17. To separate white light into the color spectrum, use a: 


 


a. ruler 


b. protractor  


c. prism  


d. thermometer 


 


18. As light moves from a dense medium to a less dense medium it: 


                     


a. speeds up 


b. slows down  


c. remains constant 


d. stops 


 


19. Separating white light into color demonstrates which of the following properties of light: 


          


a. absorption  


b. reflection  


c. refraction  


d. scattering 
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Shining a Light on           Name    


  


DDaattee                    FFuullll  IInnqquuiirryy  
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The 7-E’s Learning Cycle 
 
 
Phase 1: Elicit 
 Determining prior knowledge: “What do you know  


about..?” 
 
Phase 2: Engage 
 Arouse student interest by using a discrepant 


event,  
telling a story, giving a demonstration, or by 
showing an object, picture, or brief video. 
Motivate and capture student interest. 


 
Phase 3: Explore 


Have students work with manipulative (e.g., natural objects, models) to make 
observations, investigate a question or phenomenon. Have students make 
predictions, develop hypotheses, design experiments, collect data, draw conclusions, 
and so forth. Teacher role is to provide support and scaffolding. Student role is to 
construct their own understanding through active experience. 


 
Phase 4: Explain 


Students report findings and discoveries to the class. Teacher allows opportunities 
to verbalize and clarify the concept; introduces concepts and terms and summarizes 
the results of the exploration phase. Teacher explanations, texts, and media are 
used to guide learning. 


 
Phase 5: Elaborate 


Have students apply the newly learned concepts to new contexts. Pose a different 
(but similar) question and have students explore it using the concept. 


 
Phase 6: Evaluate 


Use the formative assessment from Elicit Phase and assess: for example, the 
design of the investigation, the interpretation of the data, or follow-through on 
questions, looking for student growth. Growth is the desired change in the students’ 
understanding of key concepts, principles, and skills in a differentiated classroom. 
Expectations vary according to the student’s beginning point. Summative 
assessment may be used here to measure achievement and assign a grade. 


 
Phase 7: Extend 


Lead students to connect the concept to different contexts, transfer new learning. 
 
 


“Teaching Constructivist Science K-8” by Bentley, Ebert, and Ebert; Corwin Press, 2007, pg. 117-


119. 


 


 








Facilitator's Guide


Grade: 5


Unit: Light Energy


Title: Conservation of Energy


Topic:   Conservation of Energy - Absorption of Light


Lesson Summary:  


Arkansas Frameworks:
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National Frameworks: Science as Inquiry 


Demonstrate abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry.


1. Use appropriate tools and techniques to gather, analyze, and interpret data.


2. Develop descriptions, explanations, predictions, and models using evidence.


3. Think critically and logically to make the relationships between evidence and explanations.


4. Communicate scientific procedures and explanations.


Physical Science


1. Document that light can be treated as if it travels in a straight line until it strikes an object.  


Light can be reflected by a mirror, refracted by a lens, or absorbed by the object; and 


2. Document that light interacts with matter by transmission (including refraction), absorption, or 


scattering (including reflection). An object is only seen if it emits or scatters light.


Science and Technology


1. Demonstrate abilities of technological design. 


2. Implement a proposed design.


3. Evaluate completed technological designs or products.


The law of conservation of energy states that the total amount of energy coming into a system 


must be equal to the total amount leaving a system if no work is done on or by the system. In 


other words, energy is not created or lost during the interaction.  It merely changes form. In this 


lesson, students will conduct investigations to demonstrate that all of the light energy coming into 


a system will be reflected, refracted, or absorbed.


http://www.arkansased.org/teachers/word/science_k-8_011006.doc 


PS.7.5.1 Summarize how light can interact with matter through absorption, refraction, and 


reflection.


PS.7.5.2 Investigate how light travels and interacts with an object or material. 


PS.7.5.4 Design and conduct investigations of transparent, translucent, and opaque as applied to 


light.


NS.1.5.1 Make accurate observations.


NS.1.5.2 Identify and define components of experimental design used to produce empirical 


evidence: hypothesis, replication, sample size, appropriate use of control, use of standardized 


variables.


NS.1.5.4 Interpret scientific data using, data tables/charts, bar graphs, circle graphs, line graphs, 


stem-and-leaf plots, Venn diagrams.


NS.1.5.5 Communicate results and conclusions from scientific inquiry. 


NS.1.5.6 Develop and implement strategies for long-term, accurate data collection. 


NS.1.5.9 Define and give examples of hypotheses.


DAP.15.5.1 Interpret graphs such as line graphs, double bar graphs, and circle graphs.


DAP.16.5.1 Make predictions and justify conclusions based on data.


DAP.17.5.1 Identify and predict the probability of events within a simple experiment. 


DAP.14.5.2 Collect numerical and categorical data using surveys, observations and experiments 


that would result in bar graphs, line graphs, line plots and stem-and-leaf plots.


DAP.14.5.3 Construct and interpret frequency tables, charts, line plots, stem-and-leaf plots and 


bar graphs.


OV.3.5.1 View a variety of media (e.g., posters, film clips, periodicals, charts, cartoons, etc.) to 


enhance and show understanding of a specific topic. 


OV.3.5.3 Use visual aids to convey information. 


W.4.5.2 Organize ideas by using such graphic organizers as webbing, mapping, and formal 


outlining with main topics. 


IR.12.5.4 Gather information from a source appropriate to purpose and topic.
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Objectives:


Focus Question:


Essential Vocabulary


Timeline:


Background Information: All waves are traveling energy.  Energy comes in different forms such as: light energy, sound 


energy, and heat energy.  The law of conservation of energy states that the total amount of energy 


remains constant in an isolated system.  Therefore, energy is not created or destroyed.  The law of 


conservation of energy would indicate the total amount of light energy in a system will be equal 


to the amount of light that is reflected, refracted and/or absorbed.  Energy in an isolated system 


can change form, for instance, light energy from the sun changes to heat energy when it reaches 


our skin.  This is why our skin feels warm when directly exposed to sunlight.  


The sun is our major source of light.  The sun emits waves through space and enters Earth’s 


atmosphere to reach everything on Earth.  As a result, the waves from the sun light up our day; 


change to heat energy to warm our air and water; and are stored as energy in green plants.


Light waves are energy in the form of electric and magnetic fields.  In most cases, light expands 


on a spherical wave front and does not need a medium to travel through. Light travels 


in waves. If we are far enough away from the light source, the wave front appears “flat” and 


we can use the “ray model” to demonstrate light traveling in straight lines. Light from the 


sun travels in waves, but the light wave behaves as if it travels in a straight line.  This model 


can be used to describe how light reacts to different types of matter.  However, it does not explain


why it reacts in this manner.  


    


Waves travel in a series of frequencies.  In absorption the frequency of the incidental 


(incoming) light wave is near the amount of energy needed to move the electrons in the 


material to the next orbital energy level.  Matter comes in four forms: solids, liquids, gases 


and plasma.  In solids, the molecules are packed very tightly; in liquids, molecules are packed 


less tightly;  in gases, molecules move more freely; and in plasma atoms have so much energy 


and are moving so much, their outsides come off!  This is important to the absorption of light 


because when light hits a material where the frequency of the incoming light is near the energy


level of the electrons in the material, the electrons of that material take in the energy from the 


light wave and are able to move to the next energy level.  


     


When the electrons are held tightly, they pass the energy on to the nuclei of the atoms.  This 


speeds up the atoms which cause them to hit other atoms in the material.  The energy from the 


vibrations is transferred to heat energy.  The material may then feel warm to the touch or may 


transfer that heat energy to other materials behind it.  This is why wearing dark clothing is not a 


good option in the summer months when the sunlight reaches us more directly.


Students will pull together and connect ideas about various scientific concepts about light 


including: light absorption, refraction, and reflection.  


Students will make a correlation between visible light and heat absorption.


How does light react as it travels through different mediums?


absorption - when light waves pass through a substance, the energy of certain colors may be 


taken in by the substance and converted to a different form of energy (ADE framework)


reflection – a change in the direction of a light ray as it bounces off an object (ADE framework)


refraction -  a bending of a light ray when it passes at an angle from one substance into another 


substance in which its speed is different (such as when it passes through air into water) (ADE 


framework)


Elicit & Engage: 20 minutes


Explore: 45 minutes


Explain: 20 minutes


Elaborate: 30 minutes 


Extend: 1-2 weeks at home project
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Instruction Facilitator's Notes


Materials:


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Teacher Preparation: Explore – (If using variation 2)


After the pop bottles have been cleaned and dried, poke a small hole in the top of the lid large 


enough to stick in a thermometer.  Place the clay around the thermometer so that no air escapes. 


Explain –


Teacher needs to copy “Human Concept Definition Map” pages (attached), and cut apart each 


light fact. Each concept strip, except for the main concept (Light), should have a long string 


attached to it affixed with a binder clip or clothes pin on the end of the string.


Laminating these cards before the string is attached will keep the concept card from ripping.


Elicit & Engage - Sponge/Block


  • Dropper


  • Small block of wood


  • Sponge


Explore -  Pop Goes the Temperature


     Variation 1 


  • Tape – scotch or masking


  • Thermometers or temperature probe


  • Sheets of red, yellow, blue, white, & black colored construction paper


  • Aluminum foil


 • Wax paper 


     Variation 2


  • Empty pop bottles 


  • Clay or playdough type material 


  • Thermometers or temperature probe


  • Sheets of red, yellow, blue, white, & black colored construction paper


  • Aluminum foil


  • Wax paper


Explain – Human Concept Definition Map


  • Concept strips (laminate stability)


  • Yarn or kite sting


  • 12  Binder clips or clothes pins


Elaborate -


  • Student Data Form “Design Plan for Solar Homes


Extend -


  • Various recycled materials to create solar homes


1. Laser lights, Sunlight, Flashlights, or Maglites - looking directly into the light or pointing 


the light in the eye can cause serious permanent damage to the retina.  Only the teacher should 


use the laser light during the experiments.


2. Hairspray - be sure to aim the can away from face and eyes.  Goggles should be used for 


young children.


3. Light bulbs - heat generated by the bulbs can cause serious burns / bulbs made of glass can 


break and cut the skin or eyes (especially halogens) / salt and oils from bare hands can cause 


bulbs to shatter when turned on.


4. Mirrors - be aware of sharp edges


5. Lenses and Mirrors - can magnify the intensity of the light.  Teacher should monitor students 


carefully to avoid reflection into someone's eyes or causing heat which will burn.


6. Batteries - should not be installed backwards, put in fire, or mixed with other battery types.  


This may cause exploding or leaking.


7. Broken bulbs or old batteries - should be handled by the teacher and not the student.


8. Disposal of bulbs or batteries - wrap glass bulbs before throwing them away / recycle 


batteries in the proper place (The local post office may have a battery recycling box).


9. Eating should be avoided in the science lab area.


10. Arrange room and put away unneeded items to avoid tripping and allow for free 


movement of students during the experiences that require the room to be dark.
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Sponge/Block 


The teacher will hold a dropper of water above the block 


and drop water onto it. Students will observe how the 


water reacts when a drop lands on the block of wood. 


Each student will record these observations in their 


science notebook.


 Then the teacher will repeat the 


experiment using the sponge and 


students will once again record their 


results.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
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Sponge/Block (cont.)


What happened to the water as it landed on the 


sponge/block?  How can this be compared to light?  Is 


there a connection between how light and water react to 


matter?


The students should observe that one surface absorbed 


the water and the other caused it to splatter. This 


observation should lead into the development of the 


understanding of how light is absorbed by certain 


materials. 


 (Be sure that students make a 


connection with the vocabulary word 


absorption – the sponge absorbs the 


water).


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Pop Goes the Temperature


Variation 1: 


Follow the procedure for variation 2 using different 


colors of construction paper folded to form a pocket 


instead of wrapping the construction paper around the 


bottle. 


Variation 2:


Students will wrap the teacher-prepared pop bottle with 


one of the different materials provided (construction 


paper, wax paper or aluminum foil) and then place the 


lids on the bottles with the thermometer/temperature 


probe already in them and set them in the sun or a heat 


lamp may also be used. 


Have students’ record initial temperature of their bottles 


in Celsius. Record temperature change every five 


minutes for a total of 20 minutes. Record the temperature 


in student notebooks. 


* Refer to teacher preparation section 


for how to prepare the bottle before 


the class period.


Upon returning to class, graph the 


results (see Absorption Exploration 


Table sheet) for the entire class and 


have students determine which 


color/material absorbed more light 


energy that was converted to heat 


energy.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzz


Human Concept Definition Map


Students complete a “Human Concept Definition Map” 


to tie in absorption, reflection, and refraction concepts.  


1. Print off the “Human Concept Definition Map” pages 


(attached) 


2. Cut apart the light facts. 


3. Each concept strip, except for the main concept 


(Light), should have a long string attached to it affixed 


with a binder clip or clothes pin on the end of the string.


4. Pass out the slips to various students and students 


must decide which fact is the main concept/idea.  


5. Student with main concept (Light) will stand in the 


middle of the room.


6. Students who have the secondary concepts will link up 


to the main concept using their attached string. They 


should spread out to four different areas around the main 


concept. 


7. Students with the remaining supporting facts will link 


up with their correct secondary concepts.


The map will provide a connection 


between these concepts and can be 


connected to the Conservation of 


Energy model. 


Be sure to discuss the concept as a 


class afterwards to ensure students 


have correct understanding.


 


Option: Repeat the process with 


students who did not participate the 


first time.


Option:  After this class activity, ask 


the students to fill in the “Concept 


Definition Map” hardcopy to keep in 


their notebook for reference or 


individual grade.
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Design Solar Home Model


Students will use the knowledge that they have acquired 


from the study of reflection, refraction, and absorption to 


design (and build if time allows in the extension) solar 


homes for a specific biome/scenario. Students must 


decide if their home should allow for absorption to 


increase the inside temperature or reflection so the inside 


temperature will stay cool.  This will be determined by 


the biome/scenario they select. 


The students will draw their designs in class using the 


"Planning Your Own Scientific Investigation" sheet for 


organization of student projects. 


Construct Solar Home Model


Students will continue with the Solar 


Home Project by constructing a  


house.  This can be done as a class 


completion or as a major science 


project.  Students should be 


encouraged to use recycled (green) 


materials. Upon completion of the 


solar houses, students will conduct 


tests to determine if his/her house 


meets the prediction.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Use Designing a Structure: Solar Home Design and 


Construction rubric to evaluate students understanding 


of all unit concepts (reflections, refraction, and 


absorption).  


Students will also demonstrate 


comprehension of the concepts of 


light by completing Concept 


Definition Map in the explanation 


section.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzz


After students have tested their solar house, they may 


change one variable in the design and make that change, 


Students can create an advertisement about their solar 


home as a conclusion to the lesson.


Cross-Curricular 


Integrations:


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Resources:


Parental/Community 


Involvement


Notes:


Document Links: Elicit / Engage: Science Notebook Reflection student page


Explore: Absorption Exploration Table student page


Explain: “Human Concept Definition Map” pages 


               (Prepare following teacher preparation directions above.)


             “Concept Definition Map” student page


Elaborate: "Planning Your Own Scientific Investigation"  student page


Evaluate: Designing a Structure: Solar Home Design and Construction Rubric


Math 


Language Arts


Social Studies – Students will build their solar homes for specific biomes in which students study 


in their social studies frameworks.


* Refer to Learning Guide for additional integrations.


Light probes


Host a parent night in which students display and present their Solar Homes.
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Design Plan for Solar Homes 


 Student Data Form 
List the one changed (manipulated) variable: 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


List the most important logical steps; include 
all the different variables and their amounts: 


List the variables you will keep the same or 
constant (controlled variables): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


List the most important materials: 


List the variable you will measure and/or observe (measured/observed or responding variable): 


 
 
 


How often and/or how many times will you measure and/or observe it? 


 
 
Make a table for recording the data.  
Repeat the tests/procedure at least 3 times. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 


Adapted from:  2007 by Betsy Rupp Fulwiler from Writing in Science. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann 
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Designing a Structure: Solar Home Design and Construction 
 


 


 


 


CATEGORY  4 3 2 1 


 


 


Plan 


Plan is neat with 


clear 


measurements 


and labeling for 


all components. 


Plan is neat with 


clear 


measurements 


and labeling for 


most 


components. 


Plan provides 


clear 


measurements 


and labeling 


for most 


components. 


Plan does not show 


measurements 


clearly or is 


otherwise 


inadequately 


labeled. 


 


 


Construction -


Materials 


Appropriate 


materials were 


selected and 


creatively 


modified in 


ways that made 


them even 


better. 


Appropriate 


materials were 


selected and 


there was an 


attempt at 


creative 


modification to 


make them even 


better.  


Appropriate 


materials were 


selected.  


Inappropriate 


materials were 


selected and 


contributed to a 


product that 


performed poorly. 


 


Data 


Data taken 


several times in 


a careful, 


reliable manner. 


Data taken twice 


in a careful, 


reliable manner. 


Data taken 


once in a 


careful, 


reliable 


manner. 


Data not taken 


carefully OR not 


taken in a reliable 


manner. 


 


Scientific 


Knowledge 


Explanations 


indicate a clear 


and accurate 


understanding of 


the concepts of 


light energy. 


Explanations 


indicate a 


relatively 


accurate 


understanding of 


the concepts of 


light energy. 


Explanations 


indicate 


relatively 


accurate 


understanding 


of the concepts 


of light energy. 


Explanations do 


not illustrate much 


understanding of 


the concepts of 


light energy. 
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Building a Structure: Solar Home Design and Construction 
CATEGORY  4 3 2 1 


 


 


Plan 


Plan is neat with 


clear 


measurements 


and labeling for 


all components. 


Plan is neat with 


clear 


measurements 


and labeling for 


most 


components. 


Plan provides 


clear 


measurements 


and labeling 


for most 


components. 


Plan does not show 


measurements 


clearly or is 


otherwise 


inadequately 


labeled. 


 


 


Construction -


Materials 


Appropriate 


materials were 


selected and 


creatively 


modified in 


ways that made 


them even 


better. 


Appropriate 


materials were 


selected and 


there was an 


attempt at 


creative 


modification to 


make them even 


better.  


Appropriate 


materials were 


selected.  


Inappropriate 


materials were 


selected and 


contributed to a 


product that 


performed poorly. 


 


 


Construction - 


Care Taken 


Great care taken 


in construction 


process so that 


the structure is 


neat, attractive 


and follows 


plans accurately. 


Construction was 


careful and 


accurate for the 


most part, but 1-


2 details could 


have been 


refined for a 


more attractive 


product. 


Construction 


accurately 


followed the 


plans, but 3-4 


details could 


have been 


refined for a 


more attractive 


product. 


Construction 


appears careless or 


haphazard. Many 


details need 


refinement for a 


strong or attractive 


product. 


 


 


Data 


Data taken 


several times in 


a careful, 


reliable manner. 


Data taken twice 


in a careful, 


reliable manner. 


Data taken 


once in a 


careful, 


reliable 


manner. 


Data not taken 


carefully OR not 


taken in a reliable 


manner. 


 


Scientific 


Knowledge 


Explanations 


indicate a clear 


and accurate 


understanding of 


the concepts of 


light energy. 


Explanations 


indicate a 


relatively 


accurate 


understanding of 


the concepts of 


light energy. 


Explanations 


indicate 


relatively 


accurate 


understanding 


of the concepts 


of light energy. 


Explanations do 


not illustrate much 


understanding of 


the concepts of 


light energy. 
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Concept Definition Map 
(Use for vocabulary or concept terms) 


 


 


 


  


  


             EXAMPLES What is it like? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


What is it? 
Write definition in your own words. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Note to teacher: 


 


Concept definition mapping is a vocabulary activity that provides students with a graphic organizer that outlines the 


key parts of a definition (class/category, properties/characteristics, and examples/illustrations). Students are guided 


into considering the questions that a complete definition should answer:  “What is it like?”  “What are some 


examples of it?” and “What is it?” 


 


Students could work in pairs using information from the textbook, class notes, reading passages, background 


knowledge, and other print sources. 


 


Students should summarize statements forcing them to write the definitions in their own words.  This activity will 


also help students make connections between background knowledge and new learning. 


 


This could be done for each vocabulary word or for variety the teacher could choose to use the vocabulary map on 


next page. 


The idea is to get the students to think beyond the definitions in the glossary. 


LIGHT 
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REFLECTION LOG 
 


LESSON TITLE: 


 


 


PRE-LESSON  


Write two or three questions you hope will be answered. 


 


 


Write the open-ended question/questions given to you by your 


instructor. 


 


 


 


POST-LESSON  


1) What new knowledge did you gain today? 


 


 


 


2) List three things from today’s lesson that will be most helpful to 


you? 


 


 


3) Check your pre-lesson questions.  Write the answer those 


questions that were answered.  Ask the other questions during 


class discussion. 
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Sources of 


 
 
 
 


 


Reflection 
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Absorption 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
   


Refraction 
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The Sun 
 


 
 


Artificial/ Man Made 


(lamps, flashlights, fire) 
 
 


 
 


Produces Heat 
or other forms of energy 
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Light rays are drawn 
in and stay in the 


object 


 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 


Light rays bounce off 
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Caused by light ray 
changing speed 


 
 
 
 


 


Bending of light rays 
changes direction of 


the light ray 
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Enduring Understandings Essential Questions


Light behaves differently as it interacts with different kinds 


of matter.


How does light interact with different kinds of matter? 


OBJECTIVE
Students will need to KNOW . . .


TASK ANALYSIS
Students will be able to DO…


1. Summarize how light can interact with matter through 


    reflection, refraction and absorption


2. Observe how light travels and interacts with matter


3. Demonstrate understanding of how an object can be 


    seen (reflection, refraction and absorption) through 


    scientific investigations


4. Design and conduct investigations of transparent, 


    translucent, and opaque as applied to light


5. Observe the physical interactions of light and matter and 


    the effect on color perception due to refraction, reflection, 


    absorption, transmission, and scattering


6. Investigate careers, scientists, and historical breakthroughs 


    related to light energy


 (from Northwest TIA Document)


1. Develop a working knowledge and comprehension 


    of essential vocabulary.


2. Summarize how light can interact with matter through


    reflection, refraction, and absorption.


3. Describe how light travels and interacts with an object 


    or material.


4. Conduct experiments with light using a variety of objects 


    and materials.


5. List examples of reflection, refraction, and absorption.


6. Demonstrate and explain examples of reflection, 


    refraction and absorption.


7. Demonstrate understanding of how an object can be seen 


   (reflection, refraction, and absorption)) through a scientific 


   investigations.


8. Find examples of transparent, translucent, and opaque.


9. Design and conduct investigations of transparent, 


    translucent, and opaque as applied to light.


10. Identify examples of reflection, refraction, absorption,


      transmission, and scattering.


11. Investigate the physical interactions of light and matter 


      and the effect on color perception.


12. Use appropriate reference materials.


                         (from Northwest TIA Document)


Science Learning Guide


5th Grade: Light Energy


STAGE 1: Identify Desired Results


Safety
1. Laser lights, Sunlight, Flashlights, or Maglites - looking directly into the light or pointing the light in the eye can 


    cause serious permanent damage to the retina.  Only the teacher should use the laser light during the experiments.


2. Hairspray - be sure to aim the can away from face and eyes.  Goggles should be used for young children.


3. Light bulbs - heat generated by the bulbs can cause serious burns / bulbs made of glass can break and cut 


    the skin or eyes (especially halogens) / salt and oils from bare hands can cause bulbs to shatter when turned on.


4. Mirrors - be aware of sharp edges


5. Lenses and Mirrors - can magnify the intensity of the light.  Teacher should monitor students carefully to 


    avoid reflection into someone's eyes or causing heat which will burn.


6. Batteries - should not be installed backwards, put in fire, or mixed with other battery types.  


    This may cause exploding or leaking.


7. Broken bulbs or old batteries - should be handled by the teacher and not the student.


8. Disposal of bulbs or batteries - wrap glass bulbs before throwing them away / recycle batteries


    in the proper place (The local post office may have a battery recycling box).


9. Eating should be avoided in the science lab area.


10. Arrange room and put away unneeded items to avoid tripping and allow for free movement of 


     students during the experiences that require the room to be dark.
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light


energy


transparent


opaque


translucent


reflect


refract


absorb


matter


interact


transmission


scattering


properties


review: natural light, artificial light, molecules, density


1. PS.7.5.1 Summarize how light can interact with matter through absorption, refraction, and reflection.  


2. PS.7.5.2 Investigate how light travels and interacts with an object or material. 


3. PS.7.5.3 Conduct investigation demonstrating how an object can be seen.


4. PS.7.5.4 Design and conduct investigations of transparent, translucent, and opaque as applied to light.


5. NS.1.5.1 Make accurate observations.


6. NS.1.5.2 Identify and define components of experimental design used to produce empirical evidence: hypothesis, 


    replication, ample size, appropriate use of control, use of standardized variables.


7. NS.1.5.4 Interpret scientific data using: data table/charts, bar graphs, circle graphs, line graphs, stem and leaf plots, 


    Venn diagrams


Arkansas Frameworks  


Science as Inquiry 


1. Demonstrate abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry;


2. Use appropriate tools and techniques to gather, analyze, and interpret data:


3. Develop descriptions, explanations, predictions, and models using evidence:


4. Think critically and logically to make the relationships between evidence and explanations:


5. Communicate scientific procedures and explanations:


Physical Science


1. Document that light can be treated as if it travels in a straight line until it strikes an object.  


    Light can be reflected by a mirror, refracted by a lens, or absorbed by the object; and 


2. Document that light interacts with matter by transmission (including refraction), absorption, 


    or scattering (including reflection). An object is only seen if it emits or scatters light.


Science and Technology


1. Demonstrate abilities of technological design; 


2. Implement a proposed design:


3. Evaluate completed technological designs or products:


21st Century Skills


Technology


Use technology as a tool to research, organize, evaluate and communicate information, and the possession of a fundamental 


understanding of the ethical/legal issues surrounding the access and use of information


Critical Thinking and Problem Solving


1. Exercise sound reasoning in understanding


2. Make complex choices and decisions


3. Understand the interconnections among systems


4. Identify and ask significant questions that clarify   various points of view and lead to better solutions


5. Frame, analyze and synthesize information in order to solve problems and answer questions


Communication and Collaboration


1. Articulate thoughts and ideas clearly and effectively through speaking and writing


2. Demonstrate ability to work effectively with diverse teams


3. Exercise flexibility and willingness to be helpful in making necessary compromises to accomplish a common goal


4. Assume shared responsibility for collaborative work


Academic Vocabulary


National Standards
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Historical Data:


1. Targeted Formative Assessment or Learning Institute Data


2. ACTAAP data and released items


3. NAEP released items


4. Student notebooks from previous year (if applicable)


Potential Misconceptions:


1. Visible light is the only type of light.


2. Filters change the color of light.


3. The primary colors of light are identical to the primary 


    colors of pigment.


4. Red objects in space are hot; blue objects in space 


    are cool.


Performance Tasks/Labs: 


1. Use various types of inquiry investigations with light to 


    explore: opaque, transparent, translucent, reflection, 


    refraction, absorption, conservation of energy, and


    color perception.


2. Use Frayer Model to explain opaque, transparent, 


    translucent


3. Use Venn Diagram to compare reflection and refraction


4. Design and build solar home models to demonstrate 


    understanding of conservation of energy as it applies to 


    reflection, refraction, and absorption.


5. Measure and compare angles in investigations of reflection 


     and refraction.


6. Record, analyze data from investigations in science 


   notebook.


7. Communicate evidence of learning to peers through 


    collaborate grouping, reflections, and oral presentations.


Quizzes, Tests, Academic Prompts:


Pre/post content tests


Science notebook including sections for: 


     • academic vocabulary building


     • experiment logs


     • journal entries


     • reflection logs


     • open response prompts


Products 


1. Science notebook including sections for: 


      • academic vocabulary building


      • experiment logs


      • journal entries


      • reflection logs


      • open response prompts


2. Property of light collaborative project rubric 


    (solar homes)


Student Self-Assessment Tool(s):


1. Lab manual or science notebook


2. Property of light collaborative project rubric 


    (solar homes)


3. RAFT (see literacy connections)


4. Each individual lesson includes a formative assessment


Unprompted Evidence:    


1. Graffiti Wall:Tell students to look for examples of light interactions outside of the classroom. Have a designated area 


    where students can record "real world" examples (prompt them to do this before or after school). Share out during 


    science period. Leave this up for the duration of the unit, adding to it as much as possible.      


2. Reflection journal (in student notebook)                                                            


Stage 2 : Assessment Evidence


Instructional Diagnosis


Prior Knowledge/Skills:


PS.7.1.1 Compare natural and artificial sources of light


PS.7.1.2  Investigate the properties of transparent, translucent and opaque objects


PS.7.2.1  Classify materials as transparent, translucent, or opaque


PS.7.3.1  Classify materials as those which can reflect, refract, or absorb


Formal Pre-Assessment: 


1. Pre/Post test developed for reflection, refraction, and absorption (electronic survey)


2. Suggestion: Light Probe: "Can It Reflect Light", pages 25 - 30 from "Uncovering Student Ideas in Science: 25 Formative 


    Assessment Probes, Vol. 1" by NSTA Press  (can be purchased online at  http://www.nsta.org/ )


Evidence of Learning
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Formative:  
Pre/Post test developed for reflection, refraction, and 


absorption 


Summative:       
Posttest                                              


Learning Plan:
Link to Teacher Guide For Lessons: (attached)


Lesson 1: Opaque, Transparent, Translucent


Lesson 2: Reflection


Lesson 3: Refraction


Lesson 4: Conservation of Energy - Absorption


Personalized Learning


Interventions/Corrective Strategies: Intellectual Challenges:  
Web quest:  This web quest allows students to explore the way 


light is reflected, refracted, and absorbed.  Students will 


explore several different websites and write reflections in their 


science notebooks. (Websites included in the resource section 


of the teacher guide)


Open Response:  Samples are in the resource section and lessons


Evaluation Criteria


Literacy


1. Word origins and meanings: Have students research the origin and meanings of the following words: reflect and refract, 


    hologram, chromatography and chromatogram, bioluminescence


2. Listen to the book SWITCH ON THE NIGHT by Ray Bradbury, Leo Dillon, and Diane Dillon. Pretend you are a book 


    reviewer and write a review of this book for fellow classmates. 


RAFT Activity A: Take a look at the illustrations in the story and write a letter to the illustrators and tell them what your 


                         favorite illustrations are and why you like them. 


RAFT Activity B: As the cricket in the story, write a letter to the young boy describing what the world is like without light.


RAFT is a writing-to-learn strategy see appendix.


Math


1. "Multiplying Money": This is a great way to teach students about how the angle of mirrors changes the number of images


    one sees. This activity also reinforces predicting: M.12.5.1, M.13.5.6, DAP.16.5.1 


2. Use shadow length to determine size of various objects. Students will use proportions to make accurate observations. 


    AR math standards: M.12.5.1, A.6.5.1,A.5.5.1, A.4.5.1 


3. In this lesson, students explore how variations in solar collectors affect the energy absorbed. This real world problem 


    gives students an opportunity to use the science they have learned and apply it using math. 


    AR Math Frameworks: NO.2.5.1, A. 6.5.1 


4. Reading a Light Bulb Package: Students will learn the math behind the science of lighting bulbs. This is a great 


    "real-world" connection, too! 


Stage 3:  Plan Learning Experiences and Instruction


Social Studies


Students will build their solar homes for specific biomes in which students study in their social studies frameworks.


Modifications/Special Accommodations for Learners:
1. Cooperative learning groups designed to accommodate special needs 


2. Differentiated instruction 


3. Teachers will modify tasks and assessments for individual student AIP's and IEP's.


Cross-curricular Applications / Real World Connections: 
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Enrichment:


Art


1. Shadows and Light, Science and Puppetry: This cross-curricular connection, produced by ArtsEdge and The Kennedy 


    Center, introduces students to the art of puppetry and how different materials (translucent, transparent, and  opaque) 


    create different types of shadows. The activity can take up to six periods but can easily be condensed if students do not 


    explore the indicated website. 


2. Art exercise which shows students how to mix watercolors using the palette and diluting with water to get shades of each.          


3. Analyze the work of Roy Lichtenstein. Identifying his use of primary colors, cartoon imagery, and dramatically worded 


    text bubbles.


4. Use the book Color Analyzers by LHS GEMS and do the activity Decoding Secret Messages. Kids color pictures then 


    use color gel wands to view the pictures then a secret message jumps off the page at them. Color wands can be made 


    for one class and then be reused for years. The kids can then make their own secret message pictures by using what 


    they have learned from color analysis.    


5. Light and Art Podcast:  "We're Peter, Emma, Aaron, Ixchel, and Kaitlyn.  We're in our school's science club.  Our 


    teacher gave us a special assignment.  We need to come up with a colorful art display that doesn't use paints!  We 


    went to the most colorful place we know in San Francisco, a cool museum called the Exploratorium.  Our question: 


    "How can we produce colorful are, without using paint?"   


Music


Objects and Light: This song is by Ron Brown and is a really fun and catchy tune that fifth graders will love!       


P.E./Health


1. Research and report on the human eye and vision, particularly rods and 


    cones. 


2. Conduct a color blind test on themselves.  


3. Search health textbooks or the internet for test circles.  


4. Have students determine what color is being tested by the colors in the activity. 


5. Research the effects of UV rays on the skin.  


6. Compare and contrast the benefits of UV rays include the dangers.  


7. Purchase UV beads from Oriental Trading, Steve Spangler's website, or 


    Rainbow Symphony website.  Have the students wear bracelets with a couple 


    of beads on them to determine the risk of UV damage by comparing how 


    bright the beads get.  (Steve Spangler has additional lessons for the UV beads 


    on his website) 


            http://www.orientaltrading.com


            www.SteveSpanglerScience.com


            www.rainbowsymphony.com


Technology Applications


1. Use light probes to record the lumens in the "Light in a Can" (See Opaque, Translucent, and Transparent lesson)


2. "How We See Things" - interactive website- can be used on a SMART Board or as a workstation  


    http://kids.earth.nasa.gov/seawifs/ocean_color.htm  


3. List of websites in the 5th grade Delicious and Wiki accounts.


4. PSET videos used in the teacher introduction, "Understanding Children's Ideas About Light"


5.  United Streaming clips


Media


Light and Art Podcast:  "We're Peter, Emma, Aaron, Ixchel, and Kaitlyn.  We're in our school's science club.  Our teacher gave 


us a special assignment.  We need to come up with a colorful art display that doesn't use paints!  We went to the most colorful 


place we know in San Francisco, a cool museum called the Exploratorium.  Our question: "How can we produce colorful are, 


without using paint?"  
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Light box 


Diffracting grates


He-Ne Laser (Wal-mart keychain laser will work) 


Flat mirrors 


Prism box 


Index cards (4 per participant) 


Mag-light 


Single hole punch 


Aluminum foil 


Wax paper 


Concave and convex lenses


Small block of wood


2 identical objects such as: pencils, fruit, balls, or etc.


Concept strips (laminate stability)


Yarn or kite sting


12  Binder clips or clothes pins


Large coffee cans


Color construction paper (assorted)


Thermometers or temperature probes


Small clear plastic bin (shoebox size)


Clear hot glue sticks


Various pieces of material (opaque, transparent, translucent)


Dry milk


Polarized film (some sunglass lenses will work)


Travel size can of aerosol hairspray 


Tape 


Vegetable Oil (Wesson -high quality 


Sponge


Old CD


Plastic sandwich bag


Lunch size brown paper sack 


White cardstock


Literature Connections Professional Texts


1. Delta Science Readers. Color and Light 


2. Exploring Light, Light and Shadow, We Use Light-


    Discovery Links Newbridge Leveled Readers 


3. Lasers Taking Light to the Extremes: Lisa Benjamin-


    Newbridge Reading Quest 


4. Spectacles , Ellen Raskin, New York: Atheneum, 1968 


5. Shadows, Blaise Cendrars, translated by Marcia Brown, 


    New York: Macmillan, 1982 


6. Arthur’s Eyes, Brown, Mac. Boston: Little, Brown, 1979 


7. Five Secrets in a Box, Brighton, Virginia, New York: E.P. 


    Dutton, 1987 


8. Piping Down the Valleys Wild: Poetry for the Young of all 


    Ages, New York: Delacorte Press, 1985 


9.What Did They See, John Schindell, Henry Holt 


     Publishing, 2003 – More Picture Perfect Science, 


     Lesson Mirror Mirror 


10.I See Myself, Vicki Cobb, Harper Collins Publishing, 


     More Picture Perfect Science, Lesson Mirror Mirror 


11.Hailstones and Halibut Bones: Adventures in Color, Mary 


     O'Neill, 1961


1. Stop Faking It: Light by Bill Robertson 


2. Uncovering Student Ideas in Science: 25 Formative 


    Assessment Probes by Page Keely, Fracis Eberle, 


    and Lynn Farrin 


3. Exploratopia by Exploratorium 


4. Color Analyzers, Lawrence Hall GEMS 


5. Color and Light Delta Science Modules 


6. Sci-Tech Connections Integrating Literacy Links, 


    Curriculum Plus


Materials and Supplies


On campus


1. Host a science night for families to view students’ solar home projects.


2. Invite community members and/or parents who work with light concepts as a part of their jobs to present to the class.      


Reinforcements at home


1. Mix colors at home. Mixing different powdered drinks or gelatin flavors will create new colors and tastes. 


2. Compare and contrast mixing powders with mixing liquids. 


3. Collect and  examine newsprint both black and white and colored papers. Use a magnifying glass to observe and notice 


    the different colors of dots used to create the images. 


4. Observe what happens when sunlight passes through a glass of water. 


5. Make a CD spectroscope using a paper towel tube and old CD.  


Parental/Community Involvement Opportunities:
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Opaque, Transparent, Translucent 
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Minute Paper: A Writing to Learn Strategy 


 


What were the significant points you learned from your lab experience. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


What were some of your unanswered questions? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


What were the Ah-ha’s (WOWS) you discovered? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Write your minute paper here:   A few sentences using the information above to explain your 


“Now You See It – Now You Don’t” lab experience.
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5th Grade Science 


Open Response Practice Question 
 


 
 


Using the above graph, explain the transmission of light through various materials. 
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Chart for Use with Eyes 
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Chart for Use with Probe 
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Frayer Model 


Opaque, Transparent, Translucent 
Directions: 


1. Students work in collaborative groups or as whole class to make a brainstorming list of as 


many examples of “opaque” as possible.   


2. After the list is completed, students use the Frayer Model to analyze the list of examples 


to describe what they have in common.   


3. List the examples of opaque on the Frayer Model grid.   


4. List the essential characteristics which the examples have in common.   


5. Draw or illustrate opaque (How the light interacts with opaque matter). 


6. List the non-examples of opaque (These may be transparent and translucent matter). 


7. Use the essential characteristics and examples to develop a “student friendly” definition 


of the science term “opaque”. 


8. Students can complete the Frayer Models for “transparent” and “translucent” for 


homework. 


Note: Students can read a non-fiction text such as textbook and verify or add additional 


information to their grid.  Refer to www.howstuffworks.com/light.html  to lead group discussion 


if addition text is needed. 


Frayer Model 


Essential Characteristics 
(These define this concept) 


 


 


 


Drawing or illustration 
(Demonstrates comprehension of the concept) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


EXAMPLES NON- EXAMPLES 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


opaque 
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Frayer Model 


Essential Characteristics 
(These define this concept) 


 


Drawing or illustration 
(Demonstrates comprehension of the concept) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


EXAMPLES NON- EXAMPLES 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Frayer Model 


Essential Characteristics 
(These define this concept) 


 


 


Drawing or illustration 
(Demonstrates comprehension of the concept) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


EXAMPLES NON- EXAMPLES 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


transparent 


 


translucent 
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Understanding Children’s Ideas about Light 


 
Predict what each person will see when the room is dark and the light 


from the flashlight is directed at the center of the table. 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Picture used with permission from PSET: Understanding Student Ideas About Light 
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WHO WILL SEE THE LIGHT? 


 
Directions:  Teachers will use these questions to assess their students’ ideas about light as 


the teacher observes the students conducting the experiment. 


 


1.  What idea did the student have about who would see the light when the 


person with the flashlight shines the light into the mirror? 


 


2. What do you think the student based his prediction on? 


 


3.  What evidence do you have to support this?(use quotes from transcript) 


 


 


4.  During the activity what idea or ideas did the 4
th


 grade students construct 


about the behavior of light? 


 


5.  What evidence do you have to support this? (use quotes from transcript) 


 


At 6:47:17 Josh stated “Well we discovered, we thought, we found out that the-we 


started thinking at the end that the mirror could only reflect the light one way.” 


 


6.  Do you think that the students came up with this idea or do you think that 


the interviewer played a large role in telling this idea to the students? 


    


 


7.  What evidence can you give to support your answer? 
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REFLECTION LOG 
 


LESSON TITLE: 


 


 


PRE-LESSON  


Write two or three questions you hope will be answered. 


 


 


Write the open-ended question/questions given to you by your 


instructor. 


 


 


 


POST-LESSON  


1) What new knowledge did you gain today? 


 


 


 


2) List three things from today’s lesson that will be most helpful to 


you? 


 


 


3) Check your pre-lesson questions.  Write the answer those 


questions that were answered.  Ask the other questions during 


class discussion. 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 








 


CHAPTER 1 
 


Learning about Learning 


ACTIVITY 5 HW 2 Reading: Children’s Ideas 
about Light 
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This article provides a broad overview of 
educational research on student ideas 
about light.  In the educational research 
literature, student ideas have been referred 
to as misconceptions, pre-conceptions, 
naïve conceptions, and intuitive knowledge.  
Student’s ideas are often consistent, 
reliable, and reasonable to students even 
though they are not necessarily consistent 
with scientists’ ideas. Because a student’s 
ideas make sense to the student and 
because teachers can utilize these ideas 
effectively in instruction, some educational 
practitioners and researchers are more 
comfortable using the term “resources” or 
“common ideas” to refer to students’ ideas 
(Hammer, 2000). 
 
Educational research has revealed that 
several common ideas about light exist 
among school age children. Common ideas 
that appear in children’s written work and in 
children’s talk are discussed below. 
 
Common Idea 1: The Source/Effect Idea 
 
Studies involving large samples of children 
suggest that 10 and 11 year old children 
tend to speak of light in terms of its source 
or its effects (Guesne, 1985). In a study 
conducted in a sunny room children were 
asked “Where is there light in this room?” 
Many responded by pointing to the light bulb 
on the ceiling (source) or by pointing to a 
spot of light on the wall (effect). When 
asked whether light moves, children 
responded in terms of the source. For 
example, children reported that the light on 
the ceiling does not move, but a flashlight or 
the headlights of a car do move. The 
source/effect idea makes it difficult to 
explain how we see things or how light is 
reflected from a mirror into one’s eyes. 
 


Another example of the source/effect idea 
can be found in children’s common ideas 
about shadows.  Elementary aged students 
often view a shadow as an independent 
entity that actually propagates from the 
object to the sidewalk or screen. According 
to this idea, light triggers the movement of 
a shadow from the object to the sidewalk or 
screen (Feher and Rice, 1988; Feher, 
1990). In this view of shadows, light is only 
involved to the extent that it triggers the 
motion of the shadow. In order to develop 
the scientific idea of a shadow as the 
blocking of light, the learner must view light 
as an entity that moves through space and 
interacts with objects. 
 
Common Idea 2: Light as an Entity Idea 
 
Older children aged 13-14 also speak of 
light in terms of its source and effects. 
However they are more likely than younger 
children to speak of light as an entity 
located in space (Guesne, 1985). The idea 
that light is an entity in space between the 
source and the effect is consistent with the 
scientists’ idea about light. This idea is 
useful for explaining shadows, reflection, 
and the process of seeing, since it allows 
us to discuss the interaction of light with an 
object and/or the eye. The notion of light as 
a source or as an effect does not provide 
as much versatility.  
 
Common Idea 3: The Mirror Reflects 
Light In All Directions Idea 
 
Both young and old students conceive of a 
mirror as a device that reflects. They 
typically view the reflection of light from a 
mirror as the scattering of light in all 
directions. While this idea is consistent with 
the notion of light as an entity, it is 
inconsistent with observations. The Mirror 
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Reflects Light in all Directions idea may be 
associated with everyday experiences such 
as getting blinded by sunlight when it is 
reflected by a car mirror or being able to 
shine an intense spot of light on the wall 
using a mirror. This idea is consistent with 
the notion that light is an entity in space 
because it describes the behavior of light 
when it interacts with a shiny surface. 
 
Common Idea 4:  The Intrinsic 
Illumination Idea 
 
Children typically do not believe that non-
shiny surfaces such as white paper reflect 
light. Instead, they describe this interaction 
in terms of the intrinsic illumination of the 
paper: when the light shines upon the 
paper, the paper becomes illuminated and 
glows like a lantern or a light source.  
 
This view is consistent with the 
source/effect idea where the interaction of 
light with the white paper is explained not in 
terms of the behavior of the light, but in 
terms of the effect of illumination of the 
paper.  Even students who explain light 
interaction with a flat mirror in terms of light 
as an entity in space often resort to 
source/effect ideas when explaining why 
they can see white paper when light shines 
upon it. In this case, the paper “absorbs” the 
light. 
 
In the case of the white paper, the paper, 
not the light, has the property of glowing.  
Guesne (1985) argues that the conception 
of light as an effect may be due to children’s 
sensory perceptions. She argues that 
children view light as an entity in space or 
as a source such as a flashlight only when 
the light is intense enough to produce a 
perceptible effect such as a blinding effect. 
When light is not seen to impact one’s 
senses in this intense way, it is not seen as 
a thing, or an entity, it is only seen in terms 
of its effects. 
 
Common Idea 5:  The Vision Idea 
 


When asked how one is able to “see” light 
or objects, children often associate the 
process of seeing with an active role of the 
eye rather than as an interaction of light 
with the eye. Children of ages 7-12 tend to 
draw lines of vision between the light 
source and the eye as shown in the 
pictures below.  
 


 
 
 


 


 


 


In most cases, students do not think that 
something is actually coming out of the 
eye, but that the eye is seeing through its 
active “vision.” This is consistent with the 
Source/Effect idea rather than the Light as 
an Entity idea because vision is attributed 
to the active processes associated with the 
eye rather than the behavior of light as it 
moves through space and interacts with 
objects.   
 
It is not clear exactly what children mean 
by “vision” although it appears that they 
define vision as the thing or process that 
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allows us to see. The Vision idea is 
incomplete in the sense that it does not 
involve the interaction of light with the object 
or the eye. Nevertheless, it can be useful 
because it does involve both the eye and 
the object. Some children as young as 10 
years old have built their idea of vision into 
an idea that also involves the brain.  
 


Common Idea 6:  The brain is involved in 
seeing things 
 
As shown in the picture below, to the child, 
vision appears to be the process by which 
people see and vision is associated with the 
brain. It is not clear from the diagram below 
that the light is actually entering or 
interacting with the eye, but the brain is 
clearly depicted as associated with the eye 
and the process of seeing.  


 


Close inspection of the picture reveals an 
“image” of the flashlight in the students’ 
brain. 
 


 
 
 
Common Idea 7: In order for us to see 
things, light must enter the eye. This 
scientifically accepted idea is a less 
common pre-instructional idea than the 
common ideas about seeing discussed 
above. This idea requires that students 
conceive of light as an entity in space that 
interacts with objects including the eye. As 
mentioned in Common Idea 1: The 
Source/Effect idea, young students typically 
view light as a source (e.g. a flashlight or a 


lamp) or its effects (e.g. a spot of light on 
the wall) and rarely conceive of light as an 
entity that travels through space. An 
instructional implication of this is that it is 
important for a teacher to be aware that her 
students may need to develop ideas about 
light as an entity that interacts with objects 
before they can develop a meaningful 
understanding of how light is involved in 
how people see things such as the moon, a 
flashlight, or an apple. 
 
 
Summary 
 
The development of science knowledge in 
school is a process of connecting 
classroom observations and theories with 
one’s own understandings of how the world 
works. As learners, it is important to keep 
in mind that we come into the classroom 
with our own ideas about how the world 
works.  Some of these ideas have proved 
to work very well in the conditions under 
which we live.  In science, however, we are 
often asked to imagine a broader range of 
possible conditions and to extend our 
explanations to account for them.  As 
learners and teachers, we must become 
aware of our own ideas and the ideas of 
others.  We must also be aware that our 
students’ misconceptions or pre-
conceptions, as well as our own, are 
actually resources that can be used toward 
the development of science ideas that have 
a broader range of application.  
 
Awareness of children’s ideas about 
various concepts in science has allowed 
teachers and curriculum developers to 
design lessons and curricula that can help 
students build on their own ideas.  Our 
ideas, and our children’s ideas, should be 
respected and valued.  Through carefully 
crafted classroom experiences, children’s 
ideas can be used as resources that 
actually facilitate, rather than inhibit, further 
learning about science.  
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Light Box 
(Developed with help and ideas from Chris de la Tour, the Exploratorium’s Institute for 


Inquiry, Don Rathjen, and Modesto Tamez) 


 


Materials 


• 1 “banker’s box” 


• 1 clear light bulb (40 watts, tubular bulb) 


• 1 extension cord 


• 1 plug-in light socket adapter 


• Duct tape 


• Mat knife 


• Scissors 


• Ruler 


• 2 brads 


• 1 rubber band 


• Hot glue gun and glue (optional) 


 


Assembly: 


The box lid will be the BOTTOM of the light box. Use the mat knife to cut a V-shaped 


notch in the “rim” of one of the long sides of the box. 


 


Use a ruler to find the center of the long side of the rim of the box lid (the side opposite 


the notch).  Mark the center of the rim.  Measure and mark 6 cm from each side of the 


center mark.  Cut that 12 cm long piece of the rim (this will become the window). 


 


Place light bulb into adapter, and plug adapter into extension cord.  Rotate the light until 


the brightly lit filament looks the most like a vertical line.  This is the side of the light 


bulb that should face the larger opening you cut in the lid. 


 


Hot glue or tape the extensions cord in place so that the filament appears most like a line 


from the window. 


 


Unplug the light again. 


 


Place box lid facing up, and place box bottom onto it.  Mark where the V-shaped notch 


should be cut into the “top” piece.  The notch is where the cord exits the box. 


 


Then, mark where you will cut the 12 cm wide window based on the cuts you already 


made.  Cut the window so that it is 12 cm wide and 10 cm tall.  Cut the notch. 


 


Push the brads into the box on each side of the “top” of the window. 


Stretch a rubber band between the two brads. 


 


Use the mat knife to cut a vent hole, 5 cm x 5 cm in the center of the box bottom (which 


is now on top). 


 


Now your light box is ready to use. 


 







 
 


 








Understanding Children’s Ideas about Light 


 
Predict what each person will see when the room is dark and the light 


from the flashlight is directed at the center of the table. 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Picture used with permission from PSET: Understanding Children’s Ideas About Light 








Light Energy 


Background Information 
 


OPAQUE, TRANSPARENT, TRANSLUCENT 
 


Often in life, we take many things for granted.  Light is something we think will always be there 


when we need it.  Experiencing power failure to a home can cause many problems.  One of the 


problems is what do we do after the sun sets for the day.  In a situation like this, we soon realize 


that without a source of light, we are unable to see any object.  We stumble over chairs, bump 


into walls, knock objects off of tables and trip on stairs.  We quickly become bored because we 


can’t read, write or play games. 


 


Now, we truly understand that light is needed in order for us to see objects.  What kind of light 


can we use if the sun has set and the electricity is not working?  Most people search for alternate 


sources of light such as candlelight, firelight, battery operated flashlights, or kerosene lanterns.  


 


In this first lesson of the SciKeys 5th grade light energy module, how light interacts with 


different types of matter will be explored.  Light is a form of energy which is visible to the 


human eye.  Under normal conditions light from distant sources behaves like it travels in a 


straight line.  However, it can be manipulated to take detours, mostly in straight lines. 


   


Students should be encouraged to use flashlights or maglites to explore their surroundings 


and observe what happens to the light as it strikes an object or material.  Objects or  


materials are usually described as being transparent, translucent or opaque.  In some  


cases, light may be fluorescent.  


 


Students have seen demonstrations of transparent materials when the teacher uses a  


transparency on the overhead projector in the classroom.  Students may not realize that 


there is actually a light bulb in the projector.  This might be a great time to show students  


the bulb. 


Students have been exposed to all types of transparent material such as glass, some  


plastic, very thin material, water and air.  However, no one has made the connection to  


the concept of light energy for them.  When light is directed toward a transparent material,  


the light is able to pass all the way through the material.   


 


Translucent materials such as frosted glass windows, some plastics, fog or thin paper  


allow some light to pass through it.  Light does not pass directly through the materials. It  


changes direction many times and is scattered as it passes through. This scattering of  


the light makes objects on the other side of a translucent object appear fuzzy and unclear. 


 


Students do not think of opaque materials such as: walls, desks, apples, pencils, thick  


paper, wood, stone, metals etc… as needing or interacting with light.  However, without light, 


we would not see the object or the color of the object.  Opaque materials allow absolutely  


NO light to travel through.  All light is either reflected by the object, refracted by the object, 


and/or absorbed and converted to heat.    In the lesson, Conservation of Light Energy, students 


will begin to understand the importance of light interactions with opaque materials. 


 







 


 


Light Energy 


Background Information 
 


REFLECTION 
www.science.howstuffworks.com/light.htm   


Introduction 


We see things every day, from the moment we get up in the morning until we go to sleep at 


night. We look at everything around us using light. We appreciate kids' crayon drawings, fine oil 


paintings, swirling computer graphics, gorgeous sunsets, a blue sky, shooting stars and rainbows. 


We rely on mirrors to make ourselves presentable and sparkling gemstones to show affection. 


But did you ever stop to think that when we see any of these things, we are not directly 


connected to it? We are, in fact, seeing light -- light that somehow left objects far or near and 


reached our eyes. Light is all our eyes can really see.  The other way that we encounter light is in 


devices that produce light -- incandescent bulbs, fluorescent bulbs, lasers, lightning bugs, and the 


sun. Each one uses a different technique to generate photons.  


 


What is Light? 


Light is a part of the electromagnetic spectrum that is called visible light.  Light is believed to 


travel in rays.  So, it is sometimes referred to as a ray model. 


A second look at what is light:  The classical description says light is an electro-magnetic wave.  


This means that it is a varying electric and magnetic field, which spreads out or propagates from 


one place to another.  It is not a physical substance.  The modern quantum mechanical 


description says that light can also be considered to be particles called photons.  These carry 


energy and momentum but have no mass.  In both descriptions, the light energy is carried by a 


very real and observable mechanism.  But I would not call it a physical substance. 


Why is it that a beam of light radiates outward? What is really going on? To understand light 


waves, it helps to start by discussing a more familiar kind of wave -- the one we see in the water. 


One key point to keep in mind about the water wave is that it is not made up of water: The wave 


is made up of energy traveling through the water. If a wave moves across a pool from left to 


right, this does not mean that the water on the left side of the pool is moving to the right side of 


the pool. The water has actually stayed about where it was. It is the wave that has moved. When 


you move your hand through a filled bathtub, you make a wave, because you are putting your 


energy into the water. The energy travels through the water in the form of the wave.  


All waves are traveling energy, and they are usually moving through some medium, such as 


water.  A water wave consists of water molecules that vibrate up and down at right angles to the 


direction of motion of the wave. This type of wave is called a transverse wave.  


Light waves are a little more complicated, and they do not need a medium to travel through. 


They can travel through a vacuum. A light wave consists of energy in the form of electric and 


magnetic fields. The fields vibrate at right angles to the direction of movement of the wave, and 


at right angles to each other. Because light has both electric and magnetic fields, it is also 


referred to as electromagnetic radiation.  


The wavelengths of the light we can see range from 400 to 700 billionths of a meter. But the full 


range of wavelengths included in the definition of electromagnetic radiation extends from one 


billionth of a meter, as in gamma rays, to centimeters and meters, as in radio waves. Light is one 







small part of the spectrum.  The website www.science.howstuffworks.com/light.htm  has some 


excellent pictures that are moving and can show several areas of this. 


 


When Light Hits an Object 


When a light wave hits an object, what happens to it depends on the energy of the light wave, the 


natural frequency at which electrons vibrate in the material and the strength with which the 


atoms in the material hold on to their electrons. Based on these three factors, four different things 


can happen when light hits an object: 1) The waves can be reflected or scattered off the object; 


(2) The waves can be absorbed by the object; 3) The waves can be refracted through the object; 


4) The waves can pass through the object with no effect.  More than one of these possibilities can 


happen at once. 


 


When light is reflected? 


The atoms in some materials hold on to their electrons loosely. In other words, the materials 


contain many free electrons that can jump readily from one atom to another within the material. 


When the electrons in this type of material absorb energy from an incoming light wave, they do 


not pass that energy on to other atoms. The energized electrons merely vibrate and then send the 


energy back out of the object as a light wave with the same frequency as the incoming wave. The 


overall effect is that the light wave does not penetrate deeply 


into the material.  


In most metals, electrons are held loosely, and are free to move 


around, so these metals reflect visible light and appear to be 


shiny. The electrons in glass have some freedom, though not as 


much as in metals. To a lesser degree, glass reflects light and 


appears to be shiny, as well.  


A reflected wave always comes off the surface of a material at 


an angle equal to the angle at which the incoming wave hit the 


surface.   


You can see for yourself that reflected light has the same 


frequency as the incoming wave. Just look at yourself in a 


mirror. The colors you see in the mirror's image are the same as those you see when you look 


down at yourself. The colors of your shirt and hair are the same as reflected in the mirror as they 


are on you. If this were not true, we would have to rely entirely on other people to tell us what 


we look like!  


 


When light is scattered? 


Scattering is merely reflection off a rough surface. Incoming 


light waves get reflected at all sorts of angles, because the 


surface is uneven. The surface of paper is a good example. You 


can see just how rough it is if you look at it under a microscope. 


When light hits paper, the waves are reflected in all directions. 


This is what makes paper so incredibly useful -- you can read the 


words on a printed page regardless of the angle at which your 


eyes view the surface.  


Another interesting rough surface is Earth's atmosphere. You 


probably don't think of the atmosphere as a surface, but the 


atmosphere is "rough" to incoming white light. The atmosphere 


contains molecules of many different sizes, including nitrogen, 


 


 
 







oxygen, water vapor and various pollutants. This assortment scatters the higher energy light 


waves, the ones we see as blue light. This is why the sky looks blue. 


 


 


Light Energy 


Background Information 
 


REFRACTION 
 


Light is a form of energy that is visible to the human eye and is common in our everyday lives.  


Light can be treated as if it travels in a straight line through transparent materials such as air, 


water, glass, or clear plastic.  A ray of light will continue until it interacts with an object. At that 


time, the ray of light will be absorbed, reflected or refracted.  A narrow beam of light aimed at a 


mirrored surface will provide examples of reflection. An object such as a pencil or straw in a 


clear glass of water will provide evidence of refraction.  When the light passes through the glass, 


the light changes speed.  The light changes speed again when it enters the water. Therefore, the 


eye assumes no refraction has taken place only a change in the placement of the object.  In 


addition, a rainbow provides evidence of refraction.  Light passes through a prism (a collection 


of raindrops can be a prism) and white light is bent/separated to reveal the visible colors of the 


spectrum. The visible spectrum is white light and includes red, orange, yellow, green, cyan and 


violet.  ROYGBIV is no longer used as a mnemonic device to remember the colors of the 


rainbow because indigo is no longer included.  In the 1700’s, what we call blue was called 


indigo.   So, real colors of the rainbow are red, orange, yellow, green, cyan and violet.  Cyan has 


replaced the “old” blue/indigo. 


 


Additional resources: 


The websites below provide videos and additional information. 


http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/lsps07.sci.phys.energy.lighttravel  


http://www.promotega.org/hgr07009/index.htm  (site created by 5th graders)  


http://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/blue_sky/index.html   


 


 







Light Energy 


Background Information 
 


CONSERVATION OF ENERGY: ABSORPTION 
 


 


All waves are traveling energy.  Energy comes in different forms such as: light energy, sound 


energy, and heat energy.  The law of conservation of energy states that the total amount of 


energy remains constant in an isolated system.  Therefore, energy is not created or destroyed.  


The law of light energy would indicate the total amount of light energy entering a system will be 


equal to the amount of light that is reflected refracted and/or absorbed.  Energy in an isolated 


system can change form, for instance light energy from the sun in that isolated system changes to 


heat energy when it reaches our skin.  This is why our skin feels warm when directly exposed to 


sunlight.   


 


The sun is our major source of light.  The sun emits waves through the empty space and enters 


Earth’s atmosphere to reach everything on Earth.  As a result, the waves from the sun light up 


our day; change to heat energy to warm our air and water; and are stored as energy in green 


plants. 


 


Light waves are energy in the form of electric and magnetic fields.  In most cases, light expands  


on a spherical wave front and does not need a medium to travel through. Light travels in waves.   


If we are far enough away from the light source, the wave front appears “flat” and we can use  


the “ray model” to demonstrate light traveling in straight lines.  Light from the sun travels in 


waves, but the light wave behaves as if it travels in a straight line.  This model can be used to 


describe how light reacts to different types of matter.  But, it does not explain why it reacts in 


this manner.   


 


Waves travel in a series of frequencies.  In absorption the frequency of the incidental (incoming)  


light wave is near the amount of energy needed to move the electrons in the material to the next  


orbital energy level.  Matter comes in four forms: solids, liquids, gases and plasma.  In solids, the  


molecules are packed very tightly; in liquids, molecules are packed less tightly; in gases, 


molecules move more freely; and in plasma atoms have so much energy and are moving so 


much, their outsides come off!  This is important to the absorption of light because when light 


hits a material where the frequency of the incoming light is near the energy level of the electrons 


in the material, the electrons of that material take in the energy from the light wave and are able 


to move to the next energy level.   


 


When the electrons are held tightly, they pass the energy on to the nuclei of the atoms.   This 


speeds up the atoms which cause them to hit other atoms in the material.  The energy from the 


vibrations is transferred to heat energy.  The material may then feel warm to the touch or may 


transfer that heat energy to other materials behind it.  This why wearing dark clothing is not a 


good option in the summer months when the sunlight reaches us more directly. 








WHO WILL SEE THE LIGHT? 


Teachers will use these questions to assess their students’ ideas about light as the teacher 


observes the students conducting the experiment. 


1.  What idea did the student have about who would see the light when the 


person with the flashlight shines the light into the mirror? 


 


2. What do you think the student based his prediction on? 


 


3.  What evidence do you have to support this?(use quotes from transcript) 


 


 


4.  During the activity what idea or ideas did the 4
th


 grade students construct 


about the behavior of light? 


 


5.  What evidence do you have to support this? (use quotes from transcript) 


 


At 6:47:17 Josh stated “Well we discovered, we thought, we found out that the-


we started thinking at the end that the mirror could only reflect the light one 


way.” 


6.  Do you think that the students came up with this idea or do you think that 


the interviewer played a large role in telling this idea to the students? 


    


 


7.  What evidence can you give to support your answer? 








 


 


 


PROPERTIES OF LIGHT 


WEBSITES 


FROM NORTHWEST TIA 


 
Properties of Light:  
http://www.col-ed.org/cur/sci/sci211.txt  
 
Bending light:  
http://www.spartechsoftware.com/reeko/Experiments/refraction.htm  
 


How we see things:  
http://www.eduref.org/Virtual/Lessons/Science/Physics/PHS0058.html  
 


Multiple light investigations:  
http://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/iconlight.html  
 
Convex and Concave lenses: 
http://www.eduref.org/Virtual/Lessons/Science/Physics/PHS0205.html  
 


http://www.eduref.org/Virtual/Lessons/Science/Physics/PHS0210.html  
 
scattering:  
http://www.eduref.org/Virtual/Lessons/Science/Physics/PHS0202.html   
 
Light and color:  
http://www.carearts.org/lessons/investigating_light_color.html  
 
Demonstrate scattering: 
http://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/EDDOCS/RadiationBudget/glue_sunset.html  







WEBSITES 


FROM BACKGROUND 


 


Some website links for these words would be:  


http://photography.nationalgeographic.com/photography/photos/translucent-creatures.html  


     


Website: http://science.howstuffworks.com/light.htm  


Atlas of Science Literacy: Cluster: Motion Maps: Law of Motion, Waves  


Page 64 


Energy Transfer for Middle School Science Teachers: Content Knowledge  


http://msteacher.org/epubs/science/science2/background.aspx (click on Light & Optics)  


 


http://cse.ssl.berkeley.edu/segwayed/lesson/light/measure_behaves.html  


Discussion of primary color pigments vs. primary light colors  


Website: http://www.flinnsci.com/documents/demoPDFs/PhysicalSci/PS10410.pdf  


Light with Overhead  


Newton’s Color Wheels  


   


Electricty:  Light energy     www.thetech.org/exhibits/online/topics/11c_flash.html  


 


Light energy travels in waves    www.aisp.net.vster/light8.htm  


 


Absoprtion of light    www.madsci.org/posts/archives/apr2000/955052031.Ph.r.html  


 


Light as a wave including reflection, refraction, & rainbows   


http://www.play-hookey.com/optics/light_as_wave.html  
 








Facilitator's  Guide


Grade: 5


Unit: Light Energy


Title: Reflection


Topic:   Reflection of Light


Lesson Summary:  


Arkansas Frameworks:
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National Frameworks:


Objectives:


Focus Question:


Science as Inquiry 


Demonstrate abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry.


1. Use appropriate tools and techniques to gather, analyze, and interpret data.


2. Develop descriptions, explanations, predictions, and models using evidence.


3. Think critically and logically to make the relationships between evidence and explanations.


4. Communicate scientific procedures and explanations.


Physical Science


1. Document that light can be treated as if it travels in a straight line until it strikes an object.  Light 


can be reflected by a mirror, refracted by a lens, or absorbed by the object; and 


2. Document that light interacts with matter by transmission (including refraction), absorption, or 


scattering (including reflection). An object is only seen if it emits or scatters light.


Science and Technology


1. Demonstrate abilities of technological design.


2. Implement a proposed design.


3. Evaluate completed technological designs or products.


The purpose of this lesson is for students to look at the way light may or may not reflect from 


different types of matter. In the following activities reflection as it is applied to light energy is 


explored.


http://www.arkansased.org/teachers/word/science_k-8_011006.doc 


PS.7.5.1 Summarize how light can interact with matter through absorption, refraction and reflection.                        


PS.7.5.2 Investigate how light travels and interacts with an object or material.


PS.7.5.3 Conduct investigations demonstrating how an object can be seen.


PS.7.5.4 Design and conduct investigations of transparent, translucent, and opaque.


NS.1.5.1  Make accurate observations.


NS.1.5.2 Identify and define components of experimental design used to produce empirical evidence: 


hypothesis, replication, sample size, appropriate use of control, use of standardized variables.


NS.1.5.4 Interpret scientific data using: data table/charts, bar graphs, circle graphs, line graphs, stem-


and-leaf plots and Venn diagrams.


NS.1.5.5 Communicate results and conclusions of the scientific inquiry.


DAP.15.5.1 Interpret graphs such as line graphs, double bar graphs, and circle graphs.


DAP.16.5.1 Make predictions and justify conclusions based on data.


DAP.17.5.1 Identify and predict the probability of events within a simple experiment. 


DAP.14.5.2 Collect numerical and categorical data using surveys, observations and experiments that 


would result in bar graphs, line graphs, line plots and stem-and-leaf plots.


DAP.14.5.3 Construct and interpret frequency tables, charts, line plots, stem-and-leaf plots and bar 


graphs.


OV.3.5.1 View a variety of media (e.g., posters, film clips, periodicals, charts, cartoons, etc.) to 


enhance and show understanding of a specific topic. 


OV.3.5.3 Use visual aids to convey information. 


W.4.5.2 Organize ideas by using such graphic organizers as webbing, mapping, and formal outlining 


with main topics. 


IR.12.5.4 Gather information from a source appropriate to purpose and topic.


To explore the different ways in which light can be reflected or scattered depending on the matter it 


strikes with its ray.


How does light interact with matter?


Reflection
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Essential Vocabulary


Timeline:


light - the thing that allows us to see objects.  Light can be modeled as rays, electromagnetic waves, 


or photons. 


light energy - the form of electromagnetic energy that is visible to the human eye.


light ray - represents a thin beam of light which helps illustrate how light works


energy - the capacity to cause change and do work (ADE framework)


reflection - change in the direction of a light ray as it bounces off an object (ADE framework)


scattering - the action of light bouncing in different directions from an object or the  process 


of light being absorbed, and then re-radiated by atoms and molecules


Optional Vocabulary


interference colors – one of the characteristics of light waves is their ability to interfere with one 


another, under certain circumstances such as: light reflecting from a CD; light reflecting from a 


film of oil floating on water; or  soap bubble reflecting a variety of colors when illuminated by a 


light source.  http://www.olympusmicro.com/primer/lightandcolor/interference.html 


interference patterns - patterns that are made when light is reflected off or passes through


something.


When Light Hits an Object


When a light wave hits an object, what happens to it depends on the energy of the light wave, the 


natural frequency at which electrons vibrate in the material and the strength with which the atoms in 


the material hold on to their electrons. Based on these three factors, four different things can happen 


when light hits an object: 1) The waves can be reflected or scattered off the object; (2) The waves can 


be absorbed by the object; 3) The waves can be refracted through the object; 4) The waves can pass 


through the object with no effect.  More than one of these possibilities can happen at once.


When light is reflected?


The atoms in some materials hold on to their electrons loosely. In other words, the materials contain 


many free electrons that can jump readily from one atom to another within the material. When the 


electrons in this type of material absorb energy from an incoming light wave, they do not pass that 


energy on to other atoms. The energized electrons merely vibrate and then send the energy back out 


of the object as a light wave with the same frequency as the incoming wave. 


The overall effect is that the light wave does not penetrate deeply into the material. 


In most metals, electrons are held loosely, and are free to move around, so these metals reflect 


visible light and appear to be shiny. The electrons in glass have some freedom, though not as much 


as in metals. To a lesser degree, glass reflects light and appears to be shiny, as well. 


A reflected wave always comes off the surface of a material at an angle equal to the angle at which


the incoming wave hit the surface.  


You can see for yourself that reflected light has the same frequency as the incoming wave. 


Just look at yourself in a mirror. The colors you see in the mirror's image are the same as those you 


see when you look down at yourself. The colors of your shirt and hair are the same as reflected in 


the mirror as they are on you. If this were not true, we would have to rely entirely on other people 


to tell us what we look like! 


When light is scattered?


Scattering is merely reflection off a rough surface. Incoming light waves get reflected at all sorts of 


angles, because the surface is uneven. The surface of paper is a good example. You can see just 


how rough it is if you look at it under a microscope. When light hits paper, the waves are reflected 


in all directions. This is what makes paper so incredibly useful -- you can read the words on a 


printed page regardless of the angle at which your eyes view the surface. Another interesting rough 


surface is Earth's atmosphere. You probably don't think of the atmosphere as a surface, but the 


atmosphere is "rough" to incoming white light. The atmosphere contains molecules of many different 


sizes, including nitrogen, oxygen, water vapor and various pollutants. This assortment scatters the 


higher energy light waves, the ones we see as blue light. This is why the sky looks blue.


The website www.science.howstuffworks.com/light.htm   has some excellent pictures that are


moving and can show several areas of this.


Background Information:


This lesson should take one to two 50 minute periods of time to complete.
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Instruction Facilitator's Notes
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zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Teacher Preparation: • Creating the light box in workshop.  


• Gathering materials.  


• Darkening room to allow light to be seen clearly.


• Copy the vocabulary map (1 copy per student)


• Make ½ of the mirrors rough by scratching them against a rough surface (concrete sidewalk works 


great!).  


1. Laser lights, Sunlight, Flashlights, or Maglites - looking directly into the light or pointing the 


light in the eye can cause serious permanent damage to the retina.  Only the teacher should use the 


laser light during the experiments.


2. Hairspray - be sure to aim the can away from face and eyes.  Goggles should be used for young 


children.


3. Light bulbs - heat generated by the bulbs can cause serious burns / bulbs made of glass can break 


and cut the skin or eyes (especially halogens) / salt and oils from bare hands can cause bulbs to 


shatter when turned on.


4. Mirrors - be aware of sharp edges


5. Lenses and Mirrors - can magnify the intensity of the light.  Teacher should monitor students 


carefully to avoid reflection into someone's eyes or causing heat which will burn.


6. Batteries - should not be installed backwards, put in fire, or mixed with other battery types.  


This may cause exploding or leaking.


7. Broken bulbs or old batteries - should be handled by the teacher and not the student.


8. Disposal of bulbs or batteries - wrap glass bulbs before throwing them away / recycle batteries


in the proper place (The local post office may have a battery recycling box).


9. Eating should be avoided in the science lab area.


10. Arrange room and put away unneeded items to avoid tripping and allow for free movement of 


students during the experiences that require the room to be dark.


Materials: Elicit – Reflection Anticipation Guide  (1copy  per student)


             Pre - assessment: Light Probe (reflection)


Engage - Reflecting Rainbows


• Compact disc (also known as a CD) 


• Sunlight (or a bright flashlight and a room that you can make dark) 


• Piece of white paper


Explore – Light Burst


• Laser


• Smooth surface mirror


• Rough (scratched) surface mirror


• OWL sheet


Explain –  


• Vocabulary Map (1 copy  per student)


• Access to www.howstuffworks.com/light.html  or non-fiction passage about reflection


Evaluate -  


• Student lab notebooks


Elaborate & Extend – Reflection with Light Box


• Light Box, Mirrors (on binder clips)


• Aluminum foil (smooth and wadded)


• Wax paper (smooth and wadded)


• Diffracting Grates, Black Construction Paper


• White cardstock screen


• Water


• Clear rectangular box 


• Food coloring


• Clear plastic sheet – similar to an overhead transparency


• Any other materials you want to test (Cotton balls, bubble wrap, etc.)
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Anticipation Guide – Reflection


An anticipation guide is a series of statements to get the 


students to think about what they already know about a 


concept.  The guide should be given prior to teaching to 


assess background knowledge, help to recognize 


misconceptions, arouse interest, and encourage students 


to form questions of their own.  It can be used as a 


springboard for class discussion.  A grade should NOT 


be given.  At the end of the unit, students should revisit 


this anticipation guide to evaluate how well they 


understood the concept and to correct possible 


misconceptions.


Reflecting Rainbows 


When light reflects off something with many small 


ridges or scratches, you often get rainbow colors and 


interesting patterns.  This is a guided inquiry lesson and 


the students should be allowed to experiment with CD’s 


and a Mini-Mag Light or flashlight.


www.exploratorium.edu/science_explore/reflecting_rain


bows.html 


1. Take the CD out of its case and take a look at the 


blank side (the side that doesn't have any printing on it). 


You'll see bands of shimmering color. 


2. Tilt the CD back and forth and the colors will shift 


and change.


3. Hold the CD in the sunshine. Or if it's a cloudy day, 


turn out the lights and shine your flashlight at the CD. 


4. Hold your piece of white paper so that the light 


reflecting off the CD shines onto the paper. The reflected 


light will make fabulous rainbow colors on your paper.


5. Record your observations in your science notebook.


Why does a CD reflect rainbow colors?  


What will happen when you shine the 


light source onto the CD?  


What are interference colors and 


patterns?


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Explore:   Light Burst


Students will explore the term “scattering.”


Students will compare light interaction with a smooth 


mirror surface and a rough mirror surface.


The scattering of light occurs when the light waves/rays 


hit a rough surface and bounce around back toward the 


source.  The scattering can be modeled in this activity.  


You may use various objects from the classroom to 


extend the learning, such as aluminum foil, paper, wax 


paper.  This can be a guided or full inquiry.


Procedure:  Use the OWL format for this activity. 


1. Position the smooth mirror and direct the laser toward 


the mirror.


2. Record your observations in your science notebook 


through a drawing of what is happening.


3. Position the rough mirror and direct the laser toward 


the mirror.


4. Record your observations in your science notebook 


through a drawing of what is happening.


What is scattering?  


 


What happens to a laser beam when it is 


shone against a smooth surface mirror?


  


What happens to a laser beam when it is 


shone against a rough surface mirror?


Hint: The light scatters best if the foil is 


loosely wadded up instead of flat.
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zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzz


Vocabulary Map


Students will use the knowledge gained through the 


elicit, engage, and explore sections of the 7E 


instructional plan to complete the vocabulary map which 


leads to developing a definition of “reflection” in the 


students’ own words.


Students can also use non-fiction reading 


materials to add information to their 


vocabulary map.  They may NOT copy 


definitions from the textbook.  Copying 


definitions from the textbook is NOT an 


effective way to be sure students 


comprehend the term.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Reflections using Light Box


1. Set up light box.


2. Place the diffracting grates in clear plastic sheet to 


block all but a thin narrow strip of light.


3. Place a mirror in front of the light ray and describe 


what happens on the lab sheet.


4. Repeat number 3 using two mirrors. Make the light 


ray reflect from one mirror to another? 


5. Repeat number 3 using 3 mirrors. 


6. Can you get the light ray to reflect from one mirror to 


another to another? 


7. If you have extra mirrors, keep adding them to see 


what happens.


8. Start again with the mirrors; moving them closer to the 


light box and closer to each other. 


After each manipulation and observation, 


ask the students to use a description or 


drawing to describe what happens.  These 


entries can be placed on the Science Lab 


Notebook- experiment page (provided).


Students use vocabulary map to write a definition of the 


concept including all key or defining characteristics.


Responses to questions during lab experiments will be 


recorded in student lab notebooks.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzz


Reflections using Light Box (cont.)


1. Set up light box. 


2. Place the diffracting grates in clear plastic sheet to 


block all but a thin narrow strip of light.


3. Place a flat sheet of aluminum foil in front of the light 


ray. 


4. Repeat number 3 using the wadded up sheet of 


aluminum foil. 


5. Repeat number 3 using the flat wax paper. 


6. Repeat number 3 using the wadded up wax paper. 


7. Start again with the previous objects; moving them 


closer to the light box.


8. Test again with objects; moving them farther away 


from the light box.  


9. Repeat any of these steps using the various materials 


that are included on the list.


10.Use the clear cylinder empty; with water; with 


colored water.


You may use various objects from the 


classroom to extend the learning. This is a 


pure inquiry lesson and the students 


should be allowed to experiment with 


various objects.


After each manipulation and observation, 


ask the students to use a description or 


drawing to describe what happens.  These 


entries can be placed on the Science Lab 


Notebook- experiment page (provided).


Cross-Curricular 


Integrations:


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Refer to Science Learning Guide


Light Box
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Resources:


Notes:


Document Links: Elicit: Anticipation Guide student page


Engage: Student Notebook Reflection Log


Explore: "OWL" student page 


Explain: "Vocabulary Map" or Science Terms in Science Notebook


Elaborate: Student Notebook Experiment Log
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Understanding Children’s Ideas about Light 


 
Predict what each person will see when the room is dark and the light 


from the flashlight is directed at the center of the table. 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Picture used with permission from PSET: Understanding Children’s Ideas About Light 
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Reflection 


Anticipation Guide  


Directions:  Each of the following statements is about light.  Read each statement and put a “T” 


by the statements you think are “true” and an “F” by the statements you think are “False”.  Be 


prepared to explain your decisions to the group. 


 


_____ 1.  We do not need light for reflection to occur. 


 


_____ 2.   Light will pass through some objects and will not pass through other objects. 


 


_____ 3.    White light contains all the colors of a rainbow.  


 


_____ 4.    Light travels in a straight path. 


 


_____ 5.   The sun is the only natural source of light. 


 


_____ 6.    Light will not hit an object and bounce off in different directions. 


 


_____ 7.    Reflection is the change in direction of a light ray as it bounces off an object. 


 


_____ 8.    Scattering occurs when light hits an object and bounces back in a straight line. 


 


_____ 9.    Light can be divided into different colors. 


 


_____ 10.   Light can be made up of waves; similar to the ocean's waves.  


  


_____ 11.   Light cannot be reflected by colored objects. 


  


_____ 12.   Light will reflect from clear objects only. 


Note to teacher: 


An anticipation guide is a series of statements to get the students to think about what they already know about a 


concept.  The guide should be given prior to teaching to assess background knowledge, help to recognize 


misconceptions, arouse interest, and encourage students to form questions of their own.  It can be used as a 


springboard for class discussion.  A grade should NOT be given.  At the end of the unit, students should revisit this 


anticipation guide to evaluate how well they understood the concept and to correct possible misconceptions. 
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5
th
 Grade Light  


Student Data Sheet (vocabulary map) 


Directions:  1. Write the vocabulary term in the center square. 


                     2.  Fill in the examples for reflecting and non-reflecting matter 


                     3.  Draw an illustration of the vocabulary term 


                     4.  Write a definition of the vocabulary term using the information you have    


                           gathered. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Reflecting         Non-reflecting 


(examples)         (examples) 


   


 


 


 
 


Illustra 


 


 


 


 


 


 


                                                                                                                           Illustration 


 


 


______________________ 


        Term 


Definition: 
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5
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 Grade Light Energy 


Reflections using Light Box  


Student “OWL” Data Sheet 


Record your data for below 
What I observed: What I wonder: What I learned or discovered: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Illustration: 


 
Record your data below 
What I observed: What I wonder: What I learned or discovered: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Illustration: 
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Record your data below 
What I observed: What I wonder: What I learned or discovered: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


Illustration: 


 
 


 


Record your data below 
What I observed: What I wonder: What I learned or discovered: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


Illustration: 


 
 


Record your data below 
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What I observed: What I wonder: What I learned or discovered: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


Illustration: 


 
 


 


Record your data below 
What I observed: What I wonder: What I learned or discovered: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


Illustration: 
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REFLECTION LOG 
 


LESSON TITLE: 


 


 


PRE-LESSON  


Write two or three questions you hope will be answered. 


 


 


Write the open-ended question/questions given to you by your 


instructor. 


 


 


 


POST-LESSON  


1) What new knowledge did you gain today? 


 


 


 


2) List three things from today’s lesson that will be most helpful to 


you? 


 


 


3) Check your pre-lesson questions.  Write the answer those 


questions that were answered.  Ask the other questions during 


class discussion. 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 








 1 


LIGHT 
Journal Ideas or Bell ringers 


 


• On February 2nd people wait patiently to see if the groundhog will see his shadow.  It is 
believed that if he sees his shadow, he will return to his den and we will have 6 more weeks 
of winter.  Use the concepts about light which you have learned (refraction, reflection, 
and/or absorption) to explain how the sunlight interacts with the groundhog to form a 
shadow.  


 


• Thomas Edison was born on Feb. 11, 1847. He is famous for his invention of the light bulb.  
Explain what your reaction might have been if he explained to you what he had just invented 
at that time in 1847.  Remember, in 1847, people used candles and lanterns to light their 
homes. 


 


• Name the colors of a rainbow in order as they appear.  The mnemonic ROY G. BIV may 
help you. (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet)  


           Indigo is now cyan (see background section in refraction lesson),  Have the students come  
           up with a new mnemonic device. 
 


• If you see a double rainbow, the farthest one is a mirror image of the first.  Write the colors 
of the second rainbow in order left to right. (violet, cyan, blue, green, yellow, orange, red) 


 


• Write the word “light” vertically.  Now write the name of a term you have learned about light 
that begins with each of the letters in the word, “light” 


 
L 
I 
G 
H 
T 


 


• Think of five situations when light might be strong enough to damage your eyes. 
 


• List ten words related to light.  In your own words, tell their function or definition.  You can 
include a drawing or diagram also. 


 


• Put an image or word on the board.  Have the students draw a mirror image of the drawing.  
Let the students use a mirror to check their work. 


 


• Write your name in such a way that it appears correctly when you look at it in a mirror. 
 


• Explain why the word “ambulance”  is written  as it is on the front of  the ambulances below.  
 







 2 


       
 


• Do you think it is written the same way on the back of the ambulance?  Explain your answer. 
 


• Write 10 ways that light affects your everyday life.  Explain at least 3 of them. 
 


• Write a paragraph describing how your life would change if all “light” disappears. 
 


• Describe a situation when light might be used to communicate. 
 


• Create a t-chart listing sources of artificial light / natural light. 
 


• It’s Halloween and your family is going out.  What type of clothing should you wear to be 
seen clearly in the dark night?  Explain your choice. 


 


• What color clothes would be best worn on the beach on a hot summer day, if you want to 
stay cool?  Explain your choice. 


 
 








Facilitator's Guide


Grade: 5


Unit: Light Energy


Title: Refraction


Topic:   Refraction of Light


Lesson Summary:  


Arkansas Frameworks:


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzz


National Frameworks:


Objectives: Students will investigate, demonstrate and explain refraction as it applies to light.                                                                                               


Science as Inquiry 


Demonstrate abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry.


1. Use appropriate tools and techniques to gather, analyze, and interpret data.


2. Develop descriptions, explanations, predictions, and models using evidence.


3. Think critically and logically to make the relationships between evidence and explanations.


4. Communicate scientific procedures and explanations.


Physical Science


1. Document that light can be treated as if it travels in a straight line until it strikes an object.  


    Light can be reflected by a mirror, refracted by a lens, or absorbed by the object; and 


2. Document that light interacts with matter by transmission (including refraction), absorption, 


    or scattering (including reflection). An object is only seen if it emits or scatters light.


Science and Technology


1. Demonstrate abilities of technological design.


2. Implement a proposed design.


3. Evaluate completed technological designs or products.


The purpose of this lesson is for students to explore the effect of light passing through different 


mediums to discover that light can be treated as if it travels in a straight line.  It may appear to detour, 


but those detours are mostly straight lines.


http://www.arkansased.org/teachers/word/science_k-8_011006.doc 


PS.7.5.1 Summarize how light can interact with matter through absorption, refraction, and reflection.                        


PS.7.5.2 Investigate how light travels and interacts with an object or material.


PS.7.5.3 Conduct investigations demonstrating how an object can be seen.


PS.7.5.4 Design and conduct investigations of transparent, translucent, and opaque.


NS.1.5.1  Make accurate observations.


NS.1.5.2 Identify and define components of experimental design used to produce empirical evidence: 


hypothesis, replication, ample size, appropriate use of control, use of standardized variables.


NS.1.5.4 Interpret scientific data using: data table/charts, bar graphs, circle graphs, line graphs, stem-


and-leaf plots and Venn diagrams.


NS.1.5.5 Communicate results and conclusions of the scientific inquiry.


DAP.15.5.1 Interpret graphs such as line graphs, double bar graphs, and circle graphs.


DAP.16.5.1 Make predictions and justify conclusions based on data.


DAP.17.5.1 Identify and predict the probability of events within a simple experiment. 


DAP.14.5.2 Collect numerical and categorical data using surveys, observations and experiments that 


would result in bar graphs, line graphs, line plots and stem-and-leaf plots.


DAP.14.5.3 Construct and interpret frequency tables, charts, line plots, stem-and-leaf plots and bar 


graphs.


OV.3.5.1 View a variety of media (e.g., posters, film clips, periodicals, charts, cartoons, etc.) to 


enhance and show understanding of a specific topic. 


OV.3.5.3 Use visual aids to convey information. 


W.4.5.2 Organize ideas by using such graphic organizers as webbing, mapping, and formal outlining 


with main topics. 


IR.12.5.4 Gather information from a source appropriate to purpose and topic.
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Focus Question:


Background Information:


Essential Vocabulary


Timeline:


Instruction Facilitator's Notes


This lesson should take two to three 50 minute periods of time to complete.


How does light interact with matter?


Light is a form of energy that is visible to the human eye and is common in our everyday lives.  Light 


can be treated as if it travels in a straight line through transparent materials such as air, water, glass, 


or clear plastic.  A ray of light will continue until it interacts with an object. At that time, the ray of 


light will be absorbed, reflected or refracted.  A narrow beam of light aimed at a mirrored surface will 


provide examples of reflection. An object such as a pencil or straw in a clear glass of water will 


provide evidence of refraction.  When the light passes through the glass, the light changes speed.  


The light changes speed again when it enters the water. Therefore, the eye assumes no refraction has 


taken place only a change in the placement of the object.  In addition, a rainbow provides evidence of 


refraction.  Light passes through a prism (a collection of raindrops can be a prism) and white light is 


bent/separated to reveal the visible colors of the spectrum. The visible spectrum is white light and 


includes red, orange, yellow, green, cyan and violet.  ROYGBIV is no longer used as a mnemonic device to remember the colors of the rainbow because


indigo is no longer included.  In the 1700’s, what we call blue was called indigo. So, real colors


of the rainbow are red, orange, yellow, green, cyan and violet.  Cyan has replaced the “old” blue.


reflect - change in the direction of a light ray as it bounces off an object (ADE Framework)


refract - bending of a light ray when it passes at an angle from one substance into another substance 


in which its speed is different (such as when light passes through air into water) (ADE Framework)


light ray - narrow beam of light


transmission - the fraction of light energy that passes through a substance


converge - to come together


diverge - to move apart


parallel - lines that are equal distance apart and never intersect


non-parallel - lines that are an unequal distance from each other and will intersect at some point


prism - optical triangular shape device made of glass or quartz and used to seperate a light beam into 


the different colors of the spectrum or invert an image


concave lens - lens which curves inward and causes light rays to spread apart or diverge


convex lens - curves outward or bulges outward, causes light rays to meet or converge


Materials: Elicit / Engage –  Laser Ice


• Glass of ice


• Laser


Engage – Lights and Prisms 


• Narrow beam of light from light box 


• Paper on the table top


• Pencil


• Rectangular plastic box (to use as a prism)


• Water


• Milk or non-dairy creamer 


• Stir sticks


• Convex lens


• Concave lens


• 2 small screens made from white poster board


Explain – Bending Light


• Tall clear glass


• Straw, glass rod, or pencil
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zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Facilitator Preparation: 1. Fold three index cards in half and punch a hole 


through all of the cards so the holes can be lined up 


when set on a table.  Fold one other card in half.  This 


will make one set of cards.  You will need one set per 


group of students.


2. Set up Light Boxes and lenses.


Hint: place each set of cards into a zip-


lock bag for easy distribution, collection, 


and storage.


 


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzz                                                                                                                                        


Straight Shooter                                                        


How does light travel?


1. Each group of students needs a set of prepared index 


cards, and a flashlight. 


2. Ask students to experiment with the placement of the 


cards to determine a way to get a light ray to pass 


through all the cards and stop at the 4th card. 


3. Have groups leave their cards set up.  


4. Allow the groups to move around the room to view 


other configurations


To ensure that participants get a grasp of 


the fact that light travels in a straight line 


but can take detours  do both of these 


activities to begin this session.


Discuss with the students how the light 


traveled. Does light travel in a straight 


line?  How do you know?


1. Laser lights, Sunlight, Flashlights, or Maglites - looking directly into the light or pointing the 


light in the eye can cause serious permanent damage to the retina.  Only the teacher should use the 


laser light during the experiments.


2. Hairspray - be sure to aim the can away from face and eyes.  Goggles should be used for young 


children.


3. Light bulbs - heat generated by the bulbs can cause serious burns / bulbs made of glass can break 


and cut the skin or eyes (especially halogens) / salt and oils from bare hands can cause bulbs to 


shatter when turned on.


4. Mirrors - be aware of sharp edges


5. Lenses and Mirrors - can magnify the intensity of the light.  Teacher should monitor students 


carefully to avoid reflection into someone's eyes or causing heat which will burn.


6. Batteries - should not be installed backwards, put in fire, or mixed with other battery types.  


This may cause exploding or leaking.


7. Broken bulbs or old batteries - should be handled by the teacher and not the student.


8. Disposal of bulbs or batteries - wrap glass bulbs before throwing them away / recycle batteries


in the proper place (The local post office may have a battery recycling box).


9. Eating should be avoided in the science lab area.


10. Arrange room and put away unneeded items to avoid tripping and allow for free movement of 


students during the experiences that require the room to be dark.


Elaborate - Blue Sky


• A transparent plastic box, or a large beaker, jar, or aquarium 


• A flashlight or projector (either a slide or filmstrip projector) 


• Powdered milk 


• Polarizing filter (such as the lens from an old pair of polarized sunglasses) 


• Blank white card for image screen  


Evaluate  -  Student lab notebooks


Extend – Glue Stick Sunset


• Mini-MagLite or penlight 


• 4 to 6 glue sticks (clear ones used in glue guns) 


• White background (paper, wall, or cloth) 


• Clear packaging tape 


• Two polarizing filters 


Open Explore with the Lightbox


• lightbox


• mirrors


• lenses (concave and convex)


• Blank white card for image screen
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Laser Ice - Demonstration                                              


1. Set a glass of ice on the table.


2. Shine a laser though the ice. 


3. Have the students complete the Pre-Lesson part of a 


Reflection Log page in the Science Lab Book.  The open 


ended question will be the FOCUS QUESTION for this 


lesson. 


When students have demonstrated an 


understanding that light travels in a 


straight line then do the demonstration 


with the laser and the ice. 


Option: Show the glass of ice and laser 


on a document camera. 


NO WATER IN THE CUP OF ICE.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zz


Is It Real or an Illusion? Pencil in a Glass


How does light change as it goes from a less dense 


medium to a more dense medium? 


Procedure


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log 


using the question, “How does light change as it goes 


from a less dense medium to a more dense medium?”


2. Fill a clear glass ¾ full of water.


3. Place a pencil into the glass of water.


4. Observe the pencil from the side of the glass.


5. Draw and describe what the pencil looks like 


ABOVE, BELOW, and AT the water line.


6. Provide reasons for what is going on.


7. Add ½ to 1 inch of oil to the cup of water.


8. Describe what happens.


9. Draw and describe what the pencil looks like 


ABOVE, BELOW, and AT the water/oil line.


10. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log.


Due to time limitations you can just 


demonstrate the Lights and Prisms - 


Bending Light.  


Take a few minutes (maybe 15) to do the 


Lights and Prisms - Colors.


Because of time constraints you probably 


don't want to do the Reflection Log here.


Light changes directions when it goes 


from one medium to another.  This lab 


demonstrates light traveling (refracting) 


through parallel surfaces.


As white light travels through non-


parallel surfaces it is separated revealing 


the colors of the spectrum. 


Lights and Prisms - Colors


Procedure


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log 


using the question, “What colors can be produced by 


scattering white light?”.


2. Fill the rectangular prism box about ½ full with water.


3. Position the prism box on the white paper so that you 


can see a beam of light traveling through it.


4. Shine the light so it enters the prism box to get a 


rainbow. 


5. Turn the prism box to get the critical angle (The light 


stays in the box.  Fiber optics is an example).


6. Move the prism box back to get the rainbow.


7. Describe which color bent the most.


8. Draw the prism box; the light; and the rainbow; label 


all the visible colors of light.


9. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log.


Lights and Prisms - Colors


As light travels through materials colors 


can be produced when the light scatters.  


What colors can be produced by 


scattering white light?
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zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Lights and Prisms: Rainbows


How can white light be separated and put back together 


again?


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log 


using the question, “How can white light be separated 


and put back together?”


2. Fill the rectangular prism box ½ full with water.


3. Position the prism box on the white paper so that you 


can see a beam of light traveling though the prism.


4. Shine the light so the light enters the prism box and 


produces a rainbow.


5. Place the lens filled with water in the path of the 


rainbow.


6. Place the lens so colors converge at one point.  


7. Place screen where the light comes back together at 


one point (converges).  (Screen 1 in diagram below)


8. Place screen 2 as shown in the diagram on the student 


page.


9. What do you notice about the colors in the rainbows 


on screen 2.


10. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log.


This part of the lesson should go well 


right after the Lights Prisms - Colors as 


you are already set up.


You may want to skip the Reflection Log 


again.


This lab demonstrates the splitting of 


white light and putting the colors back 


together.  Diverging beams on screens 


can produce rainbows.  Converging the 


rainbow puts the colors back together.


Lights and Prisms: Angles of Light


How does the light ray entering a prism compare to light 


ray leaving the opposite side of the prism?


Procedure


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log 


using the question: “How does the light ray entering a 


prism compare to light ray leaving the opposite side of 


the prism?” 


2. Fill the rectangular prism box about ½ full with water


3. Add a small amount of milk or non-dairy creamer to 


the water to make it slightly less transparent.  This will 


make it easier to see the light.


4. Position the prism on the white paper so that you can 


see a beam of light traveling through it.


5. Shine the light so it enters the box on one side and 


exits on the OPPOSITE side.


6. With the pencil, trace the box, and the three “lines” of 


light on the paper.


7. Notice the light inside the box as you look down on 


the top of the box. 


8. Does it line up with the light beams you see on the 


paper underneath it?


9. Remove the box from the paper.


10. Using the pencil, connect the “lines of light where 


the box used to be.


11. Notice that the light was bent twice, once at each 


boundary.  The light coming out of the far side of the 


box is parallel to the incoming light.


12.  OPTIONAL: Measure the angle of incidence 


and reflection.


13. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log


Does light actually "bend"?


Light "bends" when it moves from one 


transparent material to another (from air 


into water for example).  The greater the 


density between the two materials the 


more the light will "bend".  Bending light 


is called, "refraction".  Refraction is used 


to create many illusions because we see a 


change in the object from which the light 


is coming, but we do not see the 


"bending" of the light.  


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzz
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zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Blue Sky


You can create a model of a blue sky.  Why is the sky 


blue and the sunset yellow-orange?  


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log 


using the question, “Why is the sky blue and the sunset 


yellow-orange.?”


2. Fill the container ¾  full of water.


3. Place the light source so that the beam shines through 


the container.


4. Add powdered milk – a pinch at a time.  Stir until you 


can clearly see the beam of light.


5. Observe the beam from the side of the container and 


then from the end of the container.


6. Let the light project onto a white card that you hold at 


the opposite end of the container from the light source.


7. Describe what the light looks like on the card at the 


end of the container.


8. Let the project onto a white card that you hold at the 


side of the container.


9. Describe what the light looks like on the card at the 


side of the container.


10.  Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log.


This Lab models why the sky is blue and 


the sunset is red. 


http://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/blu


e_sky/indx.html


When sunlight travels through the 


atmosphere, blue light scatters more than 


the other colors causing the sky to look 


blue.  The light that continues to travel (is 


transmitted) through the atmosphere 


leaves a dominant yellow-orange hue 


which causes the sky to look reddish-


orange (sunsets).


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Science Lab Book


Post-Lesson of Reflection Log  started in the Elicit part 


of the lesson and any Experiment Log pages.


Science Terms  page to evaluate knowledge of terms 


covered in this lesson.  


Do at least one page of the Science Terms 


so they know how to do them.


You may choose to do all or only part of 


the vocabulary listed depending on the 


level of your students.


Glue Stick Sunset


1. Shine the maglite into one end of a glue stick and hold 


the other end of the glue stick approximately one 


centimeter from the white background. 


2. Notice that the end of the glue stick closer to the Mini-


MagLite is a different color than the end nearer the white 


background. 


3. Notice the color of the circle on the white background.


4. Place two glue sticks end to end, and attach them 


together with the clear tape. 


5. Repeat the investigation with the Mini-MagLite.


6. Notice any difference in the colors along the glue 


sticks and in the colored circle on the white background. 


7. Attach more glue sticks with the clear tape.


8. Notice the changes in color and intensity along the 


glue sticks and in the colored circle. 


9. Place a polarizing filter between the Mini-MagLite 


and the first glue stick.


10.Turn the filter while one person views the glue stick 


from the top and another views it from the side. 


11.Notice that when the top person sees a bright beam,


the side person will see a dim beam, and vice-versa.


Glue Stick Sunset


The scattering of light by the atmosphere, 


which creates the blue sky and red 


sunsets, can be modeled in this activity.  


http://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/glu


e_stick/index.html 


Students should add the results of their 


explorations in their Science Lab Book – 


Reflection Log.


Scattering can polarize light. 
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Lights and Lenses


Questions for students to answer:


1. Can you bend light around an object (pencil)?  


Explain why or why not.  If you can bend light explain 


how.


2. Can you produce colors?  If so what colors occur and 


why.


3. Can mirrors be used to increase the amount of color 


projected?  Explain.


4. Can you place the lenses in combination to diverge 


and then converge the light source?  Explain.


5. Can you change the size of an image using a lens?  


Explain.


6. Find other objects in the room that can be used as a 


lens (concave or convex).  How do they compare to the 


lenses provided?


7. Draw diagrams showing what is happening when light 


travels through different lenses (angles of light rays).


8. What is the measurement of angles that are occurring?


9. Can you change the angles of light rays?  What are the 


smallest and largest angles you can produce and how.


10. Does the angle change with the size or shape of the 


lens?


Students will use the light box to explore 


with concave and convex lenses.  They 


will answer the questions by exploring 


different situations and add the results of 


their explorations in their Science Lab 


Book – Reflection Log.


Cross-Curricular 


Integrations:


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Resources:


Notes:


Document Links:


These websites provide videos and additional information.  


http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/lsps07.sci.phys.energy.lighttravel   


http://www.promotega.org/hgr07009/index.htm  (site created by 5th graders)   


http://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/bluesky/index.html


http://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/blue_sky/indx.html


Straight Shooter


Lights and Prisms - Bending Light?


Lights and Prisms - Color Creation


Bending Light


Line Designs


Blue Sky


Science Lab Book - Reflection Log Page


Science Lab Book - Experiment Log Page


Science Lab Book - Science Terms Page


Glue Stick Sunset


Lights and Lenses


Light Box


Refer to Science Learning Guide
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SCIENCE LAB BOOK 
LIGHT ENERGY 


 


 


 
STUDENT NAME 
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EXPERIMENT LOG 
 


EXPERIMENT TITLE: 


 


DATE: 


 


LAB PARTNERS: 


 


NOTES/QUESTIONS: 


 


 


 


 


 


RESULTS/CHART/GRAPH 


 


 


 


 


 


CONCLUSIONS 
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REFLECTION LOG 
 


LESSON TITLE: 


 


 


PRE-LESSON  


Write two or three questions you hope will be answered. 


 


 


Write the open-ended question/questions given to you by your 


instructor. 


 


 


 


POST-LESSON  


1) What new knowledge did you gain today? 


 


 


 


2) List three things from today’s lesson that will be most helpful to 


you? 


 


 


3) Check your pre-lesson questions.  Write the answer those 


questions that were answered.  Ask the other questions during 


class discussion. 
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SCIENCE TERMS 
Understanding Vocabulary 


 
Term: ______________________________________                                                                                            
My Understanding    1   2   3   4  (circle one) 


Describe: 
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________   
Draw 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
Term: ______________________________________                                                                            
My Understanding    1   2   3   4  (circle one) 


Describe: 
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________    
Draw 
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Is It Real or an Illusion? 
 


Student Lab Page                            Guided Inquiry 
 


 


How does light change as it goes from a less dense medium to a 
denser medium?  


Materials 


• Clear plastic cup  


• Water 


• Oil 


• Pencil 


• Science Lab Book – Reflection log 


Procedure  


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log using the 
question, “How does light change as it goes from a less dense 
medium to a denser medium?” 


2. Fill a clear glass ¾ full of water. 
3. Place a pencil into the glass of water. 
4. Observe the pencil from the side of the glass. 
5. Draw and describe what the pencil looks like ABOVE, BELOW, and 
AT the water line. 


6. Provide reasons for what is going on. 
7. Add ½ to 1 inch of oil to the cup of water. 
8. Describe what happens. 
9. Draw and describe what the pencil looks like ABOVE, BELOW, and 
AT the water/oil line. 


10. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log. 
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Lights and Prisms – Rainbows 


Student Lab Page                    Guided Inquiry 


 


As light travels through materials colors can be produced when 
the light scatters.  What colors can be produced by scattering 
white light?  


Materials 


• Prism box 


• Light box 


• Science Lab Book – Reflection Log 


• White  Copy Paper 


 


Procedure 


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log using the question, 


“What colors can be produced by scattering white light?” 


2. Fill the rectangular prism box about ½ full with water. 


3. Position the prism box on the white paper so that you can see a beam 


of light traveling through it. 


4. Shine the light so it enters the prism box to get a rainbow.  


5. Turn the prism box to get the critical angle (The light stays in the box.  


Fiber optics is an example). 


6. Move the prism box back to get the rainbow. 


7. Describe which color bent the most. 


8. Draw the prism box; the light; and the rainbow; label all the visible 


colors of light. 


9. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log. 
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Lights Prisms: Reversing Rainbows 


Student Lab Page       Guided Inquiry 


How can white light be separated and put back together again? 


Materials 


• Prism box 


• Light box 


• White copy paper 


• Small round 1” diameter plexi-glass bottle filled with water (lens) 


• Un-ruled index cards for screens ( Screen 1 - small hole in the center 
and Screen 2 – without a hole) 


• Science Lab Book – Reflection Log 


Procedure 


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log using the 
question, “How can white light be separated and put back together?” 


2. Fill the rectangular prism box about ½ full with water. 
3. Position the prism box on the white paper so that you can see a beam 


of light traveling though the prism. 
4. Shine the light so the light enters the prism box and produces a 


rainbow. 
5. Place the lens filled with water in the path of the rainbow. 
6. Place the lens so colors converge at one point.   
7. Place screen where the light comes back together at one point 


(converges).  (Screen 1 in diagram below) 
8. Place screen 2 as shown in the diagram below. 
9. Notice the colors in the rainbow are reversed on screen 2. 
10. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log. 
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Lights and Prisms: Angles of Refraction                                                                                                          
Student Page       Guided Inquiry 


 
How does the light ray entering a prism compare to light ray leaving the 
opposite side of the prism? 
 


Materials 


• Prism box 


• Powdered milk 


• Light Box 


• Copy paper 


• Water  


• Pencil 


• Science Lab Book – Reflection Log 


 


Procedure 


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log using the question: “How 


does the light ray entering a prism compare to light ray leaving the opposite 


side of the prism?”  


2. Fill the rectangular prism box about ½ full with water 


3. Add a small amount of milk or non-dairy creamer to the water to make it 


slightly less transparent.  This will make it easier to see the light. 


4. Position the prism on the white paper so that you can see a beam of light 


traveling through it. 


5. Shine the light so it enters the box on one side and exits on the OPPOSITE 


side. 


6. With the pencil, trace the box, and the three “lines” of light on the paper. 


7. Notice the light inside the box as you look down on the top of the box.  


8. Does it line up with the light beams you see on the paper underneath it? 


9. Remove the box from the paper. 


10. Using the pencil, connect the “lines of light where the box used to be. 


11. Notice that the light was bent twice, once at each boundary.  The light 


coming out of the far side of the box is parallel to the incoming light. 


12.  OPTIONAL: Measure the angle of incidence and reflection. 


13. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log  


 


     refracted 
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Blue Sky 
 


Student Lab Page                    Guided Inquiry 


You can create a model of a blue sky.  Why are the sky blue and the sunset 
yellow-orange?   


Materials 


• Clear plastic box (shoebox size or small aquarium) 


• Flashlight 


• Powdered milk 


• White Cardstock 


• Science Lab book – Reflection Log 


Procedure 


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log using the 
question, “Why are the sky blue and the sunset yellow-orange.?” 


2. Fill the container ¾th full of water. 
3. Place the light source so that the beam shines through the 


container. 
4. Add powdered milk – a pinch at a time.  Stir until you can 


clearly see the beam of light. 
5. Observe the beam from the side of the container and then from 


the end of the container. 
6. Let the light project onto a white card that you hold at the 


opposite end of the container from the light source. 
7. Describe what the light looks like on the card at the end of the 


container. 
8. Let the project onto a white card that you hold at the side of the 


container. 
9. Describe what the light looks like on the card at the side of the 


container. 
10.  Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log. 
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Glue Stick Sunset 
Student Lab Page          Guided Inquiry 


 
 
Why is the sky blue? 
 


Materials 


1. Mini-MagLite or penlight (a regular flashlight can also be used, 
but its larger beam of light doesn't work as well)  


2. 4 to 6 glue sticks (must be the clear ones used in glue guns) 
3. White background (paper, wall, or cloth)  
4. Clear packaging tape   
5. Reflection Log page 


Procedure 


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log. Use “Why is the 
sky blue?” as your open-ended question. 


2. Shine the Mini-MagLite into one end of a glue stick and hold the 
other end of the glue stick approximately one centimeter from the 
white background.  


3. Notice that the end of the glue stick closer to the Mini-MagLite is a 
different color than the end nearer the white background.  


4. Notice the color of the circle on the white background. 
5. Place two glue sticks end to end, and attach them together with the 


clear tape.  
6. Repeat the investigation with the Mini-MagLite. 
7. Notice any difference in the colors along the glue sticks and in the 


colored circle on the white background.  
8. Continue to attach more glue sticks with the clear tape. 
9. Notice the changes in color and intensity along the glue sticks and in 


the colored circle. 
10. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log. 
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Exploring Refraction with Light box 
Student Lab Page                  Guided Inquiry 


 


What can you do with light?  Can you bend light around objects?  Can you 
separate white light into colors? 
Materials 


• Light box 


• Set of lenses 


• mirrors 


• White paper 


• Pencil 


• Science Lab Book – Reflection Log  
 


Procedure 
Use your light box to explore with concave and convex lenses.  Answer the following 
questions by exploring different situations.  Add the results of your explorations to 
your Science Lab Book – Reflection Log. 
Questions to Answer 


1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log using the questions, “Can you 
bend light around an object? Can you separate light into colors?” 


2. Can you bend light around an object (pencil)?  Explain why or why not.  If you 
can bend light explain how. 


3. Can you produce colors?  If so what colors occur and why. 
4. Can mirrors be used to increase the amount of color projected?  Explain. 
5. Can you place the lenses in combination to diverge and then converge the light 


source?  Explain. 
6. Can you change the size of an image using a lens?  Explain. 
7. Find other objects in the room that can be used as a lens (concave or convex).  


How do they compare to the lenses provided? 
8. Draw diagrams showing what is happening when light travels through different 


lenses (angles of light rays). 
9. What is the measurement of angles that are occurring? 
10. Can you change the angles of light rays?  What are the smallest and largest 


angles you can produce and how. 
11. Does the angle change with the size or shape of the lens? 
12. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log. 
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Light 
Poetry 
 


 
 
 


Create a cinquain (five-line poem) based on the science word “light” 
 


 


______________________ 
science word 


 
______________________ _______________________ 


adjective                                     adjective 


 
__________________            _________________            ________________ 


word ending in “ing”      word ending in “ing”                       word ending in “ing” 


 
 


___________________  ______________________________________ 
                    word ending in “ing”                                                  phrase 


 
 


________________________ 
Synonym of original word 
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LIGHT 


ABC GRID 


 


Fill in the grid with terms about light which begin with the letter in each box. 


 
 


 


 


 


A 
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Seeing is Not Always Believing” 


Refraction 


 
PROCEDURE: 


1. Fill a clear glass about ¾ full with water. 


2. Put a pencil in the glass of water. 
3. Look carefully at this glass and draw what you see. 
4. Count how many students pick up the bend in the pencil at the water line. 


5. Try different objects to see if the same thing happens. 


 


***This apparent bend is due to refraction.  Light waves refract at different speeds through 


different materials, and appear to bend. 


 


Draw a picture of what you see. 
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LIGHT 


Anticipation Guide  
 


Directions:  Each of the following statements are about light.  Read each statement and put a “T” by the 


statements you think are “true” and a “F” by the statements you think are “False”.  Be prepared to explain 


your decisions to the group. 


 


 


_____ 1.  We do not need light to see colors. 


 


_____ 2.   Light affects our everyday life. 


 


_____ 3.  The sun is the only natural source of light.  


 


_____ 4.  The primary colors of light are identical to the primary colors of paint. 


 


_____ 5.   Like sound, light can go around corners. 


 


_____ 6.   Light will pass though some objects and will pass through other objects. 


 


_____ 7.   Light is a form of energy that we can see. 


 


_____ 8.   Reflection is the change in direction of a light ray as it bounces off an object. 


 


_____ 9.   Visible light is the only type of light. 


 


_____ 10.   White light contains all the colors of a rainbow (visible spectrum).  


 


Note to teacher: 


An anticipation guide is a series of statements to get the students to think about what they already know 


about a concept.  The guide should be given prior to teaching to assess background knowledge, help to 


recognize misconceptions, arouse interest, and encourage students to form questions of their own.  It can be 


used as a springboard for class discussion.  A grade should NOT be given.  At the end of the unit, students 


should revisit this anticipation guide to evaluate how well they understood the concept and to correct 


possible misconceptions. 
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Concept Definition Map 
(Use for vocabulary or concept terms) 


 


 


 


  


 


 


  


             EXAMPLES What is it like? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


What is it? 
Write definition in your own words. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Note to teacher: 


 


Concept definition mapping is a vocabulary activity that provides students with a graphic organizer that outlines the key parts of a 


definition (class/category, properties/characteristics, and examples/illustrations). Students are guided into considering the questions 


that a complete definition should answer:  “What is it like?”  “What are some examples of it?” and “What is it?” 


 


Students could work in pairs using information from the textbook, class notes, reading passages, background knowledge, and other 


print sources. 


 


Students should summarize statements forcing them to write the definitions in their own words.  This activity will also help 


students make connections between background knowledge and new learning. 


 


This could be done for each vocabulary word or for variety the teacher could choose to use the vocabulary map on next page. 


The idea is to get the students to think beyond the definitions in the glossary. 


LIGHT 
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VOCABULARY MAP 
(Use for vocabulary or concept terms) 


 


Directions:  Fill in the circles for each word. 


 


 
 


Draw an illustration of the word. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


What is it?  (Write definition in your own words) 


 


Note to teacher: 


 


Draw this graphic organizer on the board.  Students should draw the graphic organizer in their science 


notebooks.  There should be one map per vocabulary word.  In addition, students could add a drawing and 


write the definition in their own words.  This can be done in groups of two.  For variety, students could 


choose to use the concept map on the previous page for some words.  The idea is to get the students to think 


beyond the definitions in the glossary. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


opposite of 


 


 


 


 


same as 


 


 


 


 


    reminds me of 


 


 


____________vo
cabulary word 
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Frayer Model 
(Use for vocabulary or concept terms) 


 


 


Essential Characteristics 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Non-Essential Characteristics 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Examples 


 


 


 


Non-Examples 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Note to teacher: 


The Frayer Model is a graphic organizer that differentiates characteristics, defining an important concept 


from those merely associated with it. A Frayer model grid contains for sections: essential characteristics, 


non-essential characteristics, examples, and non-examples.  It can be used as a worksheet to guide the 


students as they read though a section or by the teacher to guide classroom discussion. 


 


To introduce the activity, the teacher and class lists on the board as many examples of the concept as 


possible.  Students work in cooperative groups to analyze the terms for what they have in common and place 


the terms in the appropriate places on the grid.  Students should add to the grid as they read and be able to 


justify their placement of the terms.  This model emphasizes making connections, determining importance, 


and improves questioning ability. 


 








Facilitator's Guide


Grade: Five


Unit: Inquiry


Title: Scaffolding Inquiry


Topic:   


Lesson Summary:  


Arkansas Frameworks: http://www.arkansased.org/teachers/word/science_k-


8_011006.doc 


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzz


NS.1.5.1  Make accurate observations


NS.1.5.4 Interpret scientific data using data tables/charts, 


bar graphs, circle graphs, line graphs, stem and leaf 


plots, Venn diagrams


NS.1.5.5 Communicate results and conclusions from 


scientific inquiry 


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


measuring perimiter


time


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzz


writing testable questions, hypothesis (if, then 


statements)


five minute paper


National Frameworks:


Instruction Facilitator's Notes


Objectives: The participants will exhibit an understanding of the 


different levels of inquiry and when to apply them.


Focus Question: When is it appropriate to use the different  levels of 


inquiry?


Background Information: Inquiry and the National Science Education Standards 


state, "Inquiry is something that students do, not 


something that is done to them.  There are four levels of 


inquiry covered in this lesson, Directed, Guided, 


Coupled and Full Inquriry.  When determining the level 


of inquiry to use, one should tconsider the ability level of 


the students into account.  There will be times when fifth 


grade students may need directed inquiry while others 


may be ready for full inquiry.   Knowing these levels will 


assist teachers in differentiating the assignment based on 


student readiness.  In addition, teachers will be able to 


move from level to level in order to guide the students to 


full inquiry.  Inquiry as defined in the National Science 


Education Standards (NRC, 1995)


… a multifaceted activity that involves making 


observations; posing questions; examining books and 


other sources of information to see what is already 


known; planning investigations; reviewing what is 


already known in light of experimental evidence; using 


tools to gather, analyze and interpret data; proposing 


answers, explanations and predictions; and communicating the results.


Inquiry requires identification of assumptions, use of critical and logical thinking, and consideration of


alternative explanations.







Timeline: One to two 45-50 minute time periods


Materials: Directed Inquiry lab sheet and rubric


Guided Inquiry lab sheet and rubric


Experimental Design lab sheet and rubric


Two Directed Inquiry sun sheets


Two Guided Inquiry sun sheets


bowl


water


timer


scissors


pencil/pen


a variety of types and weights of paper


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Teacher Preparation: Prepare copies of lab sheets, rubrics, and suns


set a bowl, timer, sicssors, pen/pencil and variety of 


papers on each table.


 


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzz                                                                                                                                        


What is inquiry?


What are the stages of inquiry?


At what grade level do you introduce each level of 


inquiry?


Using these two questions open a 


discussion about what the groups thinks 


inqiry is and what the levels are.  Don't 


confirm, or condem any thoughts on the 


subject.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zz


Do a demo of a sun unfolding in water.  


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Let Participants do the Directed Inquiry and then pass 


out the Guided Inquiry and let them compare the 


Directed Inquiry with the Guided Inquriy and look at the 


rubrics for each.


Be sure to use warm water for the activity 


or the suns will take too long to open.


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzz


Discuss the difference between the Directed and Guided 


Inquiry.


Pay close attention to:


charts


graphs


directions


questions


materials


conclusions


explanations


rubrics


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Pass out the Experimental Design graphic organizer and 


explain it to the teachers by using the paper suns as the 


topic.   


Time permitting you can allow participants to carry out 


the open inquiry.


Topic: Paper Suns


How Does It Act:  Unfolds


Materials: Paper, Water, 


How can you change the materials:


    Paper - weight, color, 


    Water - density, temperature


How can you measure change:


    Time it takes sun to unfold


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


Five minute paper to answer the question:


What are the stages of inquiry and at what grade level do 


you introduce each level?







zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzz


As you do activities during the day discuss the level of 


inquiry that are being used.


Cross-Curricular 


Integrations:


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz


 


Resources:








Benchmark Sample Test Questions 


 


1. Which represents the correct order of visible light? 


 


A. blue, yellow, red, violet, green, orange, indigo 


B. red, green, violet, yellow, orange, blue, indigo 


C. green, blue, indigo, violet, red, orange, yellow 


            *D. red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet 


 


Released Item Booklet – ACTAAP Benchmark Examination -Grade 5 April 2007 Administration 


 


 


2. What is the word for the bending of light rays as they pass through one substance into 


another? 


A. polarization 


B. deposition 


C. reflection 


           *D. refraction 


 


Released Item Booklet – ACTAAP Benchmark Examination -Grade 5 April 2007 Administration 


 


3. Light traveling through a pair of eyeglasses is -- 


  


A. refracted 


B. transmitted 


C. absorbed 


D. reflected 


 


Released Item Booklet - Texas 2003 - 5th Grade 


 


4. A student places a sheet of black construction paper on her desk. What happens to most 


of the light that strikes the black construction paper? 


A. The light is bent by the paper. 


B. The light reflects off the paper. 


C. The light is absorbed by the paper. 


D. The light passes through the paper. 


 


Massachusetts Comp Assess System 5
th


 Grade released items 2007 


 


 


 


 


 







5. The picture below shows a duck swimming in a lake. A student sees a mirror image of a 


duck in the water of the lake. What causes this mirror image?  


 


 
 


A. black light  


B. refracted light  


C. reflected light *  


D. absorbed light 


 


Massachusetts Comp Assess System 5
th


 Grade released items 2005 


 


 


6. What happens to the path of a light ray as it passes from air into water at an angle?  


A. Its path widens.  


B. Its path bends. *  


C. Its path becomes shorter.  


D. Its path continues in a straight line. 


 


Massachusetts Comp Assess System 5
th


 Grade released items 2005 


 


 


7. When a light bulb is turned on, energy changes from one form to another. Which of the 


following best describes this change?  


A. sound energy to light energy  


B. nuclear energy to light energy  


C. electrical energy to light energy *  


D. magnetic energy to light energy 


 


Massachusetts Comp Assess System 5
th


 Grade released items 2005 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 
 


8. The flower’s stem appears larger under water because the water — 


F absorbs light 


G produces light 


H repels light 


J refracts light 


 


VIRGINIA STANDARDS OF LEARNING Spring 2007 Released Test Grade 5 


 


 


9. Which of these does not emit light waves? 


 


 


      
VIRGINIA STANDARDS OF LEARNING Spring 2006 Released Test Grade 5 


 








Light Energy Module



5th Grade







Lesson: 

 Opaque, Transparent,

 & Translucent

Objective: To explore the different ways in which light interacts with different types of matter.







Scattering Light with Lasers

Materials:  Hairspray & Laser

		Turn out the lights; beam the laser to a wall.

		Spray hairspray in its path. 

		Have students illustrate what they saw in their science notebooks. 

		Repeat using a flashlight or a maglight.









Children’s Ideas about Light

http://www.petpset.net/student_resources/htm/pset.htm

* Used for training purposes with permission from PSET







Purpose

		Provide the opportunity to examine the ideas your students have about light.  

		This is a opportunity to assess your student’s background knowledge about light and their readiness to proceed with the concept.









Jigsaw Article

Learning about Learning: Children’s Ideas about Light

Common Ideas:

Source/Effect 

Light as an Entity

Mirror Reflects Light in All Directions

Intrinsic Illumination

The Vision

Brain involved in seeing things

In order to see, light must enter the eye







Predict what each person will see when the room is dark and the light from the 

flashlight is directed at the center of the table.







Watch Video





http://www.petpset.net/student_resources/htm/pset.htm







At video time 01:06:22, a student described his ideas about who would see the light.  What idea about light do you think this student was using to guide his prediction?

		What is your claim?

		What is the evidence (quotes) from the transcript that supports your claim?

		How does your evidence (quotes) support your claim?









What idea or ideas did the 4th grade students construct during the activity regarding the behavior of light?

		What is your claim?

		What is the evidence (quotes) from the transcript that supports your claim?

		How does your evidence (quotes) support your claim?









In the movie, at the end of the first experiment (video time 6:47:17), Josh stated, “Well we discovered, we thought, we found out that we stated thinking at the end that the mirror could only reflect the light one way.”  



Do you think the students had ownership of this idea or do you think the interviewer played a large role in telling this idea to the students?  (Transcript 1:31:17 through 7:19:16)

		What is your claim?

		What is the evidence (quotes) from the transcript that supports your claim?

		How does your evidence (quotes) support your claim?











You or one of your group members 

might have said at one time or another, 

“Why doesn’t the instructor just tell us the 

answer?”  



What is the value in the instructor not telling 

students the answer?







Light in a Can

		Place one material at a time over the hole in the lid and then stand the flashlight on top of the material

		View the amount of light that passes through the eye hole

		Record results on data sheet

		Have a class discussion about which materials allowed ligth to pass through and which did not

		Introduce vocabulary words:  transparent, translucent, opaque

		Complete final column of data sheet



Materials:  Large plastic coffee container, flashlight, squares of various materials, optional light probe (1 per group of students), Light Chart









Complete Frayer Model

for:

Opaque

Transparent

Translucent











Lesson:

Reflection

Objective: To explore the different ways in which light can be reflected or scattered depending on the matter it strikes with its ray.







Reflecting Rainbows

		Take CD out of case and look at the blank side.  See the bands of shimmering color.

		Tilt the CD back and forth and the colors will shift and change.

		Hold the CD in the sunshine or shine a flashlight on it.

		Hold your piece of white paper so that the light reflecting off the CD shines onto the paper.  The reflected light will make rainbow colors on your paper.

		Record observations In your notebook.









Materials:  CD, white paper, sunlight or flashlight







Light Burst

		Position smooth mirror and direct the laser toward the mirror.

		Record your observations in your science notebook through a drawing of what is happening.

		Position the rough mirror and direct the laser toward the mirror.

		Record your observations in your science notebook through a drawing of what is happening.







Materials: Rough & Smooth Mirrors, laser







Vocabulary Map

		Students will use the knowledge gained through the elicit, engage, and explore sections of the 7E instructional plan to complete the vocabulary map which leads to developing a definition of “reflection” in the students’ own words.



Students can also use non-fiction reading materials to add information to their vocabulary map.  They may NOT copy definitions from the textbook.  Copying definitions from the textbook is NOT an effective way to be sure students comprehend the term.











Elaborate- Reflections using Light Box

1. Set up light box.

2. Place the diffracting grates in clear plastic sheet to block all but a thin narrow strip of light.

3. Place a mirror in front of the light ray and describe what happens on the lab sheet.  You may also use a drawing to illustrate what happened.

4. Repeat number 3 using two mirrors.  Can you get the light ray to reflect from one mirror to another?  Describe what happens on the lab sheet using a description or drawing.

5. Repeat number 3 using 3 mirrors.  Can you get the light ray to reflect from one mirror to another to another?  Describe what happens in the lab sheet or science notebook using a description or drawing.

6. If you have extra mirrors, keep adding them to see what happens.

7. Start again with the mirrors; moving them closer to the light box and closer to each other.   

8. Use a description or drawing to describe what happens when the mirrors are moved closer to the light box and closer to each other.







5. Repeat number 3 using 3 mirrors.  Can you get the light ray to reflect from one mirror to another to another?  Describe what happens in the lab sheet or science notebook using a description or drawing.

6. If you have extra mirrors, keep adding them to see what happens.

7. Start again with the mirrors; moving them closer to the light box and closer to each other.   

8. Use a description or drawing to describe what happens when the mirrors are moved closer to the light box and closer to each other.

Elaborate - Continued







Evaluate- Vocabulary Map

	Students use vocabulary map to write a definition of the concept including all key or defining characteristics.







 Extension - Reflections using Light Box

1. Set up light box.

2. Place the diffracting grates in clear plastic sheet to block all but a thin narrow strip of light.

3. Place a mirror in front of the light ray and describe what happens on the lab sheet.  You may also use a drawing to illustrate what happened.

4. Repeat number 3 using two mirrors.  Can you get the light ray to reflect from one mirror to another?  Describe what happens on the lab sheet using a description or drawing.







Extension - Continued

5. Repeat number 3 using 3 mirrors.  Can you get the light ray to reflect from one mirror to another to another?  Describe what happens in the lab sheet or science notebook using a description or drawing.

6. If you have extra mirrors, keep adding them to see what happens.

7. Start again with the mirrors; moving them closer to the light box and closer to each other.   

8. Use a description or drawing to describe what happens when the mirrors are moved closer to the light box and closer to each other.







Objectives:

		Students will explain how light interacts with different types of materials.

		Students will investigate and explain refraction as it applies to light.

		Students will explain how light can detour and still travel in a straight line.



Lesson:

Refraction







Straight Shooter

1. Each group of students needs a set of prepared index cards, and a flashlight. 

2. Ask students to experiment with the placement of the cards to determine a way to get a light ray to pass through all the cards and stop at the 4th card. 

3. Have groups leave their cards set up.  Allow the groups to move around the room to view other configurations 







Laser Ice- Demonstration

1. Set a glass of ice on the table.

2. Shine a laser though the ice. 

3. Have the students complete the Pre-Lesson part of a Reflection Log page in the Science Lab Book.  The open ended question will be the FOCUS QUESTION for this lesson. 







Lights Prisms and Screens

How can white light be separated and put back together again?



Procedure

1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log using the question, “How can white light be separated and put back together?”

2. Fill the rectangular prism box about ½ full with water.

3. Position the prism box on the white paper so that you can see a beam of light traveling though the prism.

4. Shine the light so the light enters the prism box and produces a rainbow.

5. Place the lens filled with water in the path of the rainbow.

6. Place the lens so colors converge at one point.  

7. Place screen where the light comes back together at one point (converges).  (Screen 1 in diagram below)

8. Place screen 2 as shown in the diagram below.

9. Notice the colors in the rainbow are reversed on screen 2.

10. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log.







5. Place the lens filled with water in the path of the rainbow.

6. Place the lens so colors converge at one point.  

7. Place screen where the light comes back together at one point (converges).  (Screen 1 in diagram below)

8. Place screen 2 as shown in the diagram below.

9. Notice the colors in the rainbow are reversed on screen 2.

10. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log.

Lights Prisms and Screens Continued







Lights and Prisms: Angles of Light



How does the light ray entering a prism compare to light ray leaving the opposite side of the prism?



Procedure

1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log using the question: “How does the light ray entering a prism compare to light ray leaving the opposite side of the prism?” 

2. Fill the rectangular prism box about ½ full with water

3. Add a small amount of milk or non-dairy creamer to the water to make it slightly less transparent.  This will make it easier to see the light.

4. Position the prism on the white paper so that you can see a beam of light traveling through it.

5. Shine the light so it enters the box on one side and exits on the OPPOSITE side.

6. With the pencil, trace the box, and the three “lines” of light on the paper.

7. Notice the light inside the box as you look down on the top of the box. 

8. Does it line up with the light beams you see on the paper underneath it?

9. Remove the box from the paper.

10. Using the pencil, connect the “lines of light where the box used to be.

11. Notice that the light was bent twice, once at each boundary.  The light coming out of the far side of the box is parallel to the incoming light.

12.  OPTIONAL: Measure the angle of incidence and reflection.

13. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log 







5. Shine the light so it enters the box on one side and exits on the OPPOSITE side.

6. With the pencil, trace the box, and the three “lines” of light on the paper.

7. Notice the light inside the box as you look down on the top of the box. 

8. Does it line up with the light beams you see on the paper underneath it?

9. Remove the box from the paper.

10. Using the pencil, connect the “lines of light where the box used to be.

11. Notice that the light was bent twice, once at each boundary.  The light coming out of the far side of the box is parallel to the incoming light.

12.  OPTIONAL: Measure the angle of incidence and reflection.

13. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log 

Lights and Prisms: Angles of Light continued







Lights and Prisms: Angles of Light continued

10. Using the pencil, connect the “lines of light where the box used to be.

11. Notice that the light was bent twice, once at each boundary.  The light coming out of the far side of the box is parallel to the incoming light.

12.  OPTIONAL: Measure the angle of incidence and reflection.

13. Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log 







Taking Detours – Line Designs

Does light actually bend or appear to bend?  







Blue Sky

1. Complete the pre-lesson part of the Reflection Log using the question, “Why is the sky blue and the sunset yellow-orange.?”

2. Fill the container ¾  full of water.

3. Place the light source so that the beam shines through the container.

4. Add powdered milk – a pinch at a time.  Stir until you can clearly see the beam of light.

5. Observe the beam from the side of the container and then from the end of the container.





*









Blue Sky Continued

6. Let the light project onto a white card that you hold at the opposite end of the container from the light source.

7. Describe what the light looks like on the card at the end of the container.

8. Let the project onto a white card that you hold at the side of the container.

9. Describe what the light looks like on the card at the side of the container.

10.  Complete the post-lesson part of the Reflection Log.







Glue Stick Sunset

Shine the maglight into one end of a glue stick and hold the other end of the glue stick approximately one centimeter from the white background. Notice that the end of the glue stick closer to the Mini-MagLite is a different color than the end nearer the white background. Notice the color of the circle on the white background.

Place two glue sticks end to end, and attach them together with the clear tape. Repeat the investigation with the Mini-MagLite, and notice any difference in the colors along the glue sticks and in the colored circle on the white background. Continue to attach more glue sticks with the clear tape and to notice the changes in color and intensity along the glue sticks and in the colored circle.







Glue Stick Sunset Continued

		Scattering can polarize light. Place a polarizing filter 

		between the Mini-MagLight and the first glue stick. 

		Turn the filter while one person views the glue 

		stick from the top and another views it from the 

		side. Notice that when the top person sees a 

		bright beam, the side person will see a dim 

		beam, and vice-versa.









Lights and Lenses

		Students will use the light box to explore with 

		concave and convex lenses.  They will answer 

		the questions by exploring different situations 

		and add the results of their explorations their 

		Science Lab Book – Reflection Log.









Objectives:     

		Students will pull together and connect ideas about various scientific concepts about light including: light absorption, refraction, and reflection.  

		Students will make a correlation between visible light and heat absorption.



Lesson:

Law of Conservation of Energy: Light







Sponge/Block

		Hold a dropper of water above the block and drop water on it.

		Students will make observations and record results.

		Hold a dropper of water above the sponge and drop water on it.

		Students will once again make observations and record results.







Materials:  Block of wood, sponge, dropper of water







Sponge/Block Continued

		What happened to the water as it landed on the sponge/block?  

		How can this be compared to light?  

		Is there a connection between how light and water react to matter?





Materials:  Block of wood, sponge, dropper of water

Introduce Vocabulary Word: Absorption







 Pop Goes the Temperature



		Students will wrap the teacher-prepared pop bottle with one of the different materials provided (construction paper, wax paper or aluminum foil) and then place the lids on the bottles with the thermometer/temperature probe already in them and set them in the sun or a heat lamp may also be used. 

		Have students’ record initial temperature of their bottles in Celsius. Record temperature change every five minutes for a total of 20 minutes. Record the temperature in student notebooks

		Upon returning to class, graph the results (see Absorption Exploration Table sheet) for the entire class and have students determine which color/material absorbed more light energy that was converted to heat energy.



Materials:  Pop bottles, various paper to wrap around pop bottle, thermometers, Absorption Exploration Table







Human Concept Definition Map



		Hand out the slips to various students and students must decide which fact is the main concept/idea.

		 Student with main concept (Light) will stand in the middle of the room.

		Students who have the secondary concepts will then link up to the main concept with their attached string. They should spread out to four different areas around the main concept. 

		Students with the remaining supporting facts will then link up with their correct secondary concepts.

		Repeat with students who did not participate the first time.









Design Solar Home Model



		Students will use the knowledge that they have acquired from the study of reflection, refraction, and absorption to design (and build if time allows in the extension) solar homes for a specific biome/scenario. Students must decide if their home should allow for absorption to increase the inside temperature or reflection so the inside temperature will stay cool.  This will be determined by the biome/scenario they select. 





		The students will draw their designs in class using the "Planning Your Own Scientific Investigation" sheet for organization of student projects.



	







Construct Solar Home Model

		Students will continue with the Solar Home Project by constructing their houses at home.  This can be done as a class completion or as a major science project.  Students should be encouraged to use recycled (green) materials. 



 

		Use Building a Structure: Solar Home Design and Construction rubric to evaluate students understanding of all unit concepts (reflections, refraction, and absorption).












Unfolding Inquiry – Coupled Inquiry   (adapted with written permission for Karen Ostlund – S&K Associates 2006) 1 


Shining a Light on           Name      


DDaattee                    CCoouupplleedd  IInnqquuiirryy    
        


SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        11111111::::::::    QQuueessttiioonn  ––  ((ccuutt  tthhee  qquueessttiioonnss  oonn  ppaaggee  22  iinnttoo  ssttrriippss  ffoorr  tthhiiss  aaccttiivviittyy))  
  


AA..  SSoorrtt  qquueessttiioonnss  iinnttoo  oonnee  ooff  tthhee  ffoolllloowwiinngg  ttwwoo  ggrroouuppss::  


QQuueessttiioonnss  tthhaatt  ccaann  bbee  aannsswweerreedd  bbyy  


ddooiinngg  ssyysstteemmaattiicc  oobbsseerrvvaattiioonnss  oorr  bbyy  


ddooiinngg  aann  eexxppeerriimmeenntt..  


QQuueessttiioonnss  tthhaatt  ccaann  nnoott  bbee  aannsswweerreedd  ((nnoott  


ssaaffee,,  mmaatteerriiaallss  nnoott  aavvaaiillaabbllee,,  ccaann  nnoott  bbee  


aannsswweerreedd  bbyy  ddooiinngg  ssyysstteemmaattiicc  


oobbsseerrvvaattiioonnss  oorr  eexxppeerriimmeennttss..  


  


  


BB..  SSeelleecctt  aa  qquueessttiioonn  ttoo  iinnvveessttiiggaattee..  __________________________________________________________________________________________  
  


  


  


  


SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        22222222::::::::  WWrriittee  yyoouurr  pprreeddiiccttiioonn  oorr  hhyyppootthheessiiss..________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
  


PPRREEDDIICCTTIIOONN  HHYYPPOOTTHHEESSIISS  


**  FFoorrmmuullaattee  aa  pprreeddiiccttiioonn  iiff  yyoouu  ccaann  


aannsswweerr  tthhee  qquueessttiioonn  bbyy  ccoonndduuccttiinngg  


ssyysstteemmaattiicc  oobbsseerrvvaattiioonnss..  


**  FFoorrmmuullaattee  aa  hhyyppootthheessiiss  iiff  yyoouu  ccaann  


aannsswweerr  tthhee  qquueessttiioonn  bbyy  ccoonndduuccttiinngg  aann  


eexxppeerriimmeenntt..  


((IIff……  tthheenn))    


  


  


SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        44444444::::::::    IIff  yyoouu  aarree  ddooiinngg  aann  eexxppeerriimmeenntt,,  lliisstt  tthhee  vvaarriiaabblleess..  
TTyyppee  ooff  VVaarriiaabbllee    


IInnddeeppeennddeenntt  vvaarriiaabbllee  ((mmaanniippuullaattiinngg))  


  


  


DDeeppeennddeenntt  vvaarriiaabbllee  ((rreessppoonnddiinngg))  


  


  


CCoonnttrroolllleedd  vvaarriiaabbllee  ((ccoonnssttaanntt))  


  


  







Unfolding Inquiry – Coupled Inquiry   (adapted with written permission for Karen Ostlund – S&K Associates 2006) 2 


SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        55555555::::::::  MMaatteerriiaallss  
MMaakkee  aa  LLiisstt  ((iinncclluuddee  ssiizzee  aanndd  aammoouunntt))  DDrraaww  yyoouurr  sseett  uupp  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


        


        


SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        66666666::::::::  PPrroocceedduurree  ––  LLiisstt  sstteeppss  
SStteeppss  ffoorr  


PPrroocceedduurree  


BBeeggiinn  eeaacchh  eennttrryy  wwiitthh  aa  ““vveerrbb””..    TThheessee  aarree  aaccttiioonnss..  


11..  


  


  


22..  


  


  


33..  


  


  


44..  


  


  


55..  


  


  


EEttcc……  


  


  


  


  


SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        77777777::::::::                TTTTTTTTeeeeeeeesssssssstttttttt        yyyyyyyyoooooooouuuuuuuurrrrrrrr        hhhhhhhhyyyyyyyyppppppppooooooootttttttthhhhhhhheeeeeeeessssssssiiiiiiiissssssss        


        


SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        88888888::::::::                RRRRRRRReeeeeeeeccccccccoooooooorrrrrrrrdddddddd        OOOOOOOObbbbbbbbsssssssseeeeeeeerrrrrrrrvvvvvvvvaaaaaaaattttttttiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn        &&&&&&&&        DDDDDDDDaaaaaaaattttttttaaaaaaaa        


        


SSSSSSSStttttttteeeeeeeepppppppp        99999999::::::::                SSSSSSSSttttttttaaaaaaaatttttttteeeeeeee        CCCCCCCCoooooooonnnnnnnncccccccclllllllluuuuuuuussssssssiiiiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnn  
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Questions to cut into Strips to use in STEP 1Questions to cut into Strips to use in STEP 1Questions to cut into Strips to use in STEP 1Questions to cut into Strips to use in STEP 1 


What would happen if a paper flower were put in a container of salt water? 


What would happen if a plastic flower were put in a container of water? 


How long does it take for a flower with 8 petals to unfold? 


What is the perimeter of the hexagon in the center of a paper with 8 petals? 


Do the petals of tissue paper flowers take less time to unfold than the petals of 


regular paper flowers? 


Does the temperature of the water affect the time it takes for the petals of paper 


flowers to unfold? 


How does the water make the paper flower petals unfold? 


Why do the petals of a paper flower unfold? 







Unfolding Inquiry – Coupled Inquiry   (adapted with written permission for Karen Ostlund – S&K Associates 2006) 4 


Coupled Inquiry Rubric 


CATEGORY 1 


Insufficiently 


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


2 


Somewhat 


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


3 


Adequately 


accurate, detailed,  


logical, complete 


4 


Exceptionally 


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


Sorting 


Questions 


Correctly sorted 0-2 


questions that could 


and could NOT be 


answered using 


systematic 


observations or 


experiments. 


Correctly sorted 3-4 


questions that could 


and could NOT be 


answered using 


systematic observations 


or experiments. 


Correctly sorted 5-6 


questions that could and 


could NOT be answered 


using systematic 


observations or 


experiments. 


Correctly sorted 7-8 questions 


that could and could NOT be 


answered using systematic 


observations or experiments. 


Choosing a 


Question 


Identified a question 


that could not be 


tested/investigated or 


one that did not merit 


investigation. 


Identified, with adult 


help, a question which 


could be investigated. 


Independently identified a 


question from 1 of the 8 


questions provided which 


could be investigated. 


Independently identified a 


question which was 


interesting to the student and 


which could be investigated. 


Hypothesis 


or prediction 


Needed adult 


assistance to develop 


an hypothesis or 


prediction. May have 


completed a basic 


literature review 


instead. 


Independently 


developed a hypothesis 


or prediction which 


cannot be substantiated 


by a literature review or 


observation of similar 


phenomena. 


Independently developed a 


hypothesis or prediction 


which can be somewhat 


substantiated by a literature 


review and observation of 


similar phenomena. 


Independently developed a 


hypothesis or prediction 


which can be well-


substantiated by a literature 


review and observation of 


similar phenomena. 


Variables Adult help needed to 


identify and define 


almost all the 


variables. 


With adult help, 


identified and clearly 


defined which variables 


were going to be 


changed (independent 


variables) and which 


were going to be 


measured (dependent 


variables). 


Independently identified 


which variables were going 


to be changed (independent 


variables) and which were 


going to be measured 


(dependent variables). 


Some feedback was needed 


to clearly define the 


variables. 


Independently identified and 


clearly defined which 


variables were going to be 


changed (independent 


variables) and which were 


going to be measured 


(dependent variables). 


Materials 


List 


Materials were NOT 


listed or the list was 


incomplete. 


Materials were listed 


without the size, 


amount, and type 


required for each 


material. 


Materials were listed 


somewhat complete with 


the size, amount, and type 


required for each material. 


Materials were listed 


complete with the size, 


amount, and type required for 


each material. 


Description 


of Procedure 


Procedures that were 


outlined were 


seriously incomplete 


or not sequential, 


even after adult 


feedback had been 


given. 


Procedures were 


outlined in a step-by-


step fashion, but had 1 


or 2 gaps that require 


explanation even after 


adult feedback had 


been given. 


Procedures were outlined in 


a step-by-step fashion that 


could be followed by 


anyone without additional 


explanations. Some adult 


help was needed to 


accomplish this. 


Procedures were outlined in a 


step-by-step fashion that 


could be followed by anyone 


without additional 


explanations. No adult help 


was needed to accomplish 


this. 


Conduction 


of 


Experiment 


Experiment was not 


conducted or was 


conducted 


inadequately. 


Experiment was 


conducted with only 1 


trial. 


Experiment was conducted 


correctly following each 


step of the written 


procedure and with 2 trials. 


Experiment was conducted 


correctly following each step 


of the written procedure and 


with 3-4 trials. 


Data 


Collection 


Data was collected 


only once and adult 


assistance was 


needed to clearly 


summarize what was 


discovered. 


Data was collected 


more than one time. 


Adult assistance was 


needed to clearly 


summarize what was 


discovered. 


Data was collected more 


than one time. It was 


summarized, independently, 


in a way that clearly 


describes what was 


discovered. 


Data was collected several 


times. It was summarized, 


independently, in a way that 


clearly describes what was 


discovered. 
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Shining a Light on           Name      


DDaattee                    DDiirreecctteedd  IInnqquuiirryy    
  


QQuueessttiioonn::    HHooww  lloonngg  ddooeess  iitt  ttaakkee  ffoorr  aa  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  ttoo  ooppeenn  uupp  aanndd  sshhooww  iittss  rraayyss??  


  


PPrreeddiicctt::  TThhee  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  wwiillll  ttaakkee  __________mmiinnuutteess  aanndd  ______________sseeccoonnddss  ttoo  ooppeenn  uupp  aanndd  sshhooww  iittss  


rraayyss..  


    


MMaatteerriiaallss::    ((ppeerr  ggrroouupp))  
��  44  ppaappeerr  ssuunnss  ((ccooppiieedd  oonn  hheeaavvyy  yyeellllooww  ccaarrddssttoocckk  aanndd  ccuutt  oouutt))  


��  AA  ccoonnttaaiinneerr  ooff  wwaarrmm  wwaatteerr    ((eennoouugghh  rroooomm  ffoorr  ssuunn  ttoo  ooppeenn  uupp))  


��  AA  ssttoopp  wwaattcchh  


  


  


PPrroocceedduurree::  
11..    FFoolldd  tthhee  rraayyss  ooff  aa  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  iinnwwaarrdd  ttoowwaarrdd  tthhee  cceenntteerr  ooff  tthhee  ssuunn..  


22..  AAss  tthhee  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  iiss  ppllaacceedd  iinnttoo  tthhee  wwaatteerr  ssttaarrtt  tthhee  ssttoopp  wwaattcchh..  


33..  WWhheenn  tthhee  rraayyss  aarree  ooppeenn  ssoo  tthhaatt  tthheeyy  aarree  llaayyiinngg  ffllaatt  oonn  tthhee  wwaatteerr  ssttoopp  tthhee  ssttoopp  


wwaattcchh..  


44..  RReeccoorrdd  tthhee  ttiimmee  iinn  tthhee  ttaabbllee  bbeellooww..  


55..  DDoo  aatt  lleeaasstt  ffoouurr  ttrriiaallss..  


  


  


  


DDaattaa  CCoolllleeccttiioonn  


              
RReeccoorrdd  tthhee  ttiimmeess  iinn  tthhiiss  cchhaarrtt..    CChhaannggee  tthhee  ttiimmee  ttoo  nnuummbbeerr  ooff  sseeccoonnddss..  


TTrriiaall  ##  TTiimmee  
##  ooff  


SSeeccoonnddss  


11      


22      


33      


44      
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DDaattaa    AAnnaallyyssiiss::  


  
DDiirreeccttiioonnss::  TTrraannssffeerr  tthhee  iinnffoorrmmaattiioonn  ffrroomm  tthhee  pprreevviioouuss  ttaabbllee  ttoo  tthhiiss  ggrraapphh..  


  


                                                              TTiittllee::    TTiimmee  ffoorr  PPaappeerr  SSuunn  ttoo  SShhooww  IIttss  RRaayyss  


                              


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


    
    


    
    


    
    


    
    


    
    


  TT
ii mm


ee
  ii


nn
  SS


ee
cc


oo
nn


dd
ss   


                        


                                TTrriiaall  11      TTrriiaall  22      TTrriiaall  33      TTrriiaall  44  


  


RReessuullttss::  
DDeessccrriibbee  wwhhaatt  tthhee  ddaattaa  sshhoowwss  yyoouu  aabboouutt  tthhee  ttiimmee  iitt  ttaakkeess  ffoorr  aa  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  ttoo  sshhooww  iittss’’  rraayyss??      


                              


                              


                              


                              


                                


CCoonncclluussiioonnss::  


EExxppllaaiinnss  tthhee  aassssuummppttiioonnss  yyoouu  ccaann  ffoorrmmuullaattee  aabboouutt  tthhee  ttiimmee  iitt  ttaakkeess  ffoorr  aa  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  ttoo  sshhooww  


iittss  rraayyss??  
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DIRECTED INQUIRY RUBRICDIRECTED INQUIRY RUBRICDIRECTED INQUIRY RUBRICDIRECTED INQUIRY RUBRIC    


Category  1 


Insufficiently 


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


2 


Somewhat 


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


3 
 


Sufficiently 


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


4 


Adequately 


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


5 


Insufficiently       


accurate, detailed, 


logical, complete 


Observation  Student recorded at 


least one 


observations.  


Student recorded at 


least two 


observations.  


Student recorded at 


least three 


observations.  


Student recorded at 


least four 


observations.  


Student recorded at 


least five observations.  


Predicting 


 


 


Student failed to 


record a prediction or 


made a prediction 


that was not relative 


to the experiment. 


  Student made a 


prediction and 


recorded the 


prediction but only 


included either 


minutes or seconds. 


    Student made a 


prediction and 


recorded the prediction 


in minutes and 


seconds. 


Procedure  Student left out four 


or more of the steps 


of the procedure  


Student left out three 


or more of the steps 


of the procedure  


Student left out two 


or more of the steps 


of the procedure  


Student left out one 


or more of the steps 


of the procedure  


Student followed all the 


procedures as 


required.  


Data 


Collection  


Student performed 


less than three trials.  


Student performed 


three or more trials 


and recorded the 


results for all the 


trials but in a format 


other than the one 


required.  


Student performed 


four or more trials 


and recorded the 


results for all the 


trials but in a format 


other than the one 


required.  


Student performed 


three or more trials 


and recorded the 


results for all the 


trials in the required 


format.  


Student performed four 


or more trials and 


recorded the results for 


all the trials in the 


required format.  


Analysis  Student created a 


graph showing the 


results for only one 


trials.  


Student created a 


graph showing the 


results for two trials.  


Student created a 


graph showing the 


results for three 


trials.  


Student created a 


graph showing the 


results for four trials.  


Student created a 


graph showing the 


results for four trials 


and added color or 


graphics.  


Results  Student wrote a 


statement but it was 


not related to the 


graph.  


Student wrote only 


one statement about 


the results of the 


experiment. The 


statement is a true 


statement about the 


results shown in the 


graph.  


Student wrote at 


least two statements 


about the results of 


the experiment. The 


statements are true 


statements about the 


results shown in the 


graph.  


Student wrote at 


least three 


statements about the 


results of the 


experiment. The 


statements are true 


statements about the 


results shown in the 


graph.  


Student wrote at least 


four statements about 


the results of the 


experiment. The 


statements are true 


statements about the 


results shown in the 


graph.  


Conclusions  The student wrote a 


very short statement 


that showed some 


misunderstanding of 


what the results 


demonstrated.  


Student wrote one 


sentence that 


demonstrated an 


understanding of the 


results of the 


experiment.  


Student wrote two 


sentences that 


demonstrated an 


understanding of the 


results of the 


experiment.  


Student wrote three 


sentences that 


demonstrated an 


understanding of the 


results of the 


experiment.  


Student wrote a 


paragraph that 


demonstrated an 


understanding of the 


results of the 


experiment.  


 








 








TIME KEY EVENT NOTES


8:00 - 8:30 Introduction


8:30 - 8:45 Safety Key


8:45 – 9:30 What is inquiry?


"Shining a Light On"


9:30 – 10:30 Uncovering Student Ideas About Light 


(PSET)


10:30 - 10:40 Break


10:40 – 11:25 Types of Matter: Opaque, Transparent, 


Translucent


11:25 – 11:45 Debrief


11:45 – 12:45 LUNCH


12:45 – 1:30 Reflection


1:30 – 1:50 Debrief


1:50 -2:00 Break


2:00 - 2:45 Reflection


2:45 - 3:05 Debrief


3:05 - 3:30 Closing


Teacher's Agenda: Day 1


Light Energy - Grade 5


Teacher Agenda


5 Light Energy


Day 1
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Shining a Light on           Name      


DDaattee                    GGuuiiddeedd  IInnqquuiirryy  
  


QQuueessttiioonn::    HHooww  wwiillll  tthhee  nnuummbbeerr  ooff  rraayyss  oonn  tthhee  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  aaffffeecctt  tthhee  ttiimmee  iitt  ttaakkeess  ffoorr  iitt  ttoo  
ooppeenn  uupp  iiff  tthhee  ppeerriimmeetteerr  ooff  tthhee  cceenntteerr  ooff  tthhee  ssuunn  rreemmaaiinnss  tthhee  ssaammee??  


  


SShhaappee  ooff  


CCeenntteerr  
##  ooff  


SSiiddeedd  
LLeennggtthh  ooff  


SSiiddeess  
PPeerriimmeetteerr  


SSqquuaarree  44  33..7755  1155  


PPeennttaaggoonn  55  33  1155  


HHeexxaaggoonn  66  22..55  1155  


  


WWhhaatt  iiss  cchhaannggeedd??  


((mmaanniippuullaatteedd))  


WWhhaatt  wwiillll  yyoouu  mmeeaassuurree??  


((rreessppoonnddiinngg))  


WWhhaatt  iiss  kkeepptt  tthhee  ssaammee??  


((ccoonnttrroolllleedd))  


      
  


HHyyppootthheessiiss::  ((AAnn  ““IIff..  ..  ..  ..  ..tthheenn””  SSttaatteemmeenntt))                


                        


                          


  


MMaatteerriiaallss::  
��  44  ppaappeerr  ssuunnss  ––  ccuutt  oouutt  


��  AA  ccoonnttaaiinneerr  ooff  wwaatteerr  


��  AA  ssttoopp  wwaattcchh  


  


PPrroocceedduurree::  


  WWrriittee  yyoouurr  pprroocceedduurree  oonn  tthhee  bbaacckk  ooff  tthhiiss  ppaappeerr..  
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DDaattaa  CCoolllleeccttiioonn  


  CCrreeaattee  aa  cchhaarrtt  oorr  ttaabbllee  ooff  yyoouurr  ddaattaa..    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


OOrrggaanniizzee  yyoouurr  ddaattaa  iinnttoo  aa  ggrraapphh  ffoorr  aannaallyyssiiss..              
  


DDaattaa  AAnnaallyyssiiss::  
  


                                                              TTiittllee::                    


                              


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


                        


    
    
  LL
aa
bb
ee
ll ::
  


                        


              LLaabbeell::  
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RReessuullttss::  


WWhhaatt  ddooeess  tthhee  ddaattaa  sshhooww  yyoouu  aabboouutt  tthhee  ttiimmee  iitt  ttaakkeess  ffoorr  aa  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  ttoo  sshhooww  


iittss’’  rraayyss??  


                              


                              


                              


                              


                                


CCoonncclluussiioonnss::  


WWhhaatt  ddiidd  yyoouu  lleeaarrnn  aabboouutt  tthhee  ttiimmee  iitt  ttaakkeess  ffoorr  aa  ppaappeerr  ssuunn  ttoo  sshhooww  iittss  rraayyss??  


                              


                                


                              


                              


                                


  


  


NNOOTTEESS:: 
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Guided Inquiry Rubric 


CATEGORY  1  3  5  Comments  


Independent 


Variable  


Listed more than one 


independent variable  


Listed one independent 


variable.  


Listed one independent 


variable that is testable.  


   


Dependent 


Variable  


Listed more than one 


dependent variable  


Listed one dependent 


variable.  


Listed one dependent 


variable and it will give 


the necessary 


quantities data.  


   


Hypothesis  Is an "if...then" statement 


but isn't closely related to 


the activity.  


Is an "if...then" statement 


that states either the 


independent or the 


dependent variable 


correctly.  


Is an "if...then" 


statement that states 


both the independent 


and the dependent 


variable correctly.  


   


Procedure  Has a procedure written.  Has a procedure but some 


of the steps are missing or 


may be out of order.  


Has a procedure written 


that leads the student 


through logical steps to 


complete the 


experiment?  


   


Data 


Collection  


Created a chart or table 


that matches the 


experiment.  


Created a chart or table that 


matches the experiment. 


Recorded some of the trials 


correctly.  


Created a chart or table 


that matches the 


experiment. Recorded 


all of the trials correctly.  


   


Data Analysis  Filled out the graph labels 
and titles correctly.  


Filled out the graph labels 


and titles correctly. 


Transferred some of the 


information from the 


chart/table to the graph 


correctly.  


Filled out the graph 


labels and titles 


correctly. Transferred 


the information from the 


chart/table to the graph 


correctly.  


   


Results  Wrote at least one 


statement but it doesn't 


show a true 


understanding of what the 


graph shows.  


Wrote a statement that 


demonstrates a simple 


understanding of what the 


graph shows.  


Wrote a statement that 


demonstrates a deep 


understanding of what 


the graph shows.  


   


Conclusions  Wrote a sentence or two 


but it does not 


demonstrate a deep 


understanding of what 


occurred.  


Wrote more than a sentence 


or two that demonstrates a 


simple understanding of 


what occurred.  


Wrote more than a 


sentence or two that 


demonstrates a deep 


understanding of what 


occurred.  


   


 


 








Amy Adair  
Center For Math and Science Education  


Harding University   


Searcy, AR  


Telephone:  501.279.4167  
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Wanda Andrews  
Minority Center for Excellence in Math and Science  


University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff  


Pine Bluff, AR  


Telephone:  870.718.1509  
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Pam Beard  
Center for Math and Science  


University of Arkansas at Monticello  


Monticello, AR  
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Leslie Brodie  
Math and Science Education Partnership   
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Fort Smith, AR  


Telephone:  479.788.7248  
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Stephen Brodie 


K-12 Science Program Advisor 
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Little Rock, AR  72201 


479.461.9875 


Stephen.brodie@arkansas.gov  


 


 


Annette Brown  
South Arkansas Mathematics and Science Center  
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Telephone:  870.230.5417  
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Telephone:  501.354.2269  
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Lori Cingolani  
Southeast Education Service Cooperative  


Monticello, AR   


Telephone:  870.367.4831  


lori.cingolani@se2.k12.ar.us  


 


 


Mary Crisp  
Center for Teaching Excellence in Math and  Science 


Southern Arkansas University  


Magnolia, AR  


Telephone:  870.235.5174  


mmcrisp@saumag.edu 


  


 


Sam Davis  
Ozarks Unlimited Resource Cooperative  


Harrison, AR  


Telephone:  870.743.9100  


Fax:  870.743.9099  


sdavis@oursc.k12.ar.us  


 


 


Terri Frost  
DeQueen/Mena Education Service Cooperative  


Gillham, AR   


Telephone:  870.386.2251  


frostt@dmec1.dmec.k12.ar.us    


 


 


 


Jacob Haywood 
Northwest Arkansas Education Service   


Farmington, AR   


Telephone:  479.267.7450   


Jacob@starfish.nwsc.k12.ar.us 


  


 


 


Vicki Garland  
Wilbur D. Mills Education Service Cooperative  


Beebe, AR   


Telephone:  501.882.5467   


vgarland@wilbur.k12.ar.us  


 


 


 


Barbara Griffith  
Arkansas Center for Mathematics and Science   


University of Central Arkansas  


Conway, AR    


Telephone:  501.450.5868   


barbarag@uca.edu   


 


 


Keith Harris  
Math and Science Education Partnership  


University of Arkansas at Little Rock  


Little Rock, AR  


Telephone:  501.683.7259  


krharris@ualr.edu 


  


Glenda Jackson  
Arkansas River Education Service Cooperative  


Pine Bluff, AR  


Telephone:  870.534.6129  


jacksong@aresc.k12.ar.us 


  


 


Arkansas Science Specialists 


 







Linda Kellim  
Northeast Arkansas Delta Institute  


Arkansas State University  


State University, AR    


Telephone:  870.680.8248  


lkellim@astate.edu  


 


 


Chris Lynch  
Northeast Arkansas Education Service   


Walnut Ridge, AR  


Telephone:  870.886.7717 ext. 121  


clynch@odin.nesc.k12.ar.us  


 


 


Lesley Merritt  
Center for Math and Science Education  


University of Arkansas  


Arkansas NASA Educator Resource   


Fayetteville, AR    


Telephone:  479.575.3875  


lmerritt@uark.edu 


  


 


Steve Noble  


Great Rivers Education Service Cooperative  


West Helena, AR  


Telephone:  870.338.6461  


snoble@griver.grsc.k12.ar.us  


 


 


Debby Rogers  
Northeast Arkansas Rural Institute  


Arkansas State University  


State University, AR  


Telephone:  870.972.4707  


drogers@astate.edu    


  


 


Gayle Ross  
Northcentral Arkansas Education Service   


Melbourne, AR  


Telephone:  870.368.7955  


gayler@northcentral.k12.ar.us 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Dr. Dennis Plyler 


K-12 Science Program Manager 


#4 Capitol Mall, Room 401-B 


Little Rock, AR  72201 


501.580.9717 


 


 


 


Sherry Smith  
Dawson Education Service Cooperative  


Arkadelphia, AR  


Telephone:  870.246.3077 ext. 108  


sherrys@dawson.dsc.k12.ar.us  


 


 


Nona Talley  
Southwest Arkansas Education Service   


Hope, AR  


Telephone:  870.777.3076  


talleyn@et.swsc.k12.ar.us  


  


 


 


 


Dr. Curtis J. Varnell  
Western Arkansas Educational Service   


Branch, AR  


Telephone:  479.965.2191  


curtisv@waesc2.wsc.k12.ar.us 


 


  


Karron Watts  
Math and Science Institute  


Arkansas Tech University  


Russellville, AR  


Telephone:  479.964.3286  


Karon.Watts@atu.edu 


  


 


Tammy Winslow  
Crowley's Ridge Education Service Cooperative  


Harrisburg, AR  


Telephone:  870.578.5426 ext 258  


twinslow@crmail.k12.ar.us  





